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For all those who are sick and tired of being sick and tired.
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INTRODUCTION

I grew up in a one-bedroom apartment in Athens where sleep was revered. After my parents
separated when I was eleven, my mother, my sister, and I shared that one bedroom. But it
was always understood that we should do everything in our power not to wake up anyone
who was sleeping. If I had to study after my younger sister went to bed, I would study in the
kitchen so the light wouldn’t wake her. My mother was adamant about the importance of
sleep for our health, our happiness, and our schoolwork. But despite this auspicious
beginning, as soon as I left home—first to study at Cambridge and then to live and work in
London—I bought into the prevalent cultural norm of sleep deprivation as essential to
achievement and success. FOMO (fear of missing out) became part of my life long before the
acronym was invented (probably by sleep-deprived millennials).
This new sleep-be-damned approach continued for years, until, as I wrote about in Thrive, I
collapsed from sleep deprivation, exhaustion, and burnout in April 2007. I’d just returned
home after taking my daughter Christina, then a junior in high school, on a tour of
prospective colleges. The ground rules we’d agreed on—or, more accurately, that my daughter
demanded—were that during the days I would not be on my BlackBerry. But that didn’t mean
I would stop working (sacrilege!). So each night we’d eat dinner late and get back to the hotel
exhausted. Then, in some sort of role reversal, Christina would do the responsible thing and
go to sleep while I acted the part of the sneaky teenager and stayed up late. After she’d fallen
asleep, I’d fire up the computers and the BlackBerrys, responding to all the “urgent” emails
and generally attempting to squeeze a full day’s work into what should have been my sleep
time. This would go on until about 3 a.m., when I couldn’t keep my eyes open any longer. And
after three or four hours of sleep, I’d be back up for the day shift. Work, after all, was much
more important than sleep, at least to my 2007 self. Because, hey, I’m running a start-up—
one that’s got my name on it. Clearly I’m indispensable, so I must work all night, responding
to a hundred emails and then writing a long blog post, while being the perfect mother during
the day. This way of working and living seemed to serve me well—until it didn’t.
The only part of that trip I seem to remember clearly is the cold, rainy morning at Brown,
walking around in a daze as if it were finals week. About a third of the way into the tour,
Christina leaned over to me and said, “I’m not going to apply here—how about we just drop
out of the tour and go get coffee?” I felt like I’d just been given a get-out-of-jail-free card. Yes,
yes! Where is the closest Starbucks? How quickly can we get there? I hope there’s no line.
Can’t wait for my fourth infusion of caffeine of the day—just the pick-me-up I need to make it
to the night shift.
So the college trip was over. But I didn’t fly straight home. Instead I flew first to Portland

for a speaking engagement that, in my scheduling hubris, I’d said yes to, and then on to L.A.
that night. After getting home very late, I was up again four hours later for a CNN interview. I
have no idea why I said yes, but there is that level of tiredness where you don’t actually even
notice you’re tired because you no longer remember how not being tired feels. Like being
drunk, being that tired not only causes you to make bad decisions, but it also makes you
unaware that you’re in no state to be making decisions at all. I was sleep-walking through my
life.
Of course, being Greek, I should have known that hubris always gets punished. And mine
was no exception. Once I got to my office after the interview, my body just couldn’t take it
anymore, and down I went, coming back to consciousness in a pool of blood. And that’s how I
painfully but powerfully rediscovered what my mother, with no formal education, and
certainly no background in health or science, knew instinctively all those years ago in Athens:
no matter the constraints, whether a tiny, crowded apartment or a crowded work schedule,
sleep is a fundamental human need that must be respected.
It’s one of humanity’s great unifiers. It binds us to one another, to our ancestors, to our
past, and to the future. No matter who we are or where we are in the world and in our lives,
we share a common need for sleep. Though this need has been a constant throughout human
history, our relationship to sleep has gone through dramatic ups and downs. And right now
that relationship is in crisis.
The evidence is all around us. For instance, do you know what happens if you type the
words “why am I” into Google? Before you can type the next word, Google’s autocomplete
function—based on the most common searches—helpfully offers to finish your thought. The
first suggestion: “why am I so tired?” The global zeitgeist perfectly captured in five words.
The existential cry of the modern age. And that’s not just in New York but also in Toronto,
Paris, Seoul, Madrid, New Delhi, Berlin, Cape Town, and London. Sleep deprivation is the new
lingua franca.
Though we may not be getting much of it, we certainly talk (and post and tweet) about
sleep a lot. There are nearly five thousand apps that come up when you search “sleep” in the
Apple App Store, more than 15 million photos under #sleep on Instagram, another 14 million
under #sleepy, and more than 24 million under #tired. A quick search for “sleep” on Google
will bring up more than 800 million results. Sleep isn’t just buried in our subconscious; it’s
on our minds, and in the news, as never before.
But even though we now know more about sleep than at any other time in history, and how
important it is to every aspect of our physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual well-being,
actually getting enough sleep is harder and harder to do. And here is a further paradox:
advances in technology have allowed us to pull back the curtain on what’s going on while we
sleep, but technology is also one of the main reasons our relationship to this fundamental
part of our existence has become so compromised.
Of course it’s not just technology that’s coming between us and a good night’s sleep. It’s
also our collective delusion that overwork and burnout are the price we must pay in order to
succeed. The method (or cheat code) we use isn’t a mystery: feeling that there aren’t enough
hours in the day, we look for something to cut. And sleep is an easy target. In fact, up against
this unforgiving definition of success, sleep doesn’t stand a chance.
But this is a woefully incomplete vision of success. That’s why I wrote Thrive—to explore

the ways in which our lives can be much more fulfilling when we broaden our definition of
success, moving beyond the modern metrics of money, status, and power to include wellbeing, wisdom, wonder, and the power of giving.
Sleep is a key element of our well-being and interacts profoundly with each of the other
parts. Once I started getting seven or eight hours of sleep, it became easier to meditate and
exercise, make wiser decisions, and connect more deeply with myself and others.
As I went around the country talking about Thrive, I found that the subject that came up
the most—by far—was sleep: how difficult it is to get enough, how there are simply not
enough hours in the day, how tough it is to wind down, how hard it is to fall asleep and stay
asleep, even when we set aside enough time. Since my own transformation into a sleep
evangelist, everywhere I go, someone will pull me aside and, often in hushed and
conspiratorial tones, confess, “I’m just not getting enough sleep. I’m exhausted all the time.”
Or, as one young woman told me after a talk in San Francisco, “I don’t remember the last
time I wasn’t tired.” By the end of an evening, I’ll have had that same conversation with any
number of people in the room. And what everyone wants to know is, “What should I do to get
more sleep?”
It’s clear that if we’re going to truly thrive, we must begin with sleep. It’s the gateway
through which a life of well-being must travel. From the moment we’re born until the
moment we die, we’re in a relationship with sleep. It’s the dominant subject for the parents
of a newborn. “How’s the baby sleeping?” people ask. Or “How are you sleeping?” Or, in an
attempt to be helpful, “Here are twenty-five books to read in your spare time about how to get
a newborn baby to sleep.” To anyone who has a child, it’s no surprise that Adam Mansbach’s
2011 book Go the F**k to Sleep became a number-one best seller. And at the other end of the
sleep spectrum, at the close of our lives, the phrase that’s come to sum up what most people
consider the best way to die is to “go peacefully in our sleep.”
So we all have an intimate and unique relationship with sleep. Even when we fight against
it, it’s like an intense, on-again, off-again relationship with an ex who’s never moved out.
Sometimes it’s healthy and supportive of everything we do while we’re awake, and sometimes
it’s wildly dysfunctional and destructive. To paraphrase Tolstoy—who himself was fascinated
with sleep—every unhappy relationship with sleep is unhappy in its own way. But whether we
embrace it or resist it, one way or the other, we’re all dealing with sleep every day, every
night, all the time.
My own relationship with sleep has certainly been through ups and downs. For years, in
one of our up periods, I chronicled my dreams every morning just after waking. In a small
notebook I kept on my nightstand, I’d write as many details as I could remember before the
day’s demands intruded. It was like an intimate pen-pal relationship, only with someone—an
elusive, timeless, and deeper version of myself—I had the chance to be with every night. And
the effects of this habit, even though it was confined to the morning, echoed throughout my
day.
But then, as so often happens, circumstances changed. In this case it was the arrival of my
first daughter. My relationship to sleep didn’t end—it can’t, after all—but we certainly hit a
rough patch. Gone was the enchanting experience of waking up naturally after a full night’s
sleep. In its place was a new reality, where sleep was perpetually just out of reach. Night-andday transitions vanished, and sleep was something to be had only in tiny increments between

other things—as if my entire diet was only what I was able to grab and scarf down on the way
out the door. Sleep became an impediment, something to get past, a luxury I thought I could
no longer afford. With the birth of my second daughter, it got only worse. In my mind, getting
enough sleep would mean taking something away from my children—time spent with them
or just time spent preparing everything for their next day. Of course, in reality what I was
taking away from them was my ability to truly be with them.
Even after the immediate sleep demands of my children became less pressing, I never quite
reentered that Garden of Eden of pre-child sleep. As so many of us do, I created a life in
which I thought I no longer needed much sleep. And when my children stopped needing as
much of my time, that space got filled with other things—columns and speeches and books
that had to be written, and then a new baby, The Huffington Post. So that cycle of burnout
and perpetual tiredness came to be my new normal—until my wake-up call.

The train is easy to board, hard to leave.
—MILAN KUNDERA, The Art of the Novel

At the time, I didn’t know the reason for my collapse (during which I hit my face on my
desk as I toppled over and broke my cheekbone). But as I went from doctor to doctor and sat
in waiting room after waiting room, trying to figure out the reason I’d blacked out, I began to
think about how I’d been living my life. I had time to ask myself some big questions, such as
the one at the heart of much of the work of Greek philosophers: What does it mean to lead
“the good life”?
As it turned out, nothing was wrong with me. Except that, in fact, everything was wrong.
The diagnosis was, essentially, an acute case of burnout, which Belgian philosopher Pascal
Chabot has called “civilization’s disease.” And it all came back to sleep. If I was really going to
make the sort of changes to my life I needed to, I was going to have to start with sleep. So I
patiently set about repairing our strained relationship. And I’m happy to report that we are
now solidly back together. But, as they say in recovery programs, it’s one day (or night) at a
time.
What I’ve learned is that in today’s world, the path of least resistance is the path of
insufficient sleep. And unless we take specific and deliberate steps to make it a priority in our
lives, we won’t get the sleep we need. Because today a full night’s rest has never been more
difficult to come by. With the demands of work and family and our ubiquitous and evergrowing arsenal of glowing screens and buzzing devices, we’re hyperconnected with everyone
in the world—often from the second we wake up to the second we finally fall asleep. But
unless we’re vigilant, we can become disconnected from ourselves.

What is more gentle than a wind in summer?
What is more soothing than the pretty hummer

That stays one moment in an open flower,
And buzzes cheerily from bower to bower?
What is more tranquil than a musk-rose blowing
In a green island, far from all men’s knowing?
More healthful than the leafiness of dales?
More secret than a nest of nightingales?
…More full of visions than a high romance?
What, but thee, Sleep? Soft closer of our eyes!
—JOHN KEATS, “SLEEP AND POETRY ”

If we look at our lives as a spiritual journey, sleep becomes a key paradox: when we
completely identify with our persona in this world—with our job, our appearance, our bank
account—we are asleep to life’s deeper dimensions. In fairy tales such as Sleeping Beauty and
Snow White, the heroines fall into a frozen sleep as the result of a dark spell and are
awakened only through an act of grace personified in a savior-prince. In our daily lives, we
are all in need of such a savior-prince, but we cannot afford to wait for Prince Charming. We
have to be our own Prince Charming—to wake ourselves up by turning our gaze from the
projects and distractions of the outside world to the many miracles within ourselves. That’s
the great sleep awakening. And as Carl Jung wrote, “Dreams give information about the
secrets of the inner life and reveal to the dreamer hidden factors of his personality.”
We are living in a golden age of sleep science—revealing all the ways in which sleep and
dreams play a vital role in our decision making, emotional intelligence, cognitive function,
and creativity. And how lack of sleep is often the culprit behind anxiety, stress, depression,
and a myriad of health problems. It’s only relatively recently that we’ve come to fully grasp
the medical consequences of sleep deprivation. In the 1970s, there were only 3 centers in the
United States devoted to sleep disorders. By the 1990s, that number had swelled to more than
300. Today there are more than 2,500 accredited sleep centers.
Even so, the delusion persists that we can do our jobs just as well on four or five or six
hours of sleep as we can on seven or eight. It’s a delusion that affects not only our personal
health but our productivity and decision making. In other words, we may not have as many
good ideas as we would have otherwise had, we may not be as able to come up with creative
solutions to problems we’re trying to address, or we may be short-tempered or waste a day
(or day after day, or year after year) going through the motions. And in some occupations—in
our hospitals, on our highways, or in the air—lack of sleep can be a life-or-death matter.
But even as we advance the science of sleep, we’re also in desperate need of rediscovering
its mystery. Every night can be a reminder that we are more than the sum of our successes
and failures, that beyond all our struggling and our rushing there is a stillness that’s available
to us, that comes from a place deeper and more ancient than the unending noise that
surrounds us. When we connect to that stillness through sleep, we can tap into it, even in the
middle of the most action-packed day. “Learning to let go should be learned before learning
to get,” said Ray Bradbury. And surrendering to sleep every night is the ultimate letting-go.

I wrote The Sleep Revolution to examine this ancient, essential, and mysterious
phenomenon from all angles, and to explore the ways we can use sleep to help regain control
over our out-of-kilter lives. By the time you get to the chapter on tools and techniques, I hope
you’ll be convinced of the need to go from knowing what we must do to actually doing it,
from awareness to action. In the first two chapters, I’ll present the overwhelming evidence
that we are indeed in a sleep crisis. More than 40 percent of Americans get less than the
recommended minimum seven hours of sleep per night, with similar (or worse) statistics
from around the world. We’ll see how this is affecting various industries, from transportation
and medicine to politics and law enforcement. In the third chapter, we’ll take a look at the
history of sleep. We’re only now beginning to come out of a phase that started with the
Industrial Revolution, in which sleep became just another obstacle to work. The veneration
of sleep as a unique portal to the sacred was sacrificed to the idea of progress and
productivity. The twentieth century saw the labor movement pushing back against the
encroachment of work into our personal lives. And later, with the birth of the new science of
sleep, we began to discover that sleep is in fact deeply connected to every aspect of our
physical and mental health. But the end of the twentieth century also saw technological
advances that allow our workdays to essentially never end, which is where we are today. Then
I’ll examine the science of sleep and what, exactly, is going on when we finally drift off. The
short answer: a lot. Far from being a time of inactivity, sleep keeps many parts of the brain
feverishly busy, and what they’re doing—or not doing, if we neglect sleep—has huge
consequences. We’ll learn how sleep deprivation is linked with increased risks of diabetes,
heart attack, stroke, cancer, obesity, and Alzheimer’s disease. I’ll then look at sleep disorders,
from sleep apnea to insomnia to something called “exploding head syndrome” (yes, that’s its
scientific name!).
In “The Way Forward,” Part Two of the book, I’ll explore the innovations, reforms,
inventions, and technology fueling the sleep revolution. People want more sleep, and the
market is responding. Hotel rooms are being transformed into sleep temples, schools are
modifying start times to suit the sleep needs of teenagers, an exploding market in wearable
technology has emerged that tracks our sleep, and a range of smart products—from smart
mattresses to smart headphones—has entered our lives. And yet there is a lot more to do. As
I’ll discuss in “The Way Forward,” solving our sleep crisis requires not just practical changes
to how we approach our days and our nights but also rethinking our priorities and what we
really value. Sleep is, after all, at the center of our overall vitality. When we sleep well, we feel
better, and vice versa. We may be what we eat, but also, to be sure, we are how we sleep.
I’m confident you will come away from this exploration with a newfound respect for sleep.
But you may also find yourself beginning a love affair with it. We need to reclaim this special
realm—not just because sleep makes us better at our jobs (though there’s that) and not just
because it makes us healthier in every way (there is that, too) but also because of the unique
way it allows us to connect with a deeper part of ourselves. Because when we are asleep, the
things that define our identity when we’re awake—our jobs, our relationships, our hopes, our
fears—recede. And that makes possible one of the least discussed benefits (or miracles,
really) of sleep: the way it allows us, once we return from our night’s journey, to see the
world anew, with fresh eyes and a reinvigorated spirit, to step out of time and come back to
our lives restored. These two threads that run through our life—one pulling us into the world
to achieve and make things happen, the other pulling us back from the world to nourish and

replenish ourselves—can seem at odds, but in fact they reinforce each other.
My hope is that by the end of this book you’ll be inspired to renew your relationship with
sleep—in all its mystery and all its fullness—and join the sleep revolution, transforming your
life and our world one night at a time.

PART ONE

WAKE-UP CALL

1.

OUR CURRENT SLEEP CRISIS

Sarvshreshth Gupta was a first-year analyst at Goldman Sachs in San Francisco in 2015.
Overwhelmed by the hundred-hour workweeks, he decided to leave the bank in March. He
soon returned, though whether this was a result of social or self-inflicted pressure is still
unclear. A week later, he called his father at 2:40 a.m. saying he hadn’t slept in two days. He
said he had a presentation to complete and a morning meeting to prepare for, and was alone
in the office. His father insisted he go home, and Gupta replied that he would stay at work
just a bit longer. A few hours later, he was found dead on the street outside his home. He had
jumped from his high-rise building.
—
Death from overwork has its own word in Japanese (karoshi), in Chinese (guolaosi), and in
Korean (gwarosa). No such word exists in English, but the casualties are all around us. And
though this is an extreme example of the consequences of not getting enough sleep, sleep
deprivation has become an epidemic.
It is a specter haunting the industrialized world. Simply put: we don’t get enough sleep.
And it’s a much bigger problem—with much higher stakes—than many of us realize. Both our
daytime hours and our nighttime hours are under assault as never before. As the amount of
things we need to cram into each day has increased, the value of our awake time has
skyrocketed. Benjamin Franklin’s “Time is money!” has become a corporate-world mantra.
And this has come at the expense of our time asleep, which since the dawn of the Industrial
Revolution we have treated like some dull, distant relative we visit only reluctantly and out of
obligation, for as short a time as we can manage.
Scientists are resoundingly confirming what our ancestors knew instinctively: that our
sleep is not empty time. Sleep is a time of intense neurological activity—a rich time of
renewal, memory consolidation, brain and neurochemical cleansing, and cognitive
maintenance. Properly appraised, our sleeping time is as valuable a commodity as the time
we are awake. In fact, getting the right amount of sleep enhances the quality of every minute
we spend with our eyes open.
But today much of our society is still operating under the collective delusion that sleep is
simply time lost to other pursuits, that it can be endlessly appropriated at will to satisfy our
increasingly busy lives and overstuffed to-do lists. We see this delusion reflected in the
phrase “I’ll sleep when I’m dead,” which has flooded popular consciousness, including a hit

Bon Jovi song, an album by the late rocker Warren Zevon, and a crime film starring Clive
Owen. Everywhere you turn, sleep deprivation is glamorized and celebrated: “You snooze, you
lose.” The phrase “catch a few z’s” is telling: the last letter of the alphabet used to represent
that last thing on our culture’s shared priority list. The combination of a deeply misguided
definition of what it means to be successful in today’s world—that it can come only through
burnout and stress—along with the distractions and temptations of a 24/7 wired world, has
imperiled our sleep as never before.
I experienced firsthand the high price we’re paying for cheating sleep when I collapsed
from exhaustion, and it pains me to see dear friends (and strangers) go through the same
struggle. Rajiv Joshi is the managing director of the B Team—a nonprofit on whose board I
serve, founded by Richard Branson and Jochen Zeitz to help move business beyond profit as
the only metric of success. In June 2015, he had a seizure at age thirty-one during a B Team
meeting in Bellagio, Italy, collapsing from exhaustion and sleep deprivation. Unable to walk,
he spent eight days in a hospital in Bellagio and weeks after in physical therapy. In talking
with medical experts, he learned that we all have a “seizure threshold,” and when we don’t
take time to properly rest, we move closer and closer to it. Rajiv had crossed his threshold
and fallen off the cliff. “The struggle for a more just and sustainable world,” he told me when
he was back at work, “is a marathon, not a sprint, and we can’t forget that it starts at home
with personal sustainability.”
According to a recent Gallup poll, 40 percent of all American adults are sleep-deprived,
clocking significantly less than the recommended minimum seven hours of sleep per night.
Getting enough sleep, says Dr. Judith Owens, the director of the Center for Pediatric Sleep
Disorders at Boston Children’s Hospital, is “just as important as good nutrition, physical
activity, and wearing your seat belt.” But most people hugely underestimate their need for
sleep. That’s why sleep, says Dr. Michael Roizen, the chief wellness officer of the Cleveland
Clinic, “is our most underrated health habit.” A National Sleep Foundation report backs this
up: two-thirds of us are not getting enough sleep on weeknights.
The crisis is global. In 2011, 32 percent of people surveyed in the United Kingdom said they
had averaged less than seven hours of sleep a night in the previous six months. By 2014 that
number had rocketed up to 60 percent. In 2013, more than a third of Germans and two-thirds
of Japanese surveyed said they do not get sufficient sleep on weeknights. In fact, the
Japanese have a term, inemuri, which roughly translates as “to be asleep while present”—that
is, to be so exhausted that you fall asleep in the middle of a meeting. This has been praised as
a sign of dedication and hard work—but it is actually another symptom of the sleep crisis we
are finally confronting.
The wearable-device company Jawbone collects sleep data from thousands of people
wearing its UP activity trackers. As a result, we now have a record of the cities that get the
least amount of sleep. Tokyo residents sleep a dangerously low 5 hours and 45 minutes a
night. Seoul clocks in at 6 hours and 3 minutes; Dubai, 6 hours and 13 minutes; Singapore, 6
hours and 27 minutes; Hong Kong, 6 hours and 29 minutes; and Las Vegas, 6 hours and 32
minutes. When you’re getting less sleep than Las Vegas, you have a problem.
Of course, much of this can be laid at the feet of work—or, more broadly, how we define
work, which is colored by how we define success and what’s important in our lives. The
unquestioning belief that work should always have the top claim on our time has been a

costly one. And it has gotten worse as technology has allowed a growing number of us to
carry our work with us—in our pockets and purses in the form of our phones—wherever we
go.
Our houses, our bedrooms—even our beds—are littered with beeping, vibrating, flashing
screens. It’s the never-ending possibility of connecting—with friends, with strangers, with the
entire world, with every TV show or movie ever made—with just the press of a button that is,
not surprisingly, addictive. Humans are social creatures—we’re hard-wired to connect. Even
when we’re not actually connecting digitally, we’re in a constant state of heightened
anticipation. And always being in this state doesn’t exactly put us in the right frame of mind
to wind down when it’s time to sleep. Though we don’t give much thought to how we put
ourselves to bed, we have little resting places and refueling shrines all over our houses, like
little doll beds, where our technology can recharge, even if we can’t.
Being perpetually wired is now considered a prerequisite for success, as Alan Derickson
writes in Dangerously Sleepy: “Sleep deprivation now resides within a repertoire of practices
deemed essential to survival in a globally competitive world. More so than in the time of
Thomas Edison, depriving oneself of necessary rest or denying it to those under one’s control
is considered necessary to success in a 24/7/365 society. Americans have a stronger
ideological rationale than ever to distrust any sort of dormancy.”
And Americans are anything but dormant. From 1990 to 2000, American workers added
the equivalent of another full workweek to their year. A 2014 survey by Skift, a travel website,
showed that more than 40 percent of Americans had not taken a single vacation day that year.
Much of that added work time has come at the expense of sleep. Dr. Charles Czeisler, the
head of the Division of Sleep and Circadian Disorders at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in
Boston, estimates that in the past fifty years our sleep on work nights has dropped from eight
and a half hours to just under seven. Thirty percent of employed Americans now report
getting six hours of sleep or less per night, and nearly 70 percent describe their sleep as
insufficient. Getting by on less than six hours of sleep is one of the biggest factors in job
burnout.
And for far too many people in the world, the vicious cycle of financial deprivation also
feeds into the vicious cycle of sleep deprivation. If you’re working two or three jobs and
struggling to make ends meet, “get more sleep” is probably not going to be near the top of
your priorities list. As in the case of health care, access to sleep is not evenly—or fairly—
distributed. Sleep is another casualty of inequality. A 2013 study from the University of
Chicago found that “lower socio-economic position was associated with poorer subjective
sleep quality, increased sleepiness and/or increased sleep complaints.” But the paradox here
is that the more challenging our circumstances, the more imperative it is to take whatever
steps we can to tap into our resilience to help us withstand and overcome the challenges we
face. There’s a reason we’re told on airplanes to “secure your own mask first.”
Where we live can also affect our sleep. “I have never seen a study that hasn’t shown a
direct association between neighborhood quality and sleep quality,” said Lauren Hale, a Stony
Brook University professor of preventive medicine. If you’re living in a neighborhood with
gang warfare and random acts of violence, sleep will inevitably suffer—yet another example
of sleep deprivation’s connection with deeper social problems.

THE COST OF LOST SLEEP
It is industrialization, for all its benefits, that has exacerbated our flawed relationship with
sleep on such a massive scale. We sacrifice sleep in the name of productivity, but ironically,
our loss of sleep, despite the extra hours we put in at work, adds up to more than eleven days
of lost productivity per year per worker, or about $2,280. This results in a total annual cost of
sleep deprivation to the US economy of more than $63 billion, in the form of absenteeism
and presenteeism (when employees are present at work physically but not really mentally
focused). “Americans are not missing work because of insomnia,” said Harvard Medical
School professor Ronald C. Kessler. “They are still going to their jobs, but they’re
accomplishing less because they’re tired. In an information-based economy, it’s difficult to
find a condition that has a greater effect on productivity.”
Sleep disorders cost Australia more than $5 billion a year in health care and indirect costs.
And “reduction in life quality” added costs equivalent to a whopping $31.4 billion a year. A
report, aptly titled “Re-Awakening Australia,” linked lack of sleep with lost productivity and
driving and workplace accidents. In the United Kingdom, a survey showed that one in five
employees had recently missed work or come in late because of sleep deprivation. The
researchers estimated that this is equivalent to a loss of more than 47 million hours of work
per year, or a £453 million loss in productivity. And almost a third of all UK employees
reported feeling tired every morning. Yet, though awareness is spreading, few companies
have given sleep the priority it deserves, considering its effects on their bottom line. In
Canada, 26 percent of the workforce reported having called in sick because of sleep
deprivation. And nearly two-thirds of Canadian adults report feeling tired “most of the time.”
It turns out that women need more sleep than men, so the lack of sleep has even more
negative mental and physical effects on them. Duke Medical Center researchers found that
women are at a greater risk for heart disease, Type 2 diabetes, and depression. “We found that
for women, poor sleep is strongly associated with high levels of psychological distress, and
greater feelings of hostility, depression and anger,” said Edward Suarez, the lead author of the
study. “In contrast, these feelings were not associated with the same degree of sleep
disruption in men.”
As women have entered the workplace—a workplace created in large measure by men,
which uses our willingness to work long hours until we ultimately burn out as a proxy for
commitment and dedication—they are still stuck with the heavy lifting when it comes to
housework. The upshot is that women end up making even more withdrawals from their
sleep bank. “They have so many commitments, and sleep starts to get low on the totem pole,”
says Michael Breus, the author of Beauty Sleep. “They may know that sleep should be a
priority, but then, you know, they’ve just got to get that last thing done. And that’s when it
starts to get bad.”
According to Dr. William Dement, the founder of the Stanford Sleep Disorders Clinic (the
first of its kind), working mothers who have young children at home have seen an additional
241 hours of work and commuting time added to their lives annually since 1969.
Sarah Bunton, a mother and cognitive-skills trainer, described her experience on The
Huffington Post: “Do you ever have one of those days where you want to hit pause? Let me
rephrase: do you ever have a day where you don’t want to hit pause?…There really isn’t an

end of the day for most moms, working or otherwise. There’s usually not a beginning, either,
just a continuation of whatever chaos preceded the momentary silence….Mommy wants a
nap.”
“Let’s face it, women today are tired. Done. Cooked. Fried,” wrote Karen Brody, founder of
the meditation program Bold Tranquility. “I coach busy women and this is what they tell me
all the time: ‘I spent years getting educated and now I don’t have any energy to work.’ ”
Dr. Frank Lipman, the founder of the Eleven Eleven Wellness Center in New York, sees so
many patients who are sleep-deprived and exhausted that he came up with his own term for
them. “I started calling these patients ‘spent,’ because that was how they seemed to me,” he
writes. He compares this to his time working in rural South Africa: “There I saw many
diseases arising from poverty and malnutrition but I didn’t see anyone who was ‘spent,’ as I
do today in New York.”

The world is too much with us; late and soon,
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers…
For this, for everything, we are out of tune.
—WILLIAM WORDSWORTH, “THE WORLD IS TOO MUCH WITH US”

Just as sleep is universal, so is the belief that we don’t have enough time to get the sleep
we need. But we actually have far more discretionary time than we realize. The key is taking
an honest look at how we spend it.
In her discretionary time, for example, Sherry Turkle, professor of the Social Studies of
Science and Technology at MIT, has been using TV as a reward, letting herself watch shows
such as Mad Men, Homeland, and The Americans after working on her book. “I felt like I
earned these elegant treats,” she told me. “I remember saying ‘Orange Is the New Black is
mine’ after I finished the ‘Friendship’ chapter of Reclaiming Conversation. As I worked on
the ‘Romance’ chapter, it was House of Cards. I wouldn’t have said, ‘I’m prioritizing
television drama,’ but what strikes me is that I never said, ‘I’m prioritizing sleep.’ ”
That’s the case for millions of people around the world, despite how high the costs of sleep
deprivation are. The incidence of death from all causes goes up by 15 percent when we sleep
five hours or less per night. A 2015 CNN.com article based on the latest findings by the
American Academy of Sleep Medicine, provocatively titled “Sleep or Die,” discussed the
connection between lack of sleep and an increased risk of heart attack, stroke, diabetes, and
obesity. In other words, getting enough sleep really is a matter of life and death.
And even when it doesn’t kill us, sleep deprivation makes us dangerously less healthy. Dr.
Carol Ash, the director of sleep medicine at Meridian Health, points out that even losing an
hour of sleep per week—which many of us do without a moment’s thought—can lead to a
higher risk of heart attack. Even the switch to daylight saving time can temporarily disturb
our sleep patterns.
Looking for even more warning bells? A Russian study found that nearly 63 percent of men

who suffered a heart attack also had a sleep disorder. Men who had a sleep disorder had a risk
of heart attack that was 2 to 2.6 times higher and a risk of stroke that was 1.5 to 4 times
higher. A Norwegian study determined that people who had trouble falling asleep were
involved in 34 percent of fatal car accidents. And those with symptoms of insomnia are nearly
three times more likely to die from a fatal injury. A lack of melatonin, the hormone that
controls our sleep and wake cycles, is linked to higher rates of breast, ovarian, and prostate
cancers.
By weakening our immune system, sleep deprivation also makes us more susceptible to
garden-variety illnesses, like the common cold. It would actually be better for business if
employees called in tired, got a little more sleep, and then came in a bit late, rather than call
in sick a few days later or, worse, show up sick, dragging themselves through the day while
infecting others.
A lack of sleep also has a major impact on our ability to regulate our weight. In a study by
the Mayo Clinic, sleep-restricted subjects gained more weight than their well-rested
counterparts over the course of a week, consuming an average of 559 extra calories a day.
People who get six hours of sleep per night are 23 percent more likely to be overweight. Get
less than four hours of sleep per night and the increased likelihood of being overweight
climbs to a staggering 73 percent. That is due in part to the fact that people who get more
sleep produce less of a hormone called ghrelin—the “hunger hormone,” which increases our
appetite. The sleep-deprived group also had lower levels of the hormone leptin, the “satiety
hormone,” which lowers our appetite. In other words, cutting back on sleep is a fantastic way
to gain weight. Other research points to the role of sleep in the production of orexin, a
neurotransmitter that normally stimulates physical activity and energy expenditure but is
reduced when you are sleep-deprived.
The bottom line? When we’re not well rested, we’re not as healthy. And it shows. In a
Swedish study, untrained participants were asked to look at photos of both sleep-deprived
and well-rested people. Participants judged those in the sleep-deprived group as “less healthy,
more tired, and less attractive.” An experiment in the United Kingdom tested the effects of
sleep deprivation on a group of thirty women. Their skin was analyzed and photographed
after they slept for eight hours and then again after sleeping six hours for five nights in a row.
Fine lines and wrinkles increased by 45 percent, blemishes went up by 13 percent, and
redness increased by 8 percent. In other words, we wear our lack of sleep on our faces.

SLEEP: A KEY TO MENTAL HEALTH
As we go deeper under the hood, sleep becomes even more vital, playing a major role in brain
maintenance. While we sleep, the brain is able to get rid of toxins, including proteins that are
associated with Alzheimer’s disease. Which is to say, if we don’t allow the brain time to do
this crucial work, the cost can be high.
Sleep affects our mental health every bit as profoundly as it does our physical health. Sleep
deprivation has been found to have a strong connection with practically every mental health
disorder we know of, especially depression and anxiety. “When you find depression, even
when you find anxiety, when you scratch the surface 80 to 90 percent of the time you find a

sleep problem as well,” says University of Delaware psychologist Brad Wolgast. In the Great
British Sleep Survey, researchers found that sleep-deprived people were seven times more
likely to experience feelings of helplessness and five times more likely to feel lonely.
Nancy Fox, who runs the healthy-eating website Skinny Kitchen, wrote evocatively about
the effects of sleep on her emotional health: “When I was short on sleep it felt like my ‘cup of
stress’ was full and the least extra amount made it spill over. I remember sitting in my car in
the parking lot of the restaurant and getting a call telling me that it was my day with the
carpool, and I had forgotten to pick up the kids….It literally blew me out!…The lack of sleep
was making me more emotionally fragile…[and] making small problems feel like big ones.”
Sleep deprivation also takes a toll on our mental abilities. “Your cognitive performance is
reduced greatly,” said Till Roenneberg, a professor at Ludwig-Maximilians University in
Munich. “Memory capacity is reduced. Social competence is reduced. Your entire
performance is going to suffer. The way you make decisions is changed.”

Fact: When Golden State Warriors player Andre Iguodala improved his sleep habits, his
playing time increased by 12 percent and his three-point shot percentage more than
doubled. His points per minute went up by 29 percent, and his free-throw percentage
increased by 8.9 percent. His turnovers decreased by 37 percent per game, and his fouls
dropped by 45 percent.

In just two weeks of getting six hours of sleep per night, the performance drop-off is the
same as in someone who has gone twenty-four hours without sleep. For those getting just
four hours, the impairment is equivalent to that of going forty-eight hours without sleep.
According to a Today show survey, the side effects of not getting enough sleep include
difficulty concentrating (29 percent), losing interest in hobbies and leisure activities (19
percent), falling asleep at inappropriate times throughout the day (16 percent), losing your
temper or behaving inappropriately with children or partners (16 percent), and behaving
inappropriately at work (13 percent).
If a friend described chronic behavior like this to you, you might reasonably worry that he
or she was having a drug or alcohol problem and stage an intervention. But we still have a
long way to go toward treating sleep deprivation with the same seriousness and urgency.
Sometimes these side effects hit hard. Nalini Mani, a consultant living in Washington, D.C.,
averaged 2.5 to 3 hours a night throughout her thirties. Mani described the moment her body
couldn’t take it anymore: “I walked into my home at 10 p.m. after having gotten off the
shuttle from La Guardia Airport. I walked in, took my shoes off and sat for a moment on my
couch. I don’t remember much of what happened. The next thing I knew was that I was still
sitting there, on my couch, in the same position, at 9:30 the next morning, completely
dressed. My body shut down, and I could not physically move.”

DRIVING WHILE DROWSY
An Australian study found that after being awake for seventeen to nineteen hours (a normal
day for many of us!), we can experience levels of cognitive impairment equal to having a
blood alcohol level of .05 percent (just under the legal limit in many US states). And if we’re
awake just a few hours more, we’re up to the equivalent of 0.1 percent—legally drunk. While
there is of course a roadside test for drunk driving, there is no equivalent test for sleepdeprived driving. But if we truly want to address all the ways in which drivers become
impaired, police officers should consider asking “Have you gotten enough sleep?” when they
pull over people who are driving erratically. Building awareness of the impact of sleep
deprivation on driving can’t come too soon. Nearly 60 percent of train operators, 50 percent
of pilots, 44 percent of truck drivers, and 29 percent of bus and taxi drivers admit that they
never or rarely get a good night’s sleep on work nights.
And that has predictable consequences. “Every aspect of who you are as a human, every
capability is degraded, impaired, when you lose sleep,” says Mark Rosekind, the
Administrator of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. “What does that mean?
Your decision making, reaction time, situational awareness, memory, communication, and
those things go down by twenty to fifty percent.”
So why do we tolerate, much less venerate and applaud, sleep deprivation? In much of our
culture, especially in the workplace, going without sleep is considered a badge of honor. Yet
since the effects of sleeplessness are largely the same as those of being drunk, when we get
behind the wheel of a car without enough sleep, we are engaging in behavior that’s dangerous
to both ourselves and others.
In 1982, there were 21,113 deaths due to drunk driving. By 2013, that number had
plummeted to just more than 10,000. A key factor was a change in thinking and a desire on
the part of citizens, law enforcement, and society to take the problem seriously. The crisis of
drowsy driving deserves that same attention. According to researchers at the University of
Pennsylvania, “Sleepiness-related motor vehicle crashes have a fatality rate and injury
severity level similar to alcohol-related crashes.”
A report from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention found that 4.5 percent of
drivers aged eighteen to twenty-four had fallen asleep behind the wheel in the previous
month. For those twenty-five to thirty-four years old, the number was 7.2 percent. And in a
National Sleep Foundation poll, 60 percent of adults admitted to driving while drowsy within
the past year. That translates into 168 million people—and those are just the ones who admit
to it. More than a third of those, or 56 million people, have actually nodded off behind the
wheel.
Carin Kilby Clark, founder of the Mommyhood Mentor, described how sleep deprivation
nearly caused her to drive into an active intersection. “Dazed and confused, I thought I was
pressing the brakes—but apparently not hard enough. Thanks to the loud horn of a driver
passing by, I was jolted out of my trance….I was driving half asleep. To be brutally honest, I
was living life half asleep.”
And if that isn’t sobering enough, drowsy drivers are involved in 328,000 accidents each
year, 6,400 of which result in deaths.
Sleep experts have a name for this phenomenon of nodding off: “microsleep.” Microsleep

occurs when we unknowingly fall asleep for anywhere from a few seconds to a minute or so.
It is a terrifying phenomenon when you are behind the wheel of a car. Imagine commuting
home from work, driving down the highway at 60 mph; at that speed, your car is traveling at
88 feet per second. If your eyes close for only four seconds, your car has traveled roughly the
length of a football field before you jerk awake—and the consequences can be deadly.
Men are 11 percent more likely than women to climb behind the wheel knowing they’re
drowsy. Worse, they are nearly twice as likely to fall asleep at the wheel. That’s not
surprising, given the macho status we give to the willingness to forgo sleep.
And nowhere is this more true than in the trucking industry. “The men engaged in longhaul trucking have always been a different breed of blue-collar worker,” writes Alan
Derickson. “At the core of that identity is a rugged version of masculinity….On the stage
settings offered by highways, rest areas, and truck stops, men who pilot big rigs have been
putting on very public performances of masculine endurance for almost a century.”
There are now an estimated 2 million truckers on our highways, and accidents involving
trucks and buses are responsible for 4,000 deaths and more than 100,000 injuries in the
United States each year. More than 60 percent of the drowsy drivers involved in fatal crashes
in 2013 were driving trucks, and nearly half of all truckers said in a government survey that
they’d fallen asleep behind the wheel in the previous year. In 2014 alone, 725 truckers died
behind the wheel.
That same year, the danger posed by drowsy drivers was made tragically clear with the
news that a Walmart truck on the New Jersey Turnpike had slammed into a limousine
carrying, among others, the comedians Tracy Morgan and James McNair, killing McNair and
seriously injuring Morgan and two others. A report by the National Transportation Safety
Board confirmed that the driver had not slept for twenty-eight hours leading up to the crash.
He had driven overnight eight hundred miles from his home in Georgia to a Walmart in
Delaware, where his shift then began at 11 a.m. He was on his last delivery when the accident
occurred, nearly fourteen hours later, at 12:54 a.m. The crash made national headlines
because it involved a celebrity, but thousands of crashes take place each year under the media
radar.
Playwright Ron Wood became an advocate for stricter rules on trucking companies when
his mother, sister, and three nephews were killed by a truck driver who’d been on the road for
thirty-five consecutive hours. “My response to the Tracy Morgan truck crash is that it’s been
ten years since my family was obliterated, and we’re not any safer,” he said. “It makes me
angry.” Several states are considering measures that would make driving while sleep-deprived
a criminal offense. But only two states—Arkansas and New Jersey—have such laws on the
books.
Just days before Tracy Morgan’s crash, Senator Susan Collins (R-Maine) had added an
amendment to a bill that would loosen rules mandating driver rest. “With one amendment,
we’re doing away with rules we worked years to develop,” said Daphne Izer, whose son was
killed by a truck driver—also from Walmart—who fell asleep behind the wheel in 1993. To
spare other parents the same anguish, Izer founded Parents Against Tired Truckers, which
lobbies on transportation safety. Current regulations allow drivers to be on the road for
eleven hours within a fourteen-hour workday. Since drivers, for the most part, are paid by the
mile, and their employers are not required to pay overtime, it’s a system set up to incentivize

sleep-deprived driving—and on that score, it’s working.
Airlines have much stricter standards, with rules mandating specific rest periods for pilots
between flights and dictating how many hours they’re allowed to fly in a given period of time.
And in the airline industry, there are usually many levels of safety redundancy: copilots in the
cockpit on commercial flights, autopilot technology, and air-traffic controllers tracking a
plane’s progress. But tragedies still occur. A study by the National Transportation Safety
Board showed that fatigue was a factor in 23 percent of all major aviation accidents between
2000 and 2012.
In 2010, a report by investigators of an Air India crash that resulted in 158 fatalities noted
that “heavy breathing and snoring” could be heard coming from the cockpit. And then there
are the near misses, which we don’t hear about. As the captain of a Boeing 747 said on the
PBS documentary Sleep Alert, “It is not unusual for me to fall asleep in the cockpit, wake up
twenty minutes later, and find the other two crew members totally asleep.”
Even when the consequences are not tragic, sleep deprivation can lead to some bizarre
incidents. In April 2014, flight attendants on an Alaskan Airlines jet were startled when they
heard banging sounds from the cargo hold, prompting an emergency landing. The culprit? A
sleep-deprived baggage handler who fell asleep as he loaded luggage onto the plane and
awoke to find himself thirty thousand feet in the air. More seriously, this problem extends to
luggage screeners, whose effectiveness, according to a study by the University of
Pennsylvania and the Department of Homeland Security, deteriorates rapidly when they are
sleep-deprived, and to federal air marshals, 75 percent of whom were found by a Harvard
study to be sleep-deprived.
And a study by NASA and the Federal Aviation Administration found that US air-traffic
controllers averaged only 5.8 hours of sleep per night, dropping to 3.25 hours of sleep when
they worked overnight shifts. Of the controllers who made safety errors on the job, 56
percent attributed the mistake to fatigue.
In 2014, five years after a plane crashed in Buffalo, New York, killing fifty people—with
pilot fatigue cited as a factor in the crash—new rules went into effect that require pilots to
have ten hours of rest, eight of which must be uninterrupted sleep, between shifts. The
maximum that pilots are allowed to fly is eight to nine hours, and they must have thirty
consecutive hours off each week.
Train accidents resulting from sleep deprivation have made headlines recently as well.
William Rockefeller, an engineer with more than a decade of experience, momentarily dozed
off one December morning in 2013 as his Metro-North train sped at 82 mph through a 30mph curve in the Bronx. Rockefeller awoke and hit the brakes, but the train derailed, killing
four people and injuring dozens of others.
Sleep deprivation may have been a factor in another crash that same year, this one
involving an Amtrak train in Philadelphia that killed eight people. The Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers and Trainmen union believes that engineer Brandon Bostian suffered
from exhaustion due to demanding new train schedules. “We feel 100 percent confident that
the issue of the new schedule, the reduced rest period and layover period for this young man,
was an immediate and direct contribution to this incident,” union member Karl “Fritz” Edler
said.

DOCTORS WITHOUT BEDTIMES
Also infamous for sleep deprivation are doctors and nurses, who make life-or-death decisions
while dealing with long overnight shifts and the demands of on-call hours. “Health is deeply
intertwined with culture: what we eat, how active we are, how much we sleep,” said US
Surgeon General Dr. Vivek Murthy. “When I was training in medicine,…there was a culture
that strong people didn’t need sleep….It is not helpful to have a culture that supports
unhealthy practices like that.”
The medical community has a “part martyr and part hero” culture, as Dr. Brian Goldman,
an emergency physician at Mount Sinai Hospital in Toronto, described it. “ ‘Jack Bauer’ [after
the lead character in the TV show 24] is British hospital slang for a physician who is awake
and taking care of patients despite being up for more than 24 hours,” wrote Goldman. “That
we invent slang for a sleep-deprived colleague rather than tackle the problem is strong
evidence that we doctors are so inured to its impact, that we don’t even recognize it.”
Researchers from Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital examined
the effects of sleep deprivation on nearly three thousand first-year residents. The number of
hours an intern may work per week is capped at eighty hours, but individual shifts can run
more than twenty-four hours. They found that in months when interns worked five or more
shifts longer than twenty-four hours, “fatigue-related adverse events” increased by 700
percent and “fatigue-related adverse events” resulting in patient death increased by 300
percent. In a Pennsylvania hospital in 2015, a nurse fell asleep while feeding a newborn baby
and dropped him on his head. The baby survived but suffered a fractured skull.
Sleep-deprived health-care workers also show less empathy, which, in turn, can lead to
more adverse outcomes. James Reason, a professor of psychology at the University of
Manchester, compared the medical community’s defense system against errors to a stack of
Swiss cheese slices: There are holes at every level, but they usually do not align—a nurse
realizes an intern’s mistake and corrects it, for example. But when the holes do overlap, it can
result in injury or death for the patient. And the metaphorical holes are more likely to overlap
when those involved haven’t gotten a good night’s sleep.

NOT KIDDING AROUND: CHILDREN AND SLEEP
Sleep disruptions are particularly dangerous for infants, toddlers, and children. The brains of
young children go through a critical period of plasticity as they scramble to absorb as much
information as possible and pick up a whole array of language, motor, visual, and cognitive
skills—which is why babies and toddlers learn so quickly. All this is not possible without
sufficient quality sleep. Researchers at the University of Pennsylvania found that “REM
sleep…makes traces of experience more permanent and focused in the brain….Experience is
fragile….These traces tend to vanish without REM sleep and the brain basically forgets what
it saw.”
Sleep deprivation affects behavioral development as well. Dr. Aneesa Das, the assistant
director of the Sleep Medicine Program at The Ohio State University, says that it’s not always
obvious when young children are sleep-deprived. When adults don’t get enough sleep, they

feel and look tired. For kids, the opposite is true—sleep deprivation can actually make them
hyperactive and can lead to a diagnosis of ADHD.
In 2012, researchers from the Albert Einstein College of Medicine and the University of
Michigan observed more than eleven thousand British children from infancy to seven years
old. They found that those who snored, had sleep apnea, or were mouth breathers—all
potential sleep disruptors—at age four were 20 to 60 percent more likely to develop
behavioral issues. By age seven, that likelihood jumped to 40 to 100 percent. Hyperactivity
was the most common symptom.
As children hit school age, the external challenges become stronger still, and sleep
difficulties increase. Researchers from the University of Hong Kong found that nearly 20
percent of adolescents studied experienced difficulty falling asleep, waking up during the
night, and waking up too early in the morning for school. One of the reasons behind their
difficulty in getting enough sleep is that school starts too early for many students. And as
children get older, the structure of the school day becomes even more out of sync with the
natural rhythms of children and adolescents.
Mary Carskadon, a professor of psychiatry and human behavior at Brown University,
conducted a study that looked into the ways circadian rhythms change as children get older
and how school start times can affect their sleep. What she found was that as children age,
they begin to resist the sleep signals—in the form of sleep hormones—their bodies are giving
them. So even though older kids need the same amount of sleep as those a few years younger,
they stay up later—often many hours past the time when their brains are ready for sleep. The
pattern, Carskadon told me, emerges in the early teen years and is connected to secretions of
melatonin, the “Dracula hormone” that calibrates our circadian rhythms. Melatonin is
released later in the evening in teens than in adults, which manifests itself in their wanting to
stay up later—a challenge when teens face early school start times. As Steven Lockley of
Harvard Medical School put it, “Asking a teenager to get up at 7 a.m. is like asking me to get
up at 4 a.m.”
The problem is exacerbated by how technology affects teenagers. Teens sleeping with their
iPhones and staying up all night texting are staples of our brave new digital world. As Dr.
Rakesh Bhattacharjee, a pediatric sleep expert at the University of Chicago, told me,
“Television, video games, smartphones, tablets have all been recently identified as agents that
frequently disrupt a child’s sleep, including leading to total sleep deprivation.” The light from
those devices, while bad for all of us before bedtime, is even worse for adolescents.
The consequences of ignoring these facts are profound. Most immediately, students are not
learning much. As researchers from Uppsala University in Sweden showed, adolescents
getting less than seven hours of sleep per night were at a higher risk of failing. This
relationship among poor sleep, grades, and dropout rates applies to college students, too.
A 2014 study by the University of Sydney and the Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New
York found that among teens and young adults, short sleep duration was directly associated
with higher levels of stress and anxiety. For every hour of lost sleep, the risk of psychological
distress went up 14 percent. A 2015 survey by the Sleep Council in the United Kingdom found
that 83 percent of British teenagers said their sleep was compromised by anxiety and stress
over exams.
Of course, beyond grades and stress are the deadly consequences of sleep deprivation that

every parent dreads. Which is why it was so shocking to read in May 2012 of the death of
Marina Keegan, a talented writer who was in college with my daughters, killed in a car crash
when her boyfriend fell asleep at the wheel just days after their graduation.

SLEEP DEPRIVATION AND PUBLIC SERVICE: FROM POLITICS TO POLICE
Our political campaigns constantly feature candidates bragging about how little they sleep
and all the long hours they put in. What they’re actually proclaiming with their burnout
machismo is “Hey, vote for me—I structure my life so badly that my decision making is
chronically compromised. If you want a leader who’s effectively drunk—all the time—I’m
your man (or woman)!” It’s an under-the-radar double standard. “No politician would smoke
in front of a camera,” says Till Roenneberg, “but all politicians clearly declare—and show it in
their faces—how little they have slept. We know how important sleep is, but they convey to
the world that sleep deprivation is good.”
A 2015 New York Times piece on Wisconsin governor Scott Walker’s presidential campaign
ran the headline “A Sleep-Deprived Scott Walker Barnstorms Through South Carolina.”
Walker was quoted as saying, “I tried to sneak in a few z’s, but it’s hard when your head is up
against an armrest.” The article went on to claim that “the lack of sleep doesn’t seem to have
fazed him.” No reporter would ever write that drinking didn’t “faze” a candidate. Nor would
you vote for a candidate who boasted about being drunk. As former President Bill Clinton
once said, “Every important mistake I’ve made in my life, I’ve made because I was too tired.”
In his book, Eyewitness to Power, David Gergen went deeper on Clinton’s sleep habits. In
the weeks after his election, Gergen wrote, “Clinton was still celebrating the victory and loved
staying up half the night to laugh and talk with old friends. The next morning, he would be up
at the crack of dawn to hit the beach for an early run or perhaps a game of touch football.”
This had a visible impact on him. “He seemed worn out, puffy, and hyper,” Gergen continued.
“His attention span was so brief that it was difficult to have a serious conversation of more
than a few minutes….In a short encounter with Clinton, I tried to say gently that the
presidency is a marathon, not a hundred-yard dash, and I hoped he would have a chance for
some downtime in the three weeks still remaining. I don’t think I registered….Those who saw
him in his first weeks at the White House often found him out of sorts, easily distracted, and
impatient.” Citing the work of Clinton biographer David Maraniss, Gergen noted that
“Clinton had been sleeping only four to five hours a night since a professor said in college
that many great leaders of the past had gotten by that way.” This aversion to sleep may well
have played a part in several early lapses in presidential judgment, including his inept
handling of the issue of gays in the military—now widely considered to be one of the low
points of his two-term presidency. As Gergen dramatically summed it up, this “planted seeds
that almost destroyed his presidency.”
The daily email newsletter theSkimm, in its coverage of the 2016 presidential election,
asked the candidates, “How many times do you hit snooze in the AM?” (Ted Cruz hits it twice,
Carly Fiorina “doesn’t have time to hit snooze these days,” and for Hillary Clinton it “depends
on the morning.”) Now, of course, hitting the snooze button isn’t a sin, but if you need to do
it—because you can’t get up when your alarm goes off—that’s a strong message that you’re

not getting enough sleep (and the decision-making benefits that come with it). One of the
persistent clichés of the presidential campaigns is the question “Would you want this person
to have his or her finger on the nuclear button?” Well, when it comes to having a president
operating on all cylinders, we should also ask whether we want someone with one finger on
the snooze button and the other on the nuclear button.
Yet another sign our leaders aren’t getting enough sleep at night is that they’re dozing off at
inappropriate times during the day, in meetings, interviews, public events, and even during
sessions of Congress—you know, the place where they make laws that govern the rest of us.
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg dozed off during President Obama’s 2013 and
2015 State of the Union addresses. Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano fell
asleep during the 2010 State of the Union speech. Vice President Joe Biden nodded off in
2011 during a speech on the national debt. Former President Bill Clinton struggled to stay
awake during a Martin Luther King Day event in Harlem in 2008; the New York Post
headline read, “Bill Has a ‘Dream.’ ” The head of the National Economic Council, Larry
Summers, fell asleep in (at least) two White House meetings in the midst of the financial
crisis in 2009.
And it’s not just American leaders who are asleep on the job. Former British prime minister
Gordon Brown snoozed in public just before he took the stage to speak to the UN Security
Council in 2008. Members of Parliament in Japan have been caught on camera nodding off
during sessions. In Uganda, it’s become something of a national pastime to look for snoozing
ministers and members of Parliament during televised sessions—even President Yoweri
Museveni was caught sleeping during a budget meeting. In fact, if you Google “politicians
sleeping,” you’d think that some mass sleep sickness has broken out.
In the middle of the Greek economic crisis in 2015, meetings dragged on through the night,
with one marathon session running for seventeen hours. European Commission President
Jean-Claude Juncker commented on the exhausting proceedings. “I don’t like this way of
working, which leaves me sleepless,” he said. “We can’t make the right decisions when we are
tired.”
“Clearly it is a very suboptimal way to make these very important decisions which affect
millions of people,” says Michael Chee, a professor at Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School in
Singapore. “But this pattern of late-night meetings has been going on for years….The way
they operate is essentially the torture method to break people’s will by keeping them up so
they are physically and mentally drained….All the fundamental elements of having to process
information rapidly are diminished….People take riskier bets and they become more
insensitive to losses when they are deprived of sleep.” Not a good idea when you’re deciding
on military actions or a Eurozone-wide financial crisis.
Political campaigns are also notorious breeding grounds for sleep deprivation, with a direct
correlation to damaging decisions. During the 2012 US presidential election, for example,
after senior adviser Eric Fehrnstrom caused a media firestorm with his unfortunate quote
that Mitt Romney was an Etch-A-Sketch candidate, it was reported that Fehrnstrom routinely
slept only three or four hours a night, with his cell phone beside him. He would wake up and
check his email, send out replies, and then get another hour of sleep. You’d think with the
high stakes of a campaign, political professionals would begin to correlate this kind of sleep
deprivation with the bad decisions we know it results in.

When it comes to our military personnel, a 2015 report by the RAND Corporation showed
that a third of servicepeople sleep only five hours a night or less. More than 18 percent of the
survey participants said they use sleeping pills. Lieutenant Colonel Kate Van Arman, the
medical director of the Traumatic Brain Injury Clinic at Fort Drum, New York, describes sleep
problems as “the absolute number-one military disorder when people come back from
deployments,” pointing to the vicious cycle of sleeplessness that many soldiers endure. The
rigorous demands of duty, alongside the stresses of the battlefield, have fueled what Van
Arman calls a “culture of caffeine,” which only exacerbates the sleep problems our soldiers
struggle with. Reflecting on soldiers’ cognitive impairment from sleep deprivation, Surgeon
General of the Army Lieutenant General Patricia Horoho said, “We never will allow a soldier
in our formation with a .08-percent alcohol level, but we allow every day [sleep-deprived
soldiers] to make those complex decisions.”
The same problems exist in law enforcement. In a study of almost five thousand police
officers, nearly 30 percent reported “excessive sleepiness.” A follow-up survey showed that
officers who exhibited more uncontrolled anger toward suspects were more likely to fall
asleep while driving and more likely to commit a safety violation. Given the recent
controversies surrounding police behavior, sleep deprivation and its effects must become part
of the conversation.

2.

THE SLEEP INDUSTRY

If burnout is civilization’s disease, sleep deprivation is one of its chief symptoms. It’s a
paradox of modern life that we live in a state of continuous exhaustion and yet we’re unable
to sleep—which leaves us even more exhausted the next day, and the day after that. In fact,
alarm clocks, which are so ingrained in our culture, are work-arounds to get us up when we’re
not able to wake up naturally.
Most of us force our reluctant brains—indeed, our reluctant selves—to wake up with
multiple alarms, often set five minutes apart on our phones, insistently nudging us toward
what passes for consciousness. Lifehacker even published an article detailing how to wire
your alarm clock to a car horn—for those of us who really can’t get out of bed in the morning.
Just think about the definition of the word “alarm”: “a sudden fear or distressing suspense
caused by an awareness of danger; apprehension; fright,” or “any sound, outcry, or
information intended to warn of approaching danger.” So an alarm, in most situations, is a
signal that something is not right. Yet most of us rely on some kind of alarm clock—a kneejerk call to arms—to start the day, ensuring that we emerge from sleep in full fight-or-flight
mode, flooded with stress hormones and adrenaline as our body readies itself for danger.
That adrenaline is needed because our sleep-deprived bodies want to—are begging to—
continue sleeping, because we didn’t get enough sleep in the first place. The American
Academy of Sleep Medicine reports that 70 million Americans have trouble getting a good
night’s sleep.

SLEEPLESSNESS AND SLEEPING PILLS: A MATCH MADE IN BURNOUT
HEAVEN
An entire industry has arisen to facilitate our attempts to get more sleep. In the United
States, more than 55 million prescriptions for sleeping pills were written just in 2014, with
sales topping $1 billion. A 2013 Centers for Disease Control report stated that 9 million
Americans—4 percent of all adults—use prescription sleeping pills. It also found that women
are bigger users of sleeping pills than men; that sleeping-pill consumption increases with age
and education; and that white adults consume more than any other racial group.
I asked several sleep experts what they thought of the 4 percent number from the CDC, and
the general conclusion was that the survey number involved significant underreporting. A
National Sleep Foundation poll found startlingly high rates of sleep-aid usage among women,

with 29 percent reporting that they use a sleep aid of some kind at least a few nights each
week. A survey by Parade magazine of more than fifteen thousand people found that 23
percent of respondents took sleeping pills once a week and 14 percent took them every night.
The problem is global: in 2014, people around the world spent a staggering $58 billion on
sleep-aid products, a figure projected to rise to $76.7 billion by 2019. Not surprisingly, the use
of sleeping pills is highest among those who regularly get less than five hours of sleep a
night.
For the drug industry that stands to profit from today’s sleep crisis, business is good and
the future looks bright. But the strength of this market is just a reflection of the depth of the
problem. And although marketers use the soothing term “sleep aids,” burnout is the
necessary condition that feeds the sleep-aid market.
“In twenty years, people will look back on the sleeping-pill era as we now look back on the
acceptance of cigarette smoking,” Jerome Siegel, director of UCLA’s Center for Sleep
Research, told me. “Movies and TV glamorized smoking. Advertisements, often with doctors
or actors posing as doctors, were used to sell cigarettes.” Only after many years and many
studies linking cigarettes to lung cancer and other diseases did the government step in to
regulate tobacco advertising. So we may have moved beyond the era of Joe Camel and
advertisements proclaiming “More doctors smoke Camels than any other cigarette!” and
“Give your throat a vacation…Smoke a fresh cigarette,” but as Siegel put it, “history appears to
be repeating itself. The chronic use of sleeping pills is an ongoing public health disaster.”
Sleep difficulties can turn into serious medical problems, as I discuss in the Sleep
Disorders chapter. For the vast majority of us, however, sleep difficulties are a lifestyle
problem. Yet we tend to treat all our sleep-related woes the same way: with a pill. This is
hubris on the scale of Greek mythology. We expect, as if by magic, to wrestle sleep into
submission. This isn’t accidental. Combine the marketing power of the modern
pharmaceutical industry with a client market that includes, potentially, every fatigued and
burned-out worker—which is to say nearly every worker—and you’ve got the makings of the
juggernaut that is the modern sleep-aid industry. As Matthew Wolf-Meyer put it in The
Slumbering Masses, by “empowering medical practitioners, pharmaceuticals, and caffeine as
mediators in individuals’ relationships with sleep,” we have created a world where “rather
than a gentle sovereign, sleep has become demonized and rendered an object of medical and
scientific control.”
As so many of us burn out in our efforts to keep up in today’s high-pressure, always-on
world, we’ve made it easier and easier for the pharmaceutical industry to tighten its grip on
us and expand its reach. Instead of questioning how we live our lives, we fall prey to
sophisticated marketing that promises us health, happiness, sleep, and energy. And who
wants to be the naysayer, the Luddite who rejects such progress? A great deal of ingenious
and insidious brainpower, along with billions of dollars, goes into selling us a solution that
doesn’t actually solve our problems but only disguises and prolongs them.
The most common pharmaceutical weapon we use to knock ourselves out is the drug
zolpidem, which you probably know as Ambien. It accounts for more than two-thirds of the
sleeping pills sold in the United States. It is also sold under the soothing names Intermezzo,
Sublinox, Zolfresh, and Hypnogen. That last one is especially apt, since zolpidem is part of a
class of drugs known as hypnotics, which work to induce and lengthen the duration of sleep.

Of the 55 million prescriptions written for sleeping pills in the United States in 2014, 38
million were for zolpidem, accounting for sales of more than $320 million. Lunesta, another
hypnotic, marketed with a seductive green butterfly logo, had more than $350 million in
sales in the United States in 2014, and that figure does not include the generic version,
eszopiclone, which generated another $43 million.
When you hear the stories of people who have become dependent on sleeping pills, you
realize that they actually shouldn’t be called sleeping pills at all. Because we now know that
simply not being awake doesn’t necessarily mean you’re actually asleep. It’s not the clean,
binary, zero-sum game the drug manufacturers would have us believe. Which is why sleeping
pills aren’t the solution to our sleep-deprivation crisis—they’re another crisis masquerading
as a solution, offering a false promise that takes us further from the benefits of real,
restorative sleep.
Mohamed El-Erian, the chief economic adviser at Allianz and former PIMCO CEO, told me
about his experience at a sleep clinic that a friend suggested he visit because he was having
trouble sleeping. “At the end of the test, the doctor said to me, ‘There is good news and bad
news. The good news is that there is no sleep apnea or other issue. The bad news is that your
brain doesn’t stop, and it keeps you up at night. But I have a solution for you—I can put you
on medication.’ ” El-Erian refused. “It is really unfortunate,” he told me, “that drugs are most
often the only alternative offered to millions of people who have trouble sleeping.” Instead,
he made some significant changes to his nightly routine, the most important being removing
electronics from his bedroom.
Harvard Medical School professor Patrick Fuller explained to me the difference between
natural sleep and drug-induced sleep. Sleeping pills typically target only one of the many
different chemical systems used by the brain as part of the sleep process, which “necessarily
produces an imbalance in the chemical signaling by which the brain achieves normal sleep
and may limit restorative slow-wave sleep. The newer drugs like Ambien produce more
naturalistic sleep but can have side effects, albeit rarely, like sleep eating and sleepwalking,
which by definition are not a part of normal sleep behavior.”
This limbo state, when we are not really awake but not really asleep, can result in behaviors
ranging from the harmless and humorous to the disturbing and dangerous. And part of the
danger is that you will more than likely have no memory of whatever you do.
In a November 2014 appearance on The Late Show, actress Anna Kendrick regaled David
Letterman with stories of taking Ambien while flying. “It’s a hell of a drug,” she told
Letterman. “I just sort of black out the second that I take it, and it’s like, I wake up, and I
wake up to a surprise every time—like all my DVDs are in my fridge or something. Surprise!…
This last time I took it as soon as we took off, and I remember thinking, ‘Ah, I should put on
something comfy to sleep in.’…And then nothing. And when I woke up, I was wearing
everything that was in my carry-on bag, and I had a ninety-second video of my salad.”
“And then nothing” refers to the fact that Kendrick had no memory after that point. It’s
kind of a funny story—until you realize that she’s describing doing things such as putting on
clothes and videotaping her food after having completely blacked out.
The Today show’s Julia Sommerfeld was a regular user of Ambien until what she describes
as her “wake-up call.” Her credit card company called to report suspicious activity on her
account—nearly $3,000 charged to the store Anthropologie at 2 a.m. Her initial reaction—

fraud!—was quickly disproven, in the form of an e-receipt at the top of her in-box: she had
been the perpetrator of an Ambien-induced online shopping spree. On other occasions, while
on Ambien, she had also consumed large quantities of brown sugar right out of the bag,
devoured two of her sons’ decorated Easter eggs, and written an embarrassing email to her
boss. What finally got her to kick the hypnotic habit was her husband invoking their toddler
son. “How can you be sure you’d never hurt Jude?” he asked. “What if you decided to put him
in the car?”
Former representative Patrick Kennedy (D-Rhode Island), after taking Ambien and a drug
for a stomach disorder, smashed his car into a barrier on Capitol Hill at 3 a.m. He later had no
memory of the incident. He had left his headlights off and swerved into the wrong lane;
police officers described him as appearing intoxicated, unable to maintain his balance, with
slurred speech and watery eyes. The next day he publicly admitted to an addiction to
prescription medications: “I simply do not remember getting out of bed, being pulled over by
the police, or being cited for three driving infractions. That’s not how I want to live my life.”
In fact, in a University of Washington study, people who took generics of Ambien, Desyrel, or
Restoril were nearly two times more at risk of being involved in a driving accident.
In response to growing concerns, the FDA in 2013 cut the recommended dose of zolpidem
in half—in half!—for women and began requiring stronger warning labels highlighting the
dangers of driving a motor vehicle after taking extended-release versions of the drug. It was a
significant step forward—as well as a dramatic, unequivocal acknowledgment of how the drug
manufacturers have been allowed to profit from a sleep-deprived public for so long.
Ambien has also been used as a defense in criminal trials—a pharmaceutical version of the
“Twinkie defense.” On The Fix, a site about recovery and addiction, Allison McCabe told the
story of Lindsey Schweigert, a thirty-one-year-old working for a defense contractor.
Returning from a business trip exhausted, she took one dose of generic Ambien. Several
hours later, when she emerged from her zombie state, she was in police custody. She’d gotten
out of bed, filled the bathtub and left the water running, taken her dog out, climbed into her
car, and, while driving, collided with another car. She failed a sobriety test after falling three
times when asked to walk a straight line. The police charged her with driving under the
influence. Prosecutors sought a sentence of six months, but Schweigert’s lawyer pointed to
the warning label on the Ambien she took and argued that she belonged in the hospital, not
jail. The label read:
After taking Ambien, you may get up out of bed while not being fully awake and do an activity that you do not know
you are doing. The next morning, you may not remember that you did anything during the night….Reported activities
include: driving a car (“sleep-driving”), making and eating food, talking on the phone, having sex, sleep-walking.

Put aside for a moment the absurdity of this label and the fact that it exists. Or file it under:
Warning Labels Apparently Written by The Onion. The charges were dropped, though
Schweigert was left with a suspended license and nearly $10,000 in lawyers’ fees. The more
of these stories I hear, the more shocked I am at the number of people who walk away from
such incidents with similar consequences—a suspended license, a financial burden, but
ultimately nothing more. Because of the FDA warning, the consequences of Ambien use are
treated as a side effect, not as a crime. I asked Ted Olson, a former US solicitor general, to
explain why something that would be a crime in one context is not in another. “Criminal laws

are not well-suited for prosecutions in these kinds of cases,” he explained, “because of the
difficulty in articulating standards for impairment from various types of medication and, for
that matter, for driving while tired, sleep-deprived, emotionally distracted, et cetera. And
there are probably not adequate tests or articulated standards as there are with alcohol
impairment. One drug might affect one person quite differently than another. On the other
hand, civil cases might be easier and present less insurmountable obstacles of proof and
standards for liability.”
There are, of course, times in our lives—a traumatic experience, the death of a loved one—
when we might need some temporary help getting to sleep. But it’s important to make a
distinction between turning to sleep aids at such moments and turning to them—as ads
suggest we should—as an everyday, long-term cure for sleeplessness.
In 2009, Julie Ann Bronson, a flight attendant based in Texas, took Ambien after drinking
wine earlier in the day. When she woke up, she was in jail in her pajamas. To her horror, she
learned that she had gotten behind the wheel of her car and run over three people. One of
them was an eighteen-month-old baby, who survived but suffered severe brain damage. She
could have gotten ten years behind bars, but the fact that she was on Ambien reduced her
sentence to six months with ten years of probation—despite the fact that she had violated the
warning not to drink while taking the drug.
There’s no shortage of such stories, of lives derailed or destroyed in ways that could never
be contained in the pharmaceutical-industry parlance of “side effects.” And in many instances
the people involved took the drug exactly as directed.
Human-rights activist Kerry Kennedy was arrested for erratic driving, after swerving and
hitting a truck in 2012. Kennedy said that her memories of the incident were “really jumbled”
and that she hadn’t realized how impaired she was. Claiming she’d taken the generic version
of Ambien by mistake, thinking it was her thyroid medication, she was acquitted by a jury.
Shortly before her death, my friend Nora Ephron told me about taking Ambien one night in
Paris. She woke up in the morning disoriented, with wet hair. It turned out that she’d gotten
up during the night, filled the bathtub with water, and gotten in. She recounted it to her
friends as a funny anecdote—Nora could make anything funny—but it’s a story that easily
could have had a very different ending.
Another friend of mine who regularly takes Ambien told me of receiving a large UPS
package she didn’t remember ordering. When she opened it, she discovered a large amount
of, as she put it, “hooker clothes,” which it turned out she—or perhaps her subconscious—had
purchased in the middle of the night while on Ambien. (Though Ambien’s FDA warning
covers a wide range of side effects, there is no mention of how to properly dispose of
unwanted hooker clothes. Perhaps online retail sites should start to list their return policies
for Ambien-fueled purchases.)
Lunesta has many of the same dangers as Ambien. As a result, in May 2014 the FDA
required a lower starting dose for the drug, citing “the risk of next-morning impairment.” The
bottom line is that consumers are taking drugs that even the FDA admits are not fully
researched or understood. They promise to “update the public as new information becomes
available.” The risks, though, are outlined clearly in the drug warning to users: “The morning
after you take Lunesta your ability to drive safely and think clearly may be
decreased….Lunesta may cause serious side effects that you may not know are happening to

you including daytime sleepiness, not thinking clearly, acting strangely, confused or upset, or
walking, eating, driving or engaging in other activities while asleep. Other abnormal
behaviors include aggressiveness, agitation, hallucinations and confusion. In depressed
patients, worsening of depression including risk of suicide may occur.” Most concerning is
the fact that these are effects “you may not know are happening to you.”
But even as it continues to evaluate the safety of sleep drugs, the FDA continues to approve
new ones, such as Belsomra, the brand name of suvorexant, distributed by Merck. When it
was approved in 2014, it was hailed in the press as “groundbreaking” because it’s supposedly
more targeted than previous prescription sleeping pills. But the list of side effects cataloged
in a 2015 commercial for the drug are almost identical to those of Ambien and Lunesta:
“Walking, eating, driving or engaging in other activities while asleep, without remembering it
the next day…Aggressiveness, confusion, agitation, or hallucinations…In depressed patients,
worsening depression including risk of suicide may occur.” If this is groundbreaking, what do
the drugs that don’t get approved look like?
The potential dangers of sleeping pills don’t stop at your being turned into a mindless
zombie. There are also longer-term health hazards to go along with Night of the Living
Dead–like misadventures. Researchers from the University of Montreal and the University of
Bordeaux discovered that the use of benzodiazepines (such as Xanax and Restoril), usually
taken for anxiety or as a sleep aid, increases the risk of developing Alzheimer’s by 32 percent
after being used for three to six months. Taking these drugs for more than six months raises
the risk by 84 percent.
Sleeping pills carry major health risks even for occasional users. One study from the
Scripps Research Institute led by Dr. Daniel Kripke compared data from a sample group of
more than 10,000 people taking sleeping pills, including zolpidem (Ambien) and temazepam
(Restoril), with a control group of more than 23,000 not taking sleeping pills. Researchers
found that those prescribed as few as 18 doses of sleeping pills a year had a three-timeshigher risk of death during the study’s two-and-a-half-year follow-up period than their
counterparts in the control group, “with greater mortality associated with greater dosage
prescribed.” Furthermore, those taking the highest dosage of sleeping pills (more than 132
doses per year) had a 35 percent increased risk of cancer—including lung, lymphoma,
prostate, and colon cancers. This association between sleeping pills, cancer rates, and death
remained strong even after controlling for health conditions such as obesity, heart disease,
and diabetes.
Yet we hear little about these increased risks, even as other, much smaller risks get tons of
airtime. I have many friends, for example, who obsess about organic produce, organic diapers,
organic dish soap, and organic shampoo but pop sleeping pills as though they’re candy. It’s
sort of like taking great care to eat a nutritious breakfast and then think nothing of smoking a
pack a day.
In 2015, Kripke, in an effort to protect consumers and hold the sleeping-pill industry more
accountable, submitted a citizen petition to the FDA requesting a complete overhaul to the
distribution, labeling, and regulation of sleeping pills. His proposals included requiring drug
manufacturers to perform more studies on the risks of taking sleeping pills, helping doctors
educate their patients about those risks, and requiring drug labels to include the mortality
hazards.

Given these major dangers, what do sleeping pills actually do for us? In 2015, Consumer
Reports found that Ambien and Lunesta put people to sleep only about twenty minutes faster
on average than a placebo and added only three to thirty-four minutes of total sleep time:
“Their effectiveness is so limited that as of late 2014 they were no longer considered a firstchoice treatment for chronic insomnia by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine.”
What about over-the-counter sleeping pills? Procter & Gamble, the maker of ZzzQuil,
estimates the over-the-counter sleep-aid market at more than $500 million and growing fast.
What helps a ZzzQuil user fall asleep is the active ingredient diphenhydramine, which is also
found in Benadryl, the allergy drug often taken for its drowsiness effect, especially on long
flights. Dr. Shalini Paruthi, from the Cardinal Glennon Children’s Medical Center in St. Louis,
Missouri, explained “that when we use something like diphenhydramine to help us sleep at
night, we’re actually using it for its side effect—not its treatment, which is to fight allergies.”
Aside from the primary side effects of drowsiness and fatigue, ZzzQuil may also cause
headaches, tremors, and a fast, irregular heartbeat. That’s even more of a problem because 41
percent of people take over-the-counter sleeping pills for a year or longer—hardly a shortterm solution—according to a 2016 Consumer Reports survey. Also, a 2015 study from the
University of Washington discovered a link between higher risks of developing dementia,
including Alzheimer’s disease, and the use of anticholinergic medications such as Benadryl.
Perhaps most disturbing is how many adolescents and young people are finding their way
to sleeping pills. Researchers at the University of Michigan determined that teenagers who
have been prescribed medication for sleep difficulty or anxiety were up to twelve times more
likely to abuse the medications than those who had never been prescribed them. And the
longer teens have had a prescription, the more likely they are at some point to abuse the
drug. Are they just mimicking the values and practices of the adults they see around them—
learning that being sleep-deprived and burned out is the inevitable price of success, and the
way to deal with that in the modern world is with a pill?
I have personally never taken a sleeping pill. That doesn’t mean that I’ve never had trouble
sleeping. There were many times when either because of jet lag or because I was worried
about something and couldn’t switch my mind off, I had trouble falling asleep or woke up in
the middle of the night. Wanting to avoid the sleeping-pill trap, I experimented instead with
every possible alternative, starting with listening to soothing guided meditations. I must have
listened to hundreds until I found a couple that clicked with me. My best endorsement for
them is that I have no idea how they end—because I always fall asleep before they finish! I
have also tried magnesium powder and herbal remedies such as valerian root. But I’ve found
that my mind-set is just as important as my methods, as I discuss at length in Part Two, “The
Way Forward.”

CAFFEINE: A COMPLICATED LOVE AFFAIR
With the creation of the world’s massive market for sleeping pills—pills that often leave us
groggy or zombified the next day—has come the need for a force to counteract it: the creation
of an equally massive market for stimulants, including all sorts of hypercaffeinated drinks.
It’s a perfect circle of commodified burnout.

Because we don’t get enough sleep to feel refreshed and awake, we jack ourselves up with a
vitality substitute instead—increasingly, from a variety of “energy” drinks. And when we falter
later in the day, we grab another Red Bull, sugary soda, or shot of 5-hour Energy. We’re
constantly forcing our bodies into a state we’re unable to achieve naturally, because we don’t
allow ourselves enough sleep. So we’re tired during the day and wired during the night.
Of course, coffee and tea have been around for centuries. We prize them for their power to
make us more alert, but many cultures have other traditions around coffee and tea—
traditions that encourage us to slow down, be in the moment, take a break (hence, the “coffee
break”), or enjoy the legendary Japanese tea ceremony. They are rituals associated with a
cessation of work, a pause, a time-out to socialize, read, or, as Oprah puts it, “steep your
soul,” before heading back to work recharged—and not just by the caffeine they’ve delivered
to us. Compare this to the way so many of us drink our coffee—on the run, refueling rather
than actually recharging ourselves, just to speed up, without any semblance of ritual.

I could lay my head on a piece of lead
And imagine it was a springy bed
’Cause I’m sleepy, sleepy
—CAT STEVENS, “I’M SO SLEEPY ”

Today caffeine has become a key component of our sleep-deprived culture. But when taken
too late in the day—when we are trying to fight off that afternoon slump—caffeine hinders
our ability to fall asleep at night. As a result, we are even more tired the next day. So we reach
for another caffeinated drink in an endless sleep-deprived cycle.
In A History of the World in 6 Glasses, Tom Standage explained that in the eighteenth
century “factory workers had to function like parts in a well-oiled machine and tea was the
lubricant that kept the factories running smoothly.” Also, in Uncommon Grounds, Mark
Pendergrast traced increasing coffee consumption to the Industrial Revolution. In short,
we’re using the same methods that factory owners used two hundred years ago to maximize
employee productivity. We would think it cruel to use this method on somebody else, so why
do we think it’s okay or even noble when we do it to ourselves? I write this as someone who
absolutely loves coffee and drinks it every morning (although I try not to drink it after 2 p.m.,
which is roughly the time sleep experts recommend we stop consuming caffeinated drinks).
Coffee consumption in the United States has actually fallen by half since the 1940s. We’re
instead guzzling super-caffeinated and sugar-packed sodas. Annual US sales of carbonated
sodas, at $77 billion, are six times the annual sales of coffee, at $13 billion. And eight out of
the top ten best-selling soft drinks in the United States contain caffeine. As Murray Carpenter
explained in Caffeinated, at the turn of the twentieth century the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Bureau of Chemistry viewed the caffeine in Coca-Cola as harmful and addictive.
“Why should the people of this country be subjected to this awful drugging?” asked bureau

chairman Harvey Washington Wiley. “Fatigue is nature’s signal that there is danger ahead.
Will you make a railroad more safe if you go along and take all the red lights away from the
open switches? They are the marks of danger. What is fatigue? It is nature’s notice that you
have done enough.”
A century later, caffeine has spilled out of beverages and into products such as topical
sprays, soap and toothbrushes (why wait for that morning coffee?), stockings, beer, candy,
oatmeal, sunflower seeds, breath fresheners, popcorn, hot sauce, lip balm, and water! There
was even a report that a Swedish condom company was going to produce caffeine-laced
condoms (supply your own punch line).
The most recent rage in caffeinated drinks is energy drinks mixing caffeine with other
substances, such as the amino acid taurine—Red Bull, anyone? Mintel Group, a globalmarket research agency, estimates that US energydrink sales will grow by 40 percent from
2014 to 2019. Red Bull sold more than 5.6 billion cans worldwide in 2014, and its major
competitor, Monster Beverage, saw its sales grow by more than 9 percent to $2.8 billion in
2014, which included increased consumption in developing markets such as India, South
Africa, and Turkey.
Our addiction to energy drinks is making us sick. Consuming too many, too fast can result
in a laundry list of side effects, including nausea, vomiting, tremors, nervousness, delirium,
seizures, altered heart rhythms, mood changes, diarrhea, increased blood pressure, and
kidney problems. Emergency-room visits involving energy drinks in the United States
doubled from 10,068 in 2007 to 20,783 in 2011. And one in ten of these was serious enough
to require hospitalization.

THE STUPIDITY OF “SMART DRUGS”
Some of us looking for an afternoon or late-night boost are increasingly looking beyond a
fourth cup of coffee or can of Red Bull. Among the modern pick-me-ups of choice are drugs
such as Provigil (originally created to treat people with narcolepsy and other severe sleep
disorders, it’s become popular with shift workers and exhausted execs) and so-called smart
drugs—stimulants such as Adderall, Ritalin, and other drugs claiming to enhance cognitive
function, such as piracetam.
Though the efficacy of these drugs is still being debated, a 2014 study found that long-term
use may lower brain plasticity, especially in young people. “In other words,” wrote Betsy
Isaacson in Newsweek, “the cost of short-term productivity may be long-term creativity,
adaptability and intelligence.”
According to the Partnership for Drug-Free Kids, one-fifth of students have abused
prescription stimulants during their college years. “The profile that emerges,” says Sean
Clarkin of the Partnership, “is less that of an academic ‘goof-off’ who abuses prescription
stimulants to make up for lost study time, than a stressed-out multitasker who is burning the
candle at both ends and trying to keep up.” Among Ivy League students, 18 percent have used
such “cognitive enhancers.” With so many stressed-out parents taking prescription drugs,
clearly the burned-out apples haven’t fallen far from the success-at-any-price trees. In fact, a

2014 report by the American Psychological Association found that millennials were the most
stressed generation, almost a third saying they can’t sleep because they are “thinking of all
the things they need to do or did not get done” and because “they have too many things to do
and do not have enough time.” For an alarming number of students, college has been turned
into one long training ground for burnout. And the deeply ingrained association of college
with sleep deprivation is one the sleep industry is only too happy to exploit. As one ad for Red
Bull put it, “Nobody ever wishes they’d slept more during college.”

BURNOUT U
Talk to college students, and they’ll tell you they feel as if they’re in a no-win situation, forced
to choose between sleep and life. As an advertisement for Spotify says, “College is about
making decisions—big ones—like to sleep…or not to sleep?” Sarah Hedgecock, in a piece titled
“The Ivy League’s Insomnia Problem,” gave a firsthand account. “Sleep, it seemed, was
discouraged the moment I moved into the dorms at Princeton,” she writes. “I began hearing
the same axiom uttered over and over again from all corners: ‘Sleep, grades, social life: pick
two.’ Consensus on which two should be prioritized was clear: we could sleep when we were
dead (or graduated).”
Angela Della Croce observed the same problem in an article she wrote for Vassar College’s
Miscellany News:
When we were young, we had naptime, recess, and lunch break. As we got older, naptime was omitted and recess soon
followed suit. A time dedicated to eating lunch was also taken from us as we entered college—now we hardly even have
time to breathe, let alone sleep or relax. Since when has sleep—something so crucial that it was incorporated into our
school day—become such a luxury that many people sacrifice it?…As a social norm, we simply don’t emphasize the need
to sleep….Fun is focused around late-night activities; studying reaches its epitome with pulling all-nighters; and people
from around the world flock to “the city that never sleeps.”…The bottom line is that we DO have the time to sleep, we
just choose not to.

Here is how some of our HuffPost college editors-at-large have described the sleep culture
on their respective campuses:
“I get this notion that sleep deprivation is a huge badge of honor. People sometimes refer to Leavey Library as ‘Hotel
Leavey’ because a lot of students pull all-nighters there.” —Fernando Hurtado, USC
“Catching up on sleep is what the summer is for.” —Hannah Tattersall, University of Delaware
“People don’t really prioritize sleep here. It’s very common to see entire dorm and apartment buildings with nearly every
room lit up.” —Luis Ruuska, University of Tennessee
“Who needs sleep when you have coffee?” —Kenza Kamal, Ohio State University
“I’ll get Snapchats during finals week of people advertising how late they stayed in the library, and it’s like a
competition.” —Madeline Diamond, Bucknell University

In recent years, there’s been a lot of attention given to the problems of binge drinking and

drug use among high school and college students. But a 2014 study by the University of St.
Thomas in Minnesota showed that the effect of sleep deprivation on grades is roughly
equivalent to binge drinking and drug use. “I don’t think sleep problems are often included
on the questionnaire intake forms for health services,” says Roxanne Prichard, a psychology
professor at the University of St. Thomas, “and that could be explaining a lot of the other
problems that you see showing up, including recurrent illnesses.”
What makes getting sleep in college much harder is the fear of missing out, which leads to
smartphone addiction, obsessively checking for texts, messages, updates, notifications, and
alerts, at all hours. Researchers at California State University, Dominguez Hills, looked at
more than seven hundred college students and found that those who felt anxious when
separated from their phones were more likely to stare at their electronic screens right until
the moment they went to sleep. They also woke up more frequently throughout the night to
check their phones.
Not only is too little sleep as bad for students’ grades as too much alcohol, but the two are
actually connected. A 2015 study from Idaho State University found that teens with sleep
problems were 47 percent more likely to binge-drink than their classmates who slept well.
They were also more likely to experience alcohol problems a year later and to drive under the
influence. Even five years later, the sleep-deprived high-schoolers were more likely to get
behind the wheel drunk. Each hour of extra sleep in high school is associated with a 10
percent drop in binge drinking—a remarkable statistic given the focus on curbing excessive
drinking.
And sleep-deprived students turn to stimulants. We don’t yet know all the long-term
consequences for young adults and teens (and children) who take prescription stimulants.
But we do know some of them. “Sporadic use can lead to severe sleep deprivation and cause
stimulant-induced psychosis, when a student gets paranoid and may hallucinate,” says Miami
University psychiatrist Dr. Josh Hersh.
The University of Florida found that almost 15 percent of ten- to eighteen-year-olds
reported that they’d used a prescription stimulant at some point, and just as they like to share
photos and music, they also like to share their prescription medications. The Partnership for
Drug-Free Kids study found that nearly a third of eighteen- to twenty-five-year-olds said
they’d shared their medication with friends and about the same number said they had
exaggerated their symptoms in order to be prescribed a larger dose. More than half said the
drugs were not hard to get. In other words, students are artificially jacking themselves up
during the day and artificially bringing themselves down at night.
The good news is that there’s a solution: get enough sleep without sleeping aids, and
there’s no need for all the Red Bulls and Adderalls in the daytime. It’s hard to quit only one
half of the perfect circle of burnout without quitting the other. Admittedly, getting out of the
vicious cycle isn’t easy. There are endless flashing lights and signposts telling us we have a
medical problem—after all, there are billions of dollars to be made by getting us to believe
that sleeping pills are the answer to our sleep deprivation. Yet what we really have is not a
medical problem but a lifestyle problem. It’s just that there’s much less of a market for telling
us how to solve that.

3.

SLEEP THROUGHOUT HISTORY

Sleep is one of the great recurring themes in the long narrative of humanity. But how we
think about it, and how much we value it, has changed through the centuries. In the last four
decades, science has validated much of the ancient wisdom about the importance of sleep.
We’ve made incredible discoveries about all the things going on in our brains and our bodies
while we’re sleeping, and these findings have fueled a sleep renaissance. While science
continues to make the case for sleep in terms of our physical health, cognitive functions,
athletic performance, and general productivity, it’s worth looking back at what the ancients
valued about the mysteries of sleep: the rhythm it brings to our daily lives and the gateway it
provides to something greater than ourselves, beyond the realm of our daily activities, beyond
our achievements and our failures.

A PATHWAY TO THE SACRED: SLEEP IN THE ANCIENT WORLD
From the beginning of recorded time, sleep and dreams have played a singular role in
virtually every religion and spiritual tradition. Sleep was revered—so much so that good sleep
was considered something of a luxury, reserved for the rich and those favored by the gods, or
something that could be earned by living the proper kind of life. “People sought peaceful
sleep the way hunters pursued prey and gatherers searched for nuts and roots to carry them
through lean times,” writes Kat Duff in The Secret Life of Sleep. “Sleep was like food, a
cherished and necessary—though not always available—source of physical and spiritual
sustenance.”
In both ancient Egypt and ancient Greece, people would often spend the night in “sleep
temples” to have their dreams interpreted, asking the gods for answers to life’s questions and
the healing of diseases. But sleep and dreams were not just shortcuts to solutions for earthly
problems. They were a sacred bridge to the divine, a means of transcendence. The
Upanishads, among the oldest sacred Hindu texts, dating back to 700 BC, include a reference
to dreams, full of poetic metaphors:
The Golden God, the Self, the immortal Swan
leaves the small nest of the body, goes where He wants.
He moves through the realm of dreams; makes numberless forms;

delights in sex; eats, drinks, laughs with His friends;
frightens Himself with scenes of heart-chilling terror.
But He is not attached to anything that He sees;
and after He has wandered in the realms of dream and awakeness,
has tasted pleasures and experienced good and evil,
He returns to the blissful state from which He began.
In Genesis we see the status accorded to dreams as Joseph, son of Jacob and Rachel,
impresses the pharaoh with his unique gift of interpreting dreams. “Since God has shown you
all this,” the pharaoh tells him, “there is none so discerning and wise as you are. You shall be
over my house, and all my people shall order themselves as you command. Only as regards
the throne will I be greater than you.”

Even a soul submerged in sleep
is hard at work and helps
make something of the world.
—HERACLITUS, Fragments

The Greeks and the Romans each had their gods of sleep: Hypnos for the Greeks, Somnus
for the Romans. As David Randall writes in his book, Dreamland, the Greeks considered
sleep to be a kind of middle state between life and death. And indeed the twin brother of
Hypnos was Thanatos, god of death. Lethe, the river of forgetfulness, flowed through
Hypnos’s cave, helping people sleep by forgetting their worldly identities and their worldly
problems. I love that the name Lethe is also related to (and contained within) the ancient
Greek word for philosophical truth, aletheia. As Heraclitus, the fifth-century BC Greek
philosopher, wrote, “The waking have one common world, but the sleeping turn aside each
into a world of his own.”
Around the same time, the Greek doctor and philosopher Alcmaeon of Croton came up
with the first known theory of sleep. He suggested that sleep comes about as the result of
blood on the surface of the body withdrawing into the body’s interior. One hundred years
later, Aristotle defined sleep in his treatise On Sleep and Sleeplessness as “a seizure of the
primary sense-organ, rendering it unable to actualize its powers; arising of necessity…for the
sake of its conservation.” He was wrong on the seizure, but the conservation part was
amazingly prescient, given what science has now revealed about the restorative powers of
sleep.
Ancient Chinese literature, as Kat Duff writes, referencing the fourth-century Taoist text
Liezi, “regards sleeping and waking worlds as equal counterparts in a greater whole, akin to
night and day, winter and summer, and yin and yang.” In Islam, the existence of sleep is

enumerated among the signs of Allah’s greatness. Muhammad stressed the importance of a
clear transition between daytime and bedtime: “Whenever you go to bed, perform ablution
like that for the prayer.” Muhammad was also an advocate of naps: “Take a short nap, for
Devils do not take naps.”
In the seventeenth century, René Descartes, like Aristotle, focused on the restorative
function of sleep. “During sleep,” he wrote in his Treatise of Man, “the substance of the brain,
being in repose, has leisure to be nourished and repaired, being moistened by the blood
contained in the little veins or arteries that are apparent on its external surface.” Again, a
little off on the mechanism, but otherwise spot-on.

PRE-MODERN AND EARLY MODERN SLEEP
Pre-industrial sleep differed from our own not just in the reverence attached to it but in the
nature of sleep itself. In most cultures, sleep wasn’t the uninterrupted stretch of time it is
now. Throughout most of human history, night was divided into two separate periods of
sleep, known as segmented sleep. One of the earliest references to this practice of segmented
sleep is in The Odyssey, where Homer wrote about a “first sleep.” Between the two sleep
stages was a period of wakefulness, which would last up to several hours. But this wakeful
interlude wasn’t the same as being awake during the day. It was a prized and valuable time.
“This non-continuous sleep pattern is characteristic of virtually all mammals and is also the
pattern we experience early and late in life,” Dr. Gregg Jacobs, an insomnia specialist at the
University of Massachusetts, told me.
Roger Ekirch, the author of At Day’s Close, described this special time between sleep:
“Fires needed to be tended or perhaps a tub of ale brewed. Still, most persons never left their
beds, preferring instead to ponder dreams from which they awakened. No other period
afforded such a secluded interval of darkness in which to absorb fresh visions of solace,
spirituality, and self-revelation.” It was also a time of prayer. Indeed, “When you awake in the
night” was a special section in prayer books of the time. And, Ekirch noted, this was also
considered the best time for sex if a couple was trying to conceive a child: “A sixteenthcentury French physician ascribed the fecundity of rural peasants to early morning
intercourse ‘after the first sleep’ when, he claimed, they ‘have more enjoyment’ and ‘do it
better.’ ” Whether these frisky rural peasants enjoyed sex after brewing some ale or after
reciting prayers and contemplating their souls, we can’t be sure.
So sex, prayers, reading, and writing occupied at least some of the hours before falling
asleep again. But nothing was more important than using that time that blurred the frontiers
“between the waking and invisible worlds”—as Ekirch put it—to make sense of dreams: “The
influence dreams had upon individuals and their personal relationships is difficult to
imagine. Reverberations could last from fleeting minutes to, in rare instances, entire
lifetimes.”
The quiet relaxation of these special hours, without the distractions of daily activities,
allowed people to become aware of subtler things and digest the unique insights that so often
occur in that transition state between waking and sleeping. Edgar Allan Poe called them “a
class of fancies, of exquisite delicacy, which are not thoughts, and to which, as yet, I have

found it absolutely impossible to adapt language….They arise in the soul…only at its epochs
of most intense tranquillity…and at those mere points of time where the confines of the
waking world blend with those of the world of dreams. I am aware of these ‘fancies’ only
when I am upon the very brink of sleep.” These “fancies” have inspired many writers,
including Robert Louis Stevenson, who wrote about the special magic of that time: “It
seemed to me as if life had begun again afresh, and I knew no one in all the universe but the
almighty maker.”
Our ancestors’ reverence for sleep and for dreams is particularly remarkable when you
consider how difficult it was to actually get any sleep! Today we may feel besieged by
technology, by overwork, by the clamor and chaos of modern life. But our ancestors were
besieged by more down-to-earth disruptions, by rustlings, smells, and movements—including
from the farm animals that were often sleeping in the same room (and you think your
partner is annoying at night?). There were definitely no blackout curtains, white-noise
machines, high-thread-count sheets, and lavender sachets. “Within some homes…such was
the tumult created by rats and mice that walls and rafters seemed on the verge of collapse,”
wrote Ekirch of the conditions in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. “Illconstructed houses generated their own cacophony, owing to shrinking timber, loose boards,
drafty doors, broken windows, and open chimneys.”
And though it’s not on the recommendations list of today’s sleep consultants, communal
sleeping served an important social purpose. Sleeping was, in many ways, a social activity and
a means of family cohesion. “Sleeping with others,” Carol Worthman, a professor of
anthropology at Emory University, told me, “was virtually universal from infancy onward,
providing security, safety, and the most intimate context that can be shared by all ages.”
Sometimes co-sleeping may be simply a necessity, like if you’re a college student trying to
make ends meet. Or just a couple of guys trying to found a country: a few months after the
American colonies declared their independence from England, Benjamin Franklin and John
Adams had to share a bed at an inn in New Brunswick. They quarreled over whether they
should keep the tiny window open or not, and Adams fell asleep to Franklin’s disquisition on
his “theory of colds”—proving once again that great men do not necessarily make great
roommates.
And while there are many reasons that segmented sleep went out of fashion in the modern
world, there’s some evidence it might be our natural state. In a National Institute of Mental
Health study, when subjects were put into a setting with no artificial light for fourteen-hour
blocks, they reverted back to segmented sleep like our pre-industrial ancestors. According to
Dr. Thomas A. Wehr, the study’s author, “consolidated sleep in human beings may be an
artifact of modern lighting technology.”
So some sleep disorders may be the natural expression of our pre-modern sleep wiring
coming to the surface: “It’s the seamless sleep that we aspire to that’s the anomaly, the
creation of the modern world,” Ekirch says. Yet people who wake up in the middle of the
night “regard themselves as abnormal, which only heightens their anxiety, thereby
accentuating their inability to sleep.”
What ultimately killed off segmented sleep—and changed our relationship with sleep
forever—was the spread of artificial light. The first public lamp, a candlelit lantern, was hung
at the Grand Châtelet in Paris in 1318. In 1667, under the reign of Louis XIV, the “Sun King,”

Paris became the world’s first city to install artificial lights on a large scale. Other cities soon
followed.
This early movement to light up the night used candles and sometimes oil—materials that
had been available for hundreds of years. So why did the illumination of cities only begin in
the seventeenth century? History professor Craig Koslofsky at the University of Illinois says
it was because of changes in the way people began thinking of nighttime: “The night was
closely associated with danger, both natural and supernatural. But in the 17th century,
Europeans were beginning to see opportunities to expand their authority throughout the
world….We go from seeing darkness as something dangerous and best to be avoided to
something that could be used selectively.” The night was yet another frontier to be conquered
in an age of expansion.
By the end of the seventeenth century, more than fifty cities across Europe were
illuminated at night. In 1807, London’s Pall Mall became the first city street to be lit with gas
lamps. By the dawn of the twentieth century, Paris had more than fifty thousand gas
streetlamps. Across the pond, Baltimore established the first gas company in the United
States in 1816 and lit its streets with gas lamps a year later. In Southeast Asia, Singapore
installed gas lamps in 1864. When it comes to our modern society’s relationship with sleep,
all this is still prehistory. Our modern sleep narrative really begins with the Industrial
Revolution.

FROM SACRED TO A WASTE OF TIME: THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION AND
SLEEP
The Industrial Revolution is what truly fueled the sea change in our relationship to sleep.
Artificial light allowed the night to be colonized, but mechanization allowed it to be
monetized, and capitalism had no use for sleep. Through the nineteenth century, as was the
case with factories, machines, and workers, sleep became just another commodity to be
exploited as much as possible. Indeed, sleep became not just devalued but actively scorned.
After all, every hour spent sleeping was another hour spent not working—therefore another
wasted hour. “Increasingly,” write Kevin Hillstrom and Laurie Collier Hillstrom in The
Industrial Revolution in America, “owners and managers treated human labor as a
commodity in the production cycle—one that they tried to obtain cheaply and use as
efficiently as possible.”
To support this new way of working and compel workers to go along with it, going without
sleep was cast as an act of masculinity, a sign of strength—what Alan Derickson in his book
Dangerously Sleepy called “heroic wakefulness” and “manly stamina.” Sleep became a sign of
“unmanly weakness,” and this macho notion of sleep persists to this day—a way of measuring
masculinity without a ruler. “Extreme hours become a way men compete to establish whose
is bigger,” Joan Williams, a law professor at the University of California Hastings College of
the Law, told me. “Are we really just talking about schedules?”
To ensure maximum efficiency, factories began to be run throughout the night, adding
shifts around the clock. Women particularly suffered, since even as their working days

became longer, their responsibilities to maintain the home and care for the family remained.
As awareness of inhumane conditions increased, states began to pass laws to protect women.
What followed was a period of mounting consensus from courts, legislatures, and public
officials around the need to reform working conditions. Sleep was often cited as a key
consideration. In fact, Louis Brandeis, who was later appointed to the Supreme Court,
submitted a brief showing the latest social science data on the health effects of sleep
deprivation, especially on women: “Sleep is so important from the health standpoint that
there is perhaps no function which should be so conscientiously exercised.” One effect of the
ensuing court battles over the legislation was a pushback against this new idea of human
beings—and their sleep—as a product to be monetized as exhaustively as possible.
Despite the efforts of labor activists, these piecemeal legal reforms were overshadowed by
the growing popular sentiment that sleep was for the weak. “Places that clung to their
traditional sleeping schedules were quickly derided as backwaters filled with people who
weren’t fit for the industrialized world,” writes David Randall.

“EIGHT HOURS FOR WORK, EIGHT HOURS FOR REST, EIGHT HOURS FOR
WHAT WE WILL”
One of the worst industries when it came to sleep was the steel industry. Steelworkers across
America went on strike in 1919, demanding a reduction of their working hours, but their
efforts failed and conditions remained dismal. Throughout the early 1920s, steelworkers
endured double shifts every other week, allowing companies to avoid employing an additional
shift of workers. The scourge of sleep deprivation from such long days affected entire
communities. Charles Rumford Walker, the author of Steel: The Diary of a Furnace Worker,
described the impact in 1922. “The twelve-hour day, as I observed it,” he wrote, “tended to
either destroy, or to make unreasonably difficult, that normal recreation and participation in
the doings of the family group, the church, or the community, which we ordinarily suppose is
reasonable and part of the American inheritance.”
Plus there was the matter of very sleepy people operating very dangerous machines.
“Workers regularly crawled off to sleep wherever and whenever they could and were
sometimes horribly killed,” write John Hinshaw and Peter N. Stearns in Industrialization in
the Modern World. “Accidents peaked when workers ended a long turn, or when they shifted
from days to nights.” Alan Derickson quotes Alfred Kiefer, a steelworker, lamenting, “I often
grieved when I saw the men lined up at the Steel Plant gates waiting for relatives to bring
their meals for another twelve hours. What a shame! Work a horse twenty-four hours and
you go behind the bars.” Kiefer himself was fired for falling asleep—twenty-one hours into a
shift!
Demand for an eight-hour workday had been building in the labor movement. Trade
unionists had marched through Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1889 with a banner held high
reading “Eight Hours for Work, Eight Hours for Rest, Eight Hours for What We Will.” But it
was not until 1926 that one of the major American companies, Ford, introduced the fortyhour workweek.

The idea of sleep as a labor issue was famously raised in the case of the Pullman porters,
the workers who manned the railroad sleeping cars of the Pullman Company. Their fight over
working conditions led to the formation of the first all–African American union, the
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters. A 1935 article described the horrible conditions they
were forced to endure: “The Pullman porter…must sleep at night in the smoking
compartment of his car unless a certain upper berth near that compartment happens to be
vacant. He does not retire until the occupants of the smoking compartment go to bed. He is
subject to call at every moment of the day or night while on service….Hours of service are
barbarously long.”
The consequences of too many hours of work and too little sleep—not just for Pullman
porters but for engineers, signal operators, and all railroad personnel—were predictable:
crashes, derailments, and fatalities. At the turn of the century, Edward Moseley, the secretary
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, wrote that “it is undeniable that many of the
accidents which occur are largely contributed to, if not directly caused by, the long hours of
duty to which trainmen are subjected.” He then noted a train wreck that had happened in
Illinois, quoting a Chicago newspaper account which concluded that “the officials of the
company might as well fill their engineers and firemen with whiskey or drug them with
opium as to send them out for fifteen and seventeen hours of continuous work expecting
them to keep their heads, and apply intelligently the general rules of the road.” The same
could be written about many companies today.

THE AMERICAN WAR ON SLEEP
Though this shift in thinking about sleep took place across the industrialized world, there was
also something uniquely American in this modern attitude toward work and sleep. Our upby-the-bootstraps national narrative, combined with a deeply ingrained Puritan work ethic,
made the New World fertile ground for a culture that equated sleep with laziness. “The truly
moral man,” writes Daniel Rodgers in The Work Ethic in Industrial America, 1850–1920,
“was at once a person of strength and a perpetuum mobile,” whose days, as Bishop Henry
Potter put it at the time, “are so crowded full of honest and healthy tasks that he has no room
for dreaming.” It’s a sentiment espoused in colonial times by none other than the
enterprising young Benjamin Franklin, in Poor Richard’s Almanack: “Up, Sluggard, and
waste not life; in the grave will be sleeping enough.”
It was certainly a way of thinking embraced by an American business class in the thrall of
Charles Darwin, whose theory of “the survival of the fittest” was extended from the jungle to
the boardroom. Rodgers notes the popularity of connecting relentless work, status, and
success and quotes Horace G. Burt, the president of the Union Pacific Railroad, summing up
the secret of success: “Application. Work, work, work, work, work, work.”
Considering this heritage and history, it’s no surprise that maximizing work and
minimizing sleep are still firmly embedded in our national consciousness. It’s one of
America’s foundational creation myths. If you were to pinpoint one man who most embodied
this delusion, it would be Thomas Edison, who was convinced that sleep was unnecessary. He
bragged that he never needed more than four or five hours a night, and believed that America

should follow his example on the brightly lit path of progress and self-improvement.
In fact, it’s hard to find an account of Edison that doesn’t mention his heroic dedication to
hard work and sleepless nights, as he tried and failed and tried again to perfect the lightbulb.
The implication was, of course, that his willingness to forgo sleep was strongly connected
with his genius, commitment, and eventual success. The Chicago Tribune lauded his
“willingness to work at all hours, night or day,” even during his honeymoon. (Other than that,
Mrs. Edison, how did you enjoy the honeymoon?)
On the thirty-fifth anniversary of the invention of the incandescent lightbulb in October
1914, Edison was interviewed by The New York Times. The prescient headline, displayed in
large letters across the page, quoted Edison: “THE FUTURE MAN WILL SPEND LESS TIME
IN BED.” “In the old days man went up and down with the sun,” Edison explained. “A million
years from now he won’t go to bed at all. Really, sleep is an absurdity, a bad habit. We can’t
suddenly throw off the thralldom of the habit, but we shall throw it off….Nothing in this
world is more dangerous to the efficiency of humanity than too much sleep.” Helpfully, he
even did the math: “Suppose a crusade which would educate the people might be started
which would keep the 90,000,000 people of the United States out of bed one hour each night.
That would add 365 hours a year to each individual’s life, or much more than a month of
working days of ten hours each. To the 90,000,000 it would give about 3,500,000,000 hours
every year. I can think of no way in which a vast addition to the wealth of the world could be
made so certainly as by this method.” He concluded that “everything which decreases the
sum total of man’s sleep increases the sum total of man’s capabilities. There really is no
reason why men should go to bed at all.” And you thought your parents gave you a hard time
when you slept in as a teenager. Imagine being Thomas Edison’s kid (he had six) on Saturday
mornings.

Seeing everybody so up all the time made me think that sleep was becoming pretty
obsolete, so I decided I’d better quickly do a movie of a person sleeping.
—ANDY WARHOL, POPism

So Edison believed he had rendered sleep obsolete by giving us the ability to be productive
at night. And heroically forgoing sleep became even more woven into the triumphal American
narrative of progress. When another quintessential American hero, Charles Lindbergh,
became the first man to fly across the Atlantic Ocean solo in 1927, sleep was once again cast
as an obstacle to overcome. Lindbergh remembered his battle with sleep this way in his
autobiography, The Spirit of St. Louis:
I simply can’t think of sleep. I have an ocean yet to cross, and Paris to find. Sleep is a trivial thing….It has no business
bothering me now. It will interfere with my judgment, my navigation, my accuracy of flying….The worst part about
fighting sleep is that the harder you fight the more you strengthen your enemy, and the more you weaken your
resistance to him.

And conquer “the enemy” he did. Lindbergh went on to be praised by President Calvin

Coolidge in a welcome-home address as a man of “valiant character, driven by an
unconquerable will and inspired by the imagination and the spirit of his Viking ancestors.” In
other words, the recipe for becoming a great man involved not just valiant character and the
Viking spirit, but also heaping portions of exhaustion and sleep deprivation (bake until
baked).
We see these same sleep-be-damned themes reflected throughout our culture and our
literature. In “Rip Van Winkle,” Washington Irving writes about a man who daydreams, tells
stories, and likes to take walks by himself in the woods—suspect actions that are cast as the
opposite of hard work and are appropriately punished. After going into the mountains one
day with some strange explorers, he gets drunk and, fatefully, goes to sleep. He wakes up
twenty years later, having missed his wife’s death and the American Revolution. Talk about
sleep as something deeply un-American: by falling asleep, Van Winkle missed out not just on
his own life but also on the birth of his country. His story is a cautionary tale for a new
country defining itself and what it values. Daydreaming and sleeping are seen as anathema to
participation in modern life.
And of course that new country was made possible in part by Paul Revere, the American
Revolutionary hero who stayed awake through the night and, while others slumbered, alerted
the militia to the approach of British forces.
The problem is that these kinds of heroic and necessary instances of overcoming sleep—
Paul Revere alerting the militia, Charles Lindbergh crossing the Atlantic, and, more
commonly, a mother staying up with a sick child—are the exceptions we legitimately
celebrate. Clearly, Lindbergh would not have been able to cross the Atlantic if he had dozed
off. And Paul Revere could not have warned the militia if he had been tucked in bed. And
someone’s got to stay up with the baby. But in popular culture, these achievements were used
to amplify a narrative that conquering sleep should be what we aspire to as an everyday
virtue.

SLEEP IN RETREAT AROUND THE GLOBE
The desire to triumph over sleep isn’t limited to America. One of the most eloquent
denunciations comes courtesy of the novelist Vladimir Nabokov, who in his memoir called
sleep “the most moronic fraternity in the world, with the heaviest dues and the crudest
rituals. It is a mental torture I find debasing….I simply cannot get used to the nightly betrayal
of reason, humanity, genius. No matter how great my weariness, the wrench of parting with
consciousness is unspeakably repulsive to me. I loathe Somnus, that black-masked headsman
binding me to the block.”
When Napoleon was asked how much sleep is good, it is said he replied, “Six for a man,
seven for a woman, eight for a fool.” To Napoleon, sleep was just another enemy to be
vanquished. As William Henry Hudson explains in The Man Napoleon, “Even bodily fatigue
had no effect upon the vigour and flexibility of his mind. Sleep itself had been made a slave,
and came and went at the word of command.”
And he extended the idea to his troops. “Napoleon always talked about fatigue as the

fundamental limitation,” says David Dinges, the chief of the Division of Sleep and
Chronobiology at the University of Pennsylvania. “If you could keep your troops active for
longer periods of time with less sleep, you had a greater tactical advantage, assuming they
would remain behaviorally effective.”
That, of course, is the big assumption. Maybe if Napoleon had increased his nightly total to
the fool level, things might have gone differently at Waterloo. But, as Dinges said, Napoleon’s
sleep regimen is the “perfect description of the way high-performing people with a great
degree of prefrontal cortex control imagine they can extend that to sleep.” This may be the
original “Napoleon complex.” In fact, Dinges has put this to the test in large-scale
experiments and found that sustained sleep deprivation results in “cumulative deficits in
cognitive performance.” In other words, whether you’re a brilliant general, a great inventor,
or a “30 Under 30” CEO, cheating sleep isn’t an act of courage or a test of will. According to
the latest science, it’s hubris and folly.
Yet this new Industrial Revolution view of sleep could be seen everywhere in society.
During the nineteenth century, the idea of sleep as a reminder of human frailty and
something to be ashamed of was expressed in how people thought of their bedrooms. Until
that time, in much of the world the bedroom had been a social and public part of the house,
reflecting the communal reverence that sleep enjoyed. King Louis XIV was known to hold
court and receive official visitors from his bed. But by the Victorian era, as sleep began its
downward slide into shame, the bedroom retreated from public view.

A SCIENTIFIC AWAKENING
As the nineteenth century progressed, doctors and scientists began to devote more energy
and resources to the study of sleep. Harvard’s Division of Sleep Medicine chronicles many of
these advancements in its online sleep history hub “Healthy Sleep.” In 1827, Scottish doctor
Robert Macnish published The Philosophy of Sleep, the first known sleep study of the
modern age. In 1869, William Hammond, a military physician and neurologist who had been
the US surgeon general before the Civil War, published Sleep and Its Derangements. In 1885,
Henry Lyman published his book Insomnia, and Other Disorders of Sleep, and as scientists
tried to understand what sleep was, the idea of the “sleep disorder” as something to be cured
medicinally began to gain traction. In 1903, the first sleeping pill, barbital (a synthesized
barbiturate sold under the brand name Veronal), was developed. Its popularity grew quickly—
as did reports of abuse and fatal overdoses. Other sleeping pills hit the market, and by 1930
the number of doses of barbiturates being taken annually in the United States was estimated
to top a billion.
An important milestone occurred in 1913, when the French researcher Henri Piéron
published The Physiological Problem of Sleep, widely considered the first work to take an
entirely physiological approach to sleep. In Germany, a psychiatrist, Hans Berger, created the
first electroencephalograph (EEG), a machine that measures electrical brain activity, and in
1929 published his studies, which revealed that human brain waves were different in waking
than in sleeping states. In 1935, the German biologist and botanist Erwin Bünning came up
with the term “biological clock” to describe the principle of circadian rhythms.

As universities began to embrace sleep science, the field gained legitimacy—and
momentum. In 1925, the famed sleep researcher Nathaniel Kleitman opened the world’s first
laboratory dedicated to the study of sleep at the University of Chicago, exploring the
physiology of sleep and human consciousness. He published his seminal work Sleep and
Wakefulness in 1939. And in 1953, Eugene Aserinsky, Kleitman’s graduate student,
discovered rapid eye moment (REM) sleep (discussed in greater length in the Science
chapter).
The Association of Sleep Disorders Centers (now the American Academy of Sleep
Medicine), the first accrediting organization of sleep professionals, was founded in 1975 (as
mentioned in the Introduction, today more than 2,500 sleep centers have been accredited).
Three years later, the first issue of the peer-reviewed medical journal SLEEP was released,
with Stanford sleep researchers Christian Guilleminault and William Dement at the helm.
In 1982, the cognitive scientist Carlyle Smith discovered the connection among sleep,
learning, and memory consolidation. And the next year, the University of Chicago sleep
researcher Allan Rechtschaffen demonstrated the fatal consequences of prolonged sleep
deprivation.
So centuries after Aristotle, Heraclitus, and their ancient brethren, we’re once again
beginning to give sleep its due—only now with the scientific and technological ability to
collect groundbreaking data. Enter a search for the word “sleep” today in PubMed, the online
science database overseen by the U.S. National Library of Medicine, and you will get more
than 150,000 results. At The Huffington Post, we launched a section devoted to sleep in 2007.

OVERWORK: POSTWAR AMERICA’S MOST DANGEROUS STATUS SYMBOL
The onset of the Cold War, together with the slowing of the postwar growth of the middle
class and heightened global competition, added to a sense of unease and self-doubt, as
Americans perceived themselves falling behind the Soviet Union in the arms race and the
space race. That led to an unrelenting focus on economic growth. Shorter working hours were
linked to Communist ideas, and labor unions were increasingly hindered by the wave of antiCommunist sentiment. As Juliet Schor notes in The Overworked American: The Unexpected
Decline of Leisure, people were working 163 hours more per year in 1987 than in 1969. Sleep
was dispensable. Sam Walton, the founder of Walmart, described in his autobiography the
way his relentless work schedule extended to the weekends: “I come in every Saturday
morning usually around two or three, and go through all the weekly numbers. I steal a march
on everybody else for the Saturday morning meeting….I do this with each store every
Saturday morning.”
The rise of the finance industry dealt sleep another blow; the industry’s attitude toward
sleep was summed up by the slogan Citibank chose in 1978: “The Citi Never Sleeps.” The
campaign was revived in 2008, with this commercial: “Opportunities never sleep; the world
never sleeps….That’s why we work around the clock, to turn dreams into reality. That’s why
Citi never sleeps.” Perhaps if they had, they wouldn’t have needed more than $300 billion in
bailouts and guarantees from the federal government later that year. (And given what we
know about decision making, you definitely don’t ever want to hear your financial adviser

brag about “working around the clock.”) The iconic embodiment of this mind-set was the
suspender-wearing, greed-endorsing Gordon Gekko of the movie Wall Street, a fictional
blend of real-life financial tycoons and junk-bond kings, who told us that “money never
sleeps.” And though Gekko remains a widely recognized symbol of everything wrong with our
corporate culture, many modern executives around the world continue to live—and
sometimes die—by such tired (literally) slogans.
One of the tragic examples of this attitude toward sleep and success is the rise of the
Japanese “salaryman,” the white-collar office worker characterized by an unfailing dedication
to the company, often at the expense of life outside of work. He’s at his desk until his
supervisor leaves, even if there’s nothing left to be done, and entertaining clients late into the
night before rising at dawn for the morning commute. The reward for his unwavering loyalty
was built into the paternalistic relationship with the company, with cultural approval and
generous bonuses handed down after decades of employment.
The culture of the salaryman, however, has proven increasingly unstable. Employee stress
and burnout have become national epidemics, as globalization has severed the lifelong bonds
between employee and company. But while there may not be as many young Japanese
workers today sacrificing their lives for their company, the concept of the salaryman persists.
In 2015, the popular YouTube vlogger Stu in Tokyo, who works at a financial-services firm,
documented a typical week during the company’s busy season (seventy-eight hours of work
and thirty-five hours of sleep) in a video that has now been viewed more than a million times.
According to Joan Williams, burnout is so associated with success, it’s become a cultural
symbol. “Overwork has also become a way to signal class status: ‘I am slammed’ is a way of
saying ‘I am important,’ ” she told me. “This represents a sharp shift from a prior era when
having leisure was a ‘class act.’…We have this weird reversal in the US where the elite work
very long hours, while the poor typically can’t get even forty hours a week of work.”
Women stand at a particular disadvantage in this culture of overwork. When women work
harder to climb the ladder and shatter the glass ceiling, sleep is often the first thing to go.
“Women typically have a fragile hold in these kinds of workplaces,” Williams said, “and often
get the message that the only way they can succeed is by being ‘one of the guys,’ including
proving themselves by working even harder than the men.”
So although the science of sleep has evolved dramatically over the last century, our cultural
attitudes have a lot of catching up to do, and everyday practices even more. They are,
however, changing even as I write this. We are now at a crossroads. New findings about the
science of sleep and its impact on performance and decision making, which I explore in depth
in the Science chapter, are published every week. And there is an increasing awareness that
sleep helps us to perform better both physically and cognitively, to learn faster, to consolidate
memories, and, generally, to be healthier. Sleep deprivation undermines all these things. But
this growing awareness clashes with our daily lives, tethered as we are to our devices and
endlessly distracted by our 24/7 connection to the world. This clash has created a cultural
tension that we are still trying to resolve. In a world in which silence and stillness are
becoming increasingly rare, sleep for some has become almost a form of cultural resistance,
as Jonathan Crary describes in his book 24/7: Late Capitalism and the Ends of Sleep: “Sleep
poses the idea of a human need and interval of time that cannot be colonized and harnessed
to a massive engine of profitability, and thus remains an incongruous anomaly and site of

crisis in the global present.”
In response to the crisis of sleep, there is a new and growing sleep consciousness.
Everywhere I look, I see articles about the benefits of sleep. And they’re appearing not just in
health publications but on sports and business pages—The Wall Street Journal, The Financial
Times, The Economist, Forbes, Business Insider, Fast Company, etc. They describe the
downsides to sleep deprivation, share practical tips on how to get more and better-quality
sleep, and announce the latest gadgets and devices to help us. From sleep trackers to smart
beds to apps on our tablets and smartphones, they all claim to help us sleep by disconnecting
us from the very technology that has helped rob us of our sleep. Paradoxically, some of the
most promising devices are made by the same companies that hyperconnected us in the first
place.
That’s why I say we are in the midst of a sleep revolution. Among those who are paying
attention to the latest science, sleep is no longer belittled or denigrated as a waste of time.
Indeed, increasingly, getting enough sleep is all about performance—job performance,
physical performance, mental performance, athletic performance. And though it’s much more
than that, this is a big step in the right direction.
The good news is that despite our distractions and time pressures, our glowing screens and
vibrating phones—our hyperconnectivity, often from the moment we wake up until the
instant we drift off—we now have the knowledge and the tools to create a golden age of sleep.
We have the ability to safeguard and savor the realm of sleep—not just for the benefits it
confers in terms of performance and decision making but for the way it forces us to
disconnect from the world and to connect with our deeper selves.

4.

THE SCIENCE OF SLEEP

Physics says: go to sleep. Of course
you’re tired. Every atom in you
has been dancing the shimmy in silver shoes
nonstop from mitosis to now.
Quit tapping your feet. They’ll dance
inside themselves without you. Go to sleep.
Geology says: it will be all right. Slow inch
by inch America is giving itself
to the ocean. Go to sleep. Let darkness
lap at your sides. Give darkness an inch.
You aren’t alone. All of the continents used to be
one body. You aren’t alone. Go to sleep.
Astronomy says: the sun will rise tomorrow,
Zoology says: on rainbow-fish and lithe gazelle,
Psychology says: but first it has to be night, so
Biology says: the body-clocks are stopped all over town and
History says: here are the blankets, layer on layer, down and down.
—ALBERT GOLDBARTH, “THE SCIENCES SING A LULLABY E”

WHY WE SLEEP
The science of sleep has exploded in recent years, revolutionizing our understanding about a
need that has stayed constant through the centuries. New findings come out every day, and
though their subject matter is varied, they all point toward the same conclusion: the notion
that our brains and bodies are inactive during sleep—the nighttime “off” switch to our

daytime “on” switch—couldn’t be further from the truth.
Though much about sleep remains a mystery, scientists have made fascinating discoveries
about what, exactly, is going on while we sleep—and as a result they’ve put to bed, if you will,
our most misconceived and harmful views. Knowing all that’s going on in our brains while
we’re sleeping, it’s hard to believe that a body seemingly at rest can be so busy.
The first question most of us have is: Why do we sleep at all? What’s the purpose of
spending a third of our lives in a state that is seemingly at best unproductive and at worst a
complete waste of time? When we think of fundamental human needs and urges, we usually
think of food and sex. But the need to sleep is just as critical to our survival. In fact, as Erin
Hanlon, an assistant professor at the University of Chicago’s Sleep, Metabolism and Health
Center, points out, it can take precedence: “The drive to sleep is so strong it will supersede
the drive to eat. Your brain will just go to sleep, despite all of your conscious efforts to keep it
at bay.”
There are many studies that show what happens to us if we don’t sleep, but here is one
extreme real-life story: In 1959, New York disc jockey Peter Tripp stayed awake for 201 hours
(just over eight days) to benefit the March of Dimes, continuing his daily radio broadcasts
from a glass booth in Times Square throughout the “wakeathon,” as the stunt was billed.
After three days, Tripp became mean and abusive, and two days later he began to suffer
intense hallucinations, leading to paranoia. His body temperature dropped, and, although he
appeared to be awake, brain scans showed him to be asleep. And on the final day of the
wakeathon, he thought his doctor was an undertaker planning to cart off his corpse.
We’ve all experienced—though hopefully not to that degree—the burnout that comes when
we deny ourselves the sleep we need. (And is there anything that feels more welcome, more
right, than crawling into bed when you’re exhausted?) But where does this urge to sleep come
from? There are a number of hypotheses about why we need sleep. Here are four of the
leading theories. First, there’s the inactivity theory, which holds that sleep is a product of
natural selection; our inactivity during sleep allowed our ancestors to hide quietly and go
unnoticed by predators. The obvious problem with this theory is that although stillness can
be a helpful defense mechanism, stillness coupled with a lack of awareness of your
surroundings doesn’t seem like a particularly strong predator-avoidance strategy (nor a plus
in making sure your genes get passed on). Then there’s the energy conservation theory, in
which sleep, by putting our bodies into a slower metabolic state, developed as a way to reduce
the number of calories, or energy, we need to consume and expend each day. Think of it as
lowering your monthly expenses to make you financially healthier in the long term. The third
theory is the restorative theory, in which sleep is seen as a way of restoring the resources we
use during the day. And last is the brain plasticity theory, which holds that sleep is a function
of the development and ongoing maintenance of the brain itself. In many ways, these
theories are interconnected, particularly the last two, highlighting that, as Harvard’s Patrick
Fuller told me, “sleep is for the benefit of wake.” Or, as Harvard’s Allan Hobson once said,
“Sleep is of the brain, by the brain and for the brain.”

Now, blessings light on him that first invented sleep! It covers a man all over, thoughts
and all, like a cloak; it is meat for the hungry, drink for the thirsty, heat for the cold,

and cold for the hot. It is the current coin that purchases all the pleasures of the world
cheap, and the balance that sets the king and the shepherd, the fool and the wise man,
even.
—MIGUEL DE CERVANTES, Don Quixote

We may never be certain about how sleep evolved, but, as the University of Chicago sleep
researcher Allan Rechtschaffen said, “If sleep does not serve an absolutely vital function,
then it is the biggest mistake the evolutionary process has ever made.” And science is now
showing just how vital it is. Sleep involves a range of complex functions associated with
memory, our ability to learn, brain development and cleaning, appetite, immune function,
and aging. And that doesn’t even begin to scratch the surface of what it does for our mood,
our well-being, our creativity, and our relationships.
So what puts us to sleep at night, and what wakes us up in the morning? Sleep and
wakefulness are regulated by two complementary systems: our sleep/wake homeostasis,
which responds to the body’s internal cues, and our circadian rhythm, which responds to
external cues, especially daylight. Sleep/wake homeostasis has a complex name but describes
an intuitive process: the longer we stay awake, the sleepier we get; the longer we sleep, the
more likely we are to wake up. Scientists call this “sleep pressure,” which builds up as you
stay awake and releases when you go to bed.
The second system, our circadian rhythm, comes from the Latin circa (around) and dies
(day), and is a cycle that roughly corresponds to one day. In humans, circadian rhythm is
governed by a small group of brain cells located in the hypothalamus (just above the optic
nerves). Another way to think of it is as a master clock set to a schedule of approximately
twenty-four hours, the exact time varying for each of us. Our circadian rhythm cycle, dipping
and rising at different times of the day, needs constant input in the form of natural light to be
calibrated properly and interacts with the buildup of sleep pressure from being awake to
regulate our sleepiness and wakefulness throughout the day.
Our sleep rhythms are in many ways fluid; factors such as how much we sleep and when
are likely to change over time. For newborn babies, this rhythm takes several months to
become circadian—as sleep-deprived parents know all too well. New phases of life bring new
patterns of sleep as our rhythms continue to shift and adjust.
Though it may feel mundane to us, the onset of sleep is highly choreographed and even
beautiful in its complexity. The circadian rhythm cycles downward in the late evening,
dovetailing with the high sleep pressure built up throughout the day. Scientists sometimes
refer to this transition as the “primary sleepiness zone” or the opening of the “sleep gate,”
which Peretz Lavie, president of the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, defines as “the
sudden change from a high level of alertness to one of extreme sleepiness.” And if we go to
bed while our sleep gate is open, then we hit the sleep bull’s-eye or the sleep sweet spot.

Fact: 60 percent of people around the world have slept holding their mobile phone.

Before I saw the light about the importance of sleep, I treated it like an enemy, something
that needed to be fended off or even ignored entirely. The “primary sleepiness zone” was to be
avoided, like a heavily mined border crossing. I even had my go-to methods of powering right
through that zone: playing workout music to pump me up, eating (even if I wasn’t hungry),
splashing cold water on my face (though stopping short of prying my eyelids open with
toothpicks!). Essentially, each night the sleep train would pass through my life, headed for
the sleep gate, and I would do whatever I could to make sure I wasn’t on it.

THE FOUR STAGES OF SLEEP
Once we do finally make it through the sleep gate, there are four stages of sleep. Each is
characterized by different types of brain waves, which reflect the level of the brain’s electrical
activity. Stage one is light sleep, a transitional stage between wakefulness and sleep. In this
state we can wake up easily and our eyes and muscles are still moving. Stage two is slightly
deeper and characterized by the slowing and stopping of eye movement and a decrease in core
body temperature. In stage three, slow-wave deep sleep (also known as delta sleep) begins. In
this stage the brain creates slow, high-amplitude delta waves—a departure from the higherfrequency beta waves of our waking hours. This is our deepest phase of sleep, during which
eye and muscle movements have nearly ceased and it’s very difficult to wake us up. If we are
woken up, we’ll likely be disoriented and groggy. The depths of this third stage contain some
of sleep’s most fascinating mysteries and oddities, like sleepwalking and sleep talking.
Once, when we were living in Washington, D.C., and Isabella was four years old, I put her
to sleep and then went out to dinner with her dad, leaving her with my mother, who was
staying with us. When we got back, I went to check on her and her bed was empty! You can
imagine the fear that gripped us as we frantically searched the whole house. Finally, in
desperation, we went back to her bedroom and started looking under the furniture. We found
her peacefully asleep on the floor under a little daybed for friends to sleep in during
sleepovers.
Sleepwalking occurs in approximately 17 percent of children and 4 percent of adults. The
symptoms can be more complex than the name might suggest. According to the National
Sleep Foundation, the behavior can range from “simply sitting up in bed and looking around,
to walking around the room or house, to leaving the house and even driving long distances.”
It’s commonly believed that sleepwalkers should not be awakened, but given the
unpredictability of what people might do while sleepwalking (um, are those your car keys?),
the best thing you can do is gently wake them and guide them back to bed.
Then there’s sleep talking, which occurs in about half of young children and 5 percent of
adults. There is a genetic component to it, but sleep deprivation and stress can also increase
instances of sleep talking. What we say in our sleep can range from gibberish to complex
monologues. And although sleep talking presents no health hazard, spilling your darkest
secrets while asleep can prove problematic, as Lady Macbeth discovered:
Gentlewoman: This is her very guise, and upon my life fast asleep; observe her; stand
close…

Doctor: You see her eyes are open.
Gentlewoman: Ay but their sense are shut…
Lady Macbeth: Yet here’s a spot…Out damned spot—out I say.
…Who would have thought the old man to have had so much blood in him.
…Here’s the smell of the blood still—all the perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten this little
hand. O, O, O. What’s done, cannot be undone.
Or, to quote a more recent musical example from the Romantics: “I hear the secrets that
you keep / When you’re talking in your sleep.”
The fourth and final phase of sleep is REM sleep, characterized by rapid eye movement. In
REM sleep, which starts about an hour and a half after we fall asleep, our breathing becomes
shallower and quicker, our blood pressure and heart rate—which have been slowing in the
earlier stages—go back up, and our brain waves become faster in frequency, resembling those
of our awake brain. Our muscles are essentially in a state of paralysis. It’s in REM sleep that
we do most of our dreaming, and if we wake up during this phase, we are more likely to
remember our dreams.
The connection between REM sleep and dreaming is part of what led to the discovery of
REM sleep in 1953. Dr. William Dement—who went on to open the first sleep-disorders clinic
in 1970 at Stanford University—was a graduate student at the time working with Nathaniel
Kleitman and Eugene Aserinsky. He told me that their team had one of the very first electroencephalograph (EEG) machines and that while using it to monitor sleeping patients, they
noticed electrical activity that was not coming from the brain. “My job, which was
extraordinarily tedious,” he explained, “was to sit by the bed of someone who was sleeping
and to see if the subject was making any movement when these artifacts appeared. At some
point, I looked at the face and noticed the eyes were twitching. I thought it was a wink!” But
the EEG indicated that the subject was asleep. So when he saw activity on the EEG, Dement
held a flashlight to the eyes to see if they were moving—and they were. (Almost as impressive
as the discovery itself is the fact that people can sleep with a researcher sitting by the bed
watching them!)
Kleitman hypothesized a connection between the eye movements and dreaming. So the
researchers began to wake the subjects immediately after eye movements were observed and
ask them if they were dreaming. They discovered that dream recall was much higher when
eye movement was present; instead of the vague morning dream recall, subjects could
remember multiple dreams in vivid detail. “My favorite analogy,” Dement told me, “is that
before REM was discovered, sleep was thought to be like putting the car in the garage and
turning off the ignition—no activity, no energy. I like the analogy that sleep is more like you
park the car, put it in neutral, and the motor keeps running.” I love that metaphor, and to
perhaps even update it, going to sleep is like the car becoming a self-driving car and running
all sorts of essential errands for us.
Further study has deepened our knowledge of the link between eye movement and dreams.
These eye movements may be the result of a “change of scene” in our dreams—as if we are
“moving on to the next dream frame.” Throughout the night, we cycle through the four stages
of sleep, the REM stage getting longer with each of the three to five cycles we experience
during a normal night’s sleep. The first cycle of REM sleep may be as little as ten minutes;

subsequent cycles may last as long as an hour. Adults tend to spend 20 percent of their time
in REM sleep; for infants, it is closer to 50 percent.
We’re only beginning to discover what’s going on in our brains during REM sleep, besides
dreaming. A study from the University of California, Berkeley, found that REM sleep can help
us process emotional stress. Participants were shown images designed to elicit an emotional
response. Twelve hours later they were shown the images again. The brain scans of the group
that was allowed to sleep during that interval showed a less stressful response to the second
viewing, with less activity in the amygdala, the emotional center of the brain. That allowed
the calmer, more rational part of the brain to process the images. “This research shows that
sleep plays a crucial role in emotional processing and opens up doors for therapeutic
avenues,” wrote lead author Els van der Helm.
The relationship between sleep deprivation and stress is also profound. Sleep deprivation
results in higher levels of the stress hormone cortisol the next day. And many of the genes
affected by lack of sleep are involved in processing stress and regulating our immune system.
Researchers from the University of Surrey in the United Kingdom found that lack of sleep
actually changes the gene expression of more than seven hundred genes and increases the
activity of genes linked to inflammation. This shift takes place after just one week of getting
too little sleep. Our ancestors’ bodies readied themselves for potential injury (such as animal
attacks) by triggering inflammation genes as protection. And that’s very similar to what
happens when we don’t sleep. Sleep deprivation “puts the body on alert for a wound but no
wound happens,” said Malcolm von Schantz, a researcher on the study. “This could easily
help explain the links between sleep deprivation and negative health outcomes such as heart
disease and stroke.”

IF YOU VALUE YOUR BRAIN, GET MORE SLEEP
One of the most important recent findings is that sleep is essentially like bringing in the
overnight cleaning crew to clear the toxic waste proteins that accumulate between brain cells
during the day. Dr. Maiken Nedergaard, a codirector of the Center for Translational
Neuromedicine at the University of Rochester, has studied the mechanism underlying these
cleaning functions. “It’s like a dishwasher,” she said. Just as we wouldn’t eat off dirty dishes,
why should we settle for going through the day with anything less than the full power and
potential of our brains?
What Nedergaard’s research on mice revealed is that the glymphatic system, essentially the
brain’s plumbing system, functions at a much higher rate during sleep and plays a critical role
in brain maintenance. As the mice slept, their brain cells actually shrank in size, creating
more space for the spinal cord and brain fluid to flow throughout the brain and literally
sweep away the toxic buildup associated with Alzheimer’s. Initial studies have shown that a
similar process may occur in the human brain, a fact that could provide a major step forward
in the prevention and treatment of dementia. This washing-away of waste chemicals and
toxins happens only when we sleep—when we’re awake, the brain is too busy handling our
body’s many functions. As Nedergaard put it, “The brain only has limited energy at its
disposal, and it appears that it must choose between two different functional states—awake

and aware or asleep and cleaning up. You can think of it like having a house party. You can
either entertain the guests or clean up the house, but you can’t really do both at the same
time.”
The consequences of not giving your brain this needed time to wash away toxins and waste
chemicals go far beyond simple maintenance. According to Claire Sexton at the Oxford Centre
for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain, a lack of sleep over time is
associated with a decline in the size of the brain itself. “We found,” she told me, “that poor
sleep quality was associated with an increased rate of decline in brain volumes over three to
five years. The question is whether poor sleep quality is a cause or an effect of changes in
brain structure, or if the relationship is bidirectional.”

Never waste any time you could spend sleeping.
—FRANK KNIGHT, COFOUNDER OF THE CHICAGO SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

One thing is clear: sleep is profoundly intertwined with virtually every aspect of brain
health. Lack of sleep over time can lead to an irreversible loss of brain cells—yet another
debunking of the myth that sleep debt can be made up. Researchers from the University of
Pennsylvania and Peking University found in a joint study that sleep-deprived mice lost 25
percent of their LC neurons, which are involved in mental alertness, cognitive function, and
attention span. “In general, we’ve always assumed full recovery of cognition following shortand long-term sleep loss,” Dr. Sigrid Veasey, one of the study authors, said. “But some of the
research in humans has shown that attention span and several other aspects of cognition may
not normalize even with three days of recovery sleep, raising the question of lasting injury in
the brain.” Up until recently, she added, “no one really thought that the brain could be
irreversibly injured from sleep loss.”
A 2014 study from Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School found that the less we sleep as we
grow older, the faster our brains age. In Alzheimer’s patients, the brain ventricles—chambers
that hold cerebrospinal fluid—widen as the brain shrinks, and the grooves and folds of the
brain become more pronounced, creating gaps. Researchers found that lack of sleep in older
adults increased the pace of brain-ventricle enlargement and decreased cognitive
performance, the very markers of brain aging associated with the onset of Alzheimer’s.
Two studies from Uppsala University in Sweden highlighted this further. One study
showed that men who self-reported a sleep problem were one and a half times more likely to
contract Alzheimer’s. The other revealed that just one night of sleep deprivation leads to an
increase in two rare molecules in the brain (NSE and S-100B) that are signs of brain damage.
(If you want to go to sleep now, feel free to put the book down!)

Fact: In the United States we lose $63 billion of productivity every year due to sleep
deprivation.

Sleep is also intricately connected with our general mental health. Researchers from
Canada and France found that consistent early bedtimes may reduce the risk of mental
illness. The underlying mechanism involves our ultradian rhythms—cycles within our body’s
twenty-four-hour circadian day—which govern body temperature, hormone regulation, and
appetite. These rhythms are regulated by dopamine, a neurotransmitter associated with the
reward and pleasure parts of our brain. Sleep disturbances interfere with our dopamine
levels, leading to an imbalance associated with bipolar and schizophrenic disorders.
Then there’s the matter of longevity. As of this writing, “Miss Susie,” Susannah Mushatt
Jones of Brooklyn, New York, is the world’s oldest person at 116 years old. When asked for
her secret by a reporter from the New York Daily News, she replied, “I sleep.” She then
proceeded to demonstrate her nap style.

UNFORGETTABLE: SLEEP, MEMORY, AND COGNITIVE FUNCTION
Scientists are also starting to unravel the connection between sleep and memory. A recent
study from the University of California, Berkeley, found that there is a circular relationship
between poor sleep and poor memory, based on the protein beta-amyloid, believed to be the
cause of Alzheimer’s. “The more beta-amyloid you have in certain parts of your brain, the less
deep sleep you get and, consequently, the worse your memory,” said lead author,
neuroscientist Matthew Walker. “Additionally, the less deep sleep you have, the less effective
you are at clearing out this bad protein. It’s a vicious cycle.”
It’s not just that sleep deprivation impairs our ability to remember, it also makes us
remember things that didn’t happen. A study from the University of California, Irvine, found
that sleep deprivation can actually create false memories. Participants who slept five hours or
less per night were much more likely to report remembering having seen a news video they
hadn’t seen. This same group was much more likely to incorporate false information that
researchers had given them into their own personal stories. “We already know that sleep
deprivation wreaks havoc on your health and cognitive functioning,” said lead researcher
Steven Frenda. “It seems another consequence may be that it makes our memories more
easily manipulated and more pliable.”
In 2015, researchers at Washington State University showed just how severe our cognitive
impairment can be after sleep deprivation. For the two-day study, participants were divided
into two groups: one slept normally, while the other didn’t sleep at all for sixty-two hours.
Then they were asked to press a button when shown specific numbers and to refrain from
pressing a button when shown other numbers. Once this pattern was learned by both groups,
the instructions were reversed. Not a single individual from the sleep-deprived group was
able to complete the task correctly even after forty attempts. “It wasn’t just that sleepdeprived people were slower to recover,” said lead author Paul Whitney. “Their ability to take
in new information and adjust was completely devastated.”

Fact: Twenty-four hours without sleep is the equivalent of a blood alcohol level of 0.1

percent—at which point you are more than legally drunk.

Matthew Walker of the University of California, Berkeley, and Dr. Robert Stickgold of
Harvard’s Division of Sleep Medicine studied the role sleep plays in how we learn motor
skills and create memories. Participants were taught a series of finger-tapping sequences.
After a night’s sleep, they showed a 17 to 20 percent improvement in speed in all the
sequences. But in the most challenging tasks, their improvement was 28.9 percent, showing
that the more difficult the task, the more sleep prepares us to meet the challenge.
As Stickgold said in a TEDx Talk, “Sleep, Memory and Dreams: Fitting the Pieces Together,”
by helping us make sense of the world around us, sleep is also helping us make sense of
ourselves. He tells the story of a shoemaker who cut the leather for a pair of shoes and left
them out before retiring to bed. To the shoemaker’s surprise, when he awoke, he found the
pair of shoes finished, with no sign that anyone had been there. “This is not a fairy tale,”
Stickgold explains. “This is what happens for us each and every night. Like a nocturnal elf,
our sleep sews those pieces together, leaving us in the morning with something better than a
pair of shoes.” What it leaves us with, he says, is a higher level of understanding of our lives:
“When we talk about the meaning of events in our lives, what we’re really talking about is
how this event fits in with everything else.”
The complex workings of the sleeping brain aren’t just keeping sleep scientists busy—
they’re also inspiring and informing the work of innovators like Demis Hassabis, whose
artificial-intelligence company, DeepMind, was purchased by Google in 2014. The company’s
mission is to use artificial intelligence and insights from neuroscience to help solve some of
the world’s biggest problems.
As they are making advances in artificial intelligence, Hassabis and his team are being
driven by a key insight summarized by artificial-intelligence expert Stuart Russell: “Basically
a machine that sleeps and dreams learns more and performs better in the long run than one
that is always awake. What it means for a machine to sleep is to essentially switch off its
direct connection to perception and action, while to dream means to repeatedly replay
experiences in order to extract the maximum learning signal from them.” As Hassabis told
me, “It is a paradox. We think of sleep as an inefficient use of time, and in fact it is the most
efficient use of time in terms of learning and memory.” Yet again we see that in the most
scientifically advanced, futuristic fields, our brightest minds increasingly grasp the link
between sleep and results.

It is a common experience that a problem difficult at night is resolved in the morning
after the committee of sleep has worked on it.
—JOHN STEINBECK, Sweet Thursday

Science continues to prove that “sleeping on it” when grappling with a problem is a real
thing. A study by the University of Exeter in the United Kingdom found that “sleep almost

doubles our chances of remembering previously unrecalled material. The postsleep boost in
memory accessibility may indicate that some memories are sharpened overnight. This
supports the notion that, while asleep, we actively rehearse information flagged as
important.” Students, take note: next time you feel the need to pull an all-nighter to cram for
an exam, remember that you’d be better off just going to bed.
Neuroscientists Russell Foster, of Oxford, and Steven Lockley, of Harvard, further
underscore the link between sleep and memory consolidation by tracing it back to evolution.
It was while sleeping that the earliest life-forms learned new processes that increased their
likelihood of surviving. Their brains had sufficient energy to learn but registered less “noise”
from the outside—the ideal conditions to efficiently consolidate new experiences. “There is
considerable support for the notion that sleep is required for the processing of recently
acquired short-term memories (converting some to long-term memory) and the
strengthening of long-term memory.” Sleep doesn’t just preserve our memories; it can
transform them in a process linked to creativity, according to a study out of Brazil, which
found that during REM sleep neural processes not only strengthen connections between
neurons but also reorganize them.

SLEEP AND OUR HEALTH
Sleep is as important for our bodies as it is for our minds. For instance, we may not have a
cure for the common cold yet, but we do know how to increase the likelihood of getting one:
don’t sleep. Researchers from Carnegie Mellon University monitored the sleep of participants
for fourteen days. Test subjects were then given nasal drops containing rhinovirus (which
causes the common cold). Those who had averaged less than seven hours of sleep per night
were nearly three times more likely to come down with a cold than those who had slept eight
hours or more. Sleep efficiency, the percentage of time the participant was actually asleep,
was an even stronger predictor. Those with an efficiency score of only 92 percent were 5.5
times more likely to develop a cold than those at 98 percent.
So cure that cold before you get it. But if you do get it, sleep is also essential for recovery—
or, as an Italian proverb goes, “Bed is a medicine.” And as Dr. Axel Steiger at Munich’s Max
Planck Institute of Psychiatry says, nature works for us: “With an infection, patients often
become sleepy, and…sleep helps them recover.” But only if we let it. The fact that sleepiness
is one of the symptoms of illness is a further reminder of what our bodies instinctively know
about the power of sleep.
Sleep can also amplify the effectiveness of other treatments. A 2012 study from the
University of Pittsburgh showed that getting more sleep greatly increased antibody levels of
those who had just received the hepatitis B vaccine, and that averaging less than six hours of
sleep could render the vaccine ineffective.
Sleep deprivation may even allow cancer to spread faster. Researchers from the University
of Chicago and the University of Louisville found that in mice injected with cancer cells, sleep
disturbances and poor sleep quality resulted in more aggressive tumors, quicker cancer
growth, and a reduced ability of the immune system to root out the early stages of cancer.
“It’s not the tumor, it’s the immune system,” explained study director Dr. David Gozal,

chairman of pediatrics at the University of Chicago Comer Children’s Hospital. “Fragmented
sleep changes how the immune system deals with cancer in ways that make the disease more
aggressive.”
A 2015 study from the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle found a
correlation between a pattern of poor sleep before a diagnosis of breast cancer and the
likelihood of dying of the disease. Women who reported getting five hours or less sleep per
night before they were diagnosed were one and a half times more likely to die of the disease
than women who reported getting seven or eight hours per night. Also, when we’re sleepdeprived, our pain tolerance is decreased, so normally tolerable levels of pain can feel much
more intense.

Fact: One American falls asleep at the wheel every second.

Another sign of sleep as a biological imperative is the fact that it’s also associated with our
ability to, well, make more of us. Sleep deprivation has been linked to infertility in both men
and women, as disruption of our circadian rhythms affects hormone production and sperm
count. A 2013 Danish study found that men who slept less than six hours or reported high
levels of sleep disturbance saw a reduction in sperm count of more than 25 percent. Sleep
deprivation has also been associated with erectile dysfunction. “Testosterone is produced
during the night,” wrote Dr. Lisa Shives, the founder of Northshore Sleep Medicine in
Evanston, Illinois. “There are studies showing not only that a decrease in the total amount of
sleep can lower a man’s testosterone, but also that REM sleep is important to the production
and release of testosterone.”
Once a new baby is on the way, sleep continues to be vital. The phrase “eating for two” is
commonplace, but pregnant women should remember they’re also “sleeping for two.”
Coming up with a birth plan of how the mother wants her labor experience to go is becoming
common, but it’s less well known that sleep makes it a lot more likely for that plan to
succeed. Researchers at the University of California, San Francisco, found that women who
slept less than six hours a night in their ninth month of pregnancy had longer labors and
were 4.5 times more likely to require cesarean deliveries.
Appetite and metabolism are also profoundly affected by sleep. In a 2012 Harvard Medical
School study, healthy adults who slept an average of 5.6 hours a night for three weeks had a
decreased resting metabolic rate and increased glucose levels after meals, increasing the risk
of obesity and diabetes.
In fact, diabetes and sleep deprivation are intricately linked. Sleep deprivation sets the
stage for diabetes by increasing the risk of resistance to insulin, a hormone that’s essential
for absorbing blood sugar and either converting it to energy or storing it. And insulin
resistance is a precursor of diabetes. Once diabetes is diagnosed, sleep is as crucial as diet for
managing it. (As it happens, Thomas Edison, who claimed to have triumphed over sleep, also
developed diabetes.)
The connection between sleep and weight problems has been well documented, but what

we’re finding out is just how strong that link is. It takes only one night of poor sleep to leave
us wanting to eat more fat the next day. In a University of Pennsylvania study, one group of
participants was kept awake all night, while the other was allowed to sleep. (Maybe there
needs to be a study on the effects of all these sleep studies!) The people who stayed up ate
nearly a thousand extra calories during the night. And the next day, even though their caloric
consumption was roughly equal to that of the well-rested group, more of the calories in the
sleep-deprived group came from fats. The reason why, said study author Hengyi Rao, is that
even one night of no sleep is enough to alter what is called the brain’s “salience network,” the
region associated with decision making—in this case, what participants decided to eat.

This is thy hour O Soul, thy free flight into the wordless,
Away from books, away from art, the day erased, the lesson done…
—WALT WHITMAN, “A CLEAR MIDNIGHT”

Self-control requires mental energy, and each of us has a limited reservoir. When we’re tired,
these energy reserves run low, and our self-control suffers. This is why, warns a 2015 review
from Clemson University, sleep deprivation puts us at greater risk of “succumbing to
impulsive desires, poor attentional capacity, and compromised decision making.” Indeed, a
study on smokers found that sleep deprivation made it much harder to quit.

“BUT I’M STILL TIRED”: PERCEPTION VERSUS REALITY
Sometimes while we’re fretting about not getting enough sleep, we’re really getting more
than we realize. Researchers from Chicago, Missouri, and Stanford universities found that
how we think we sleep at night doesn’t always match up with how we actually sleep at night.
Participants wore small wrist monitors that recorded their sleep. In the morning, they were
asked how much sleep they had gotten. Thirteen percent said they never or rarely felt rested
when they woke up. Yet that group logged only four minutes less sleep than the two-thirds
who said they felt rested most of the time. Those who said they had woken up during the
night had in fact woken up, but they had also gotten nineteen minutes more sleep than those
who said they had slept through the night. “That time you’re awake [at night], if you’re full of
anxiety, may feel much more important than if you can pass the time calmly,” study coauthor
Diane Lauderdale said.
But there are reasons, despite getting a full night’s sleep, that we still wake up tired.
Michael Decker and Elizabeth Damato of Case Western Reserve University call this “sleep
inertia.” They explained to me that we usually wake up during light non-REM sleep or REM
sleep, when our brains are active, which eases the transition from sleep to consciousness. But
if we’re in slow-wave sleep when we wake up, as they put it, “the leap to an alert and vigilant
state of consciousness is comparable to jumping over a canyon.” The reason is that during
non-REM, slow-wave sleep “our brain undergoes a metabolic slowdown. During that time our

cortex, the part of our brain that senses and reacts to the environment and is the essence of
‘us,’ becomes ‘disconnected’ from activity in other brain areas.” Usually this type of slowwave sleep happens early in the night, but if our sleep sequence is disrupted by things such as
jet lag, drinking, or a crying baby, our slow-wave sleep might not kick in until the early
morning—right when our alarm starts sounding.

YAWNING
It’s contagious, but you can’t do it on command. Maybe you’re even doing it now (and that’s
okay, because even reading about yawning can make you yawn). Another fun fact: yawning
starts early. According to Robert Provine, a neuroscientist at the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County, and an expert on yawning, we begin yawning even before we’re born.
We think of yawning as a sign of being sleepy, but it’s also a signal for our bodies and
brains to wake up, be alert, or come back to the moment—a kind of gentle course correction.
And yes, we yawn when we’re bored, but we also yawn when we anticipate something
happening. “Olympic athletes sometimes yawn before their events; concert violinists may
yawn before playing a concerto,” Provine said.
Provine has broadened his theory to include the idea of yawning as a way of bridging
mental states: “wakefulness to sleep, sleep to wakefulness, alertness to boredom, threshold
of attack, sexual arousal, switching from one kind of activity to another.” As for the
contagiousness of yawning, new research shows it may be a primitive form of empathy. So
remember to point that out to your boss the next time you’re caught yawning in a meeting.

SHORT SLEEPERS
A lot of people in our culture—especially hard-charging men—like to think they don’t need
much sleep and even brag about it. It usually goes something like this: “Sure, other people
need a full night’s sleep in order to function and be healthy and alert. But I’m different.” The
truth, however, is that less than 1 percent of the population actually qualifies as “short
sleepers”—those rare few able to get by on little sleep without experiencing negative
consequences. Though many people would like to believe they can train themselves to gain
admission to the short-sleeping 1 percent, the trait is actually the result of a genetic mutation.
If you would like a recondite genetic-mutation dinner-party talking point, you can explain
that according to researchers at the University of California, San Francisco, “a single DNA
sequence change causes a switch from proline to arginine in the 385th amino acid of the
DEC2 protein.” For those of us without advanced degrees in genetics, let me offer a rough
translation: you either have it or you don’t, so it’s not something you can develop over time
or something you magically acquire because of your dedication to your job. While we cannot
turn ourselves into short sleepers by force of will, we may be able, via gene editing, to implant
a short sleep gene in embryos and thus shorten the sleep needs of our unborn children. But
as Till Roenneberg put it, “I have the suspicion that once we really understand what sleep

does, we will not choose to shorten it.”
Even with all the new science about the critical importance of sleep, many still cling to the
belief that they’ve somehow found a loophole. Or they grab onto any new morsel of
information that tells them they can get by just fine on only a few hours of sleep a night (as I
did for years).
That’s exactly what some in the press did with a 2015 study published in the journal
Current Biology, led by Jerome Siegel at UCLA. The study focused on three hunter-gatherer
communities in South America and Africa that reportedly sleep between 5.7 and 7.1 hours a
night. Many in the media, and even some in the science community, seized on this, resulting
in a series of overblown headlines implying that sleep isn’t all that important after all.
Granted, it’s much easier to believe a study that reaffirms our current habits than one that
tells us we need to change them. And as Siegel put it when I reached out, “Some media may
have emphasized the lower sleep-duration numbers because it made for a more striking
story.” But the real story is much bigger: as our scientific sleep awareness grows, we also
need to be on guard against wishful thinking and overblown headlines masquerading as
sound science.
If one conclusion can be gleaned from all the scientific studies on sleep, it is that, as Dr.
David Gozal put it, “At all ages and across all cultures and professions, the public needs to
acquire the deep understanding that similar to other healthy behaviors, sleep is not a tradable
commodity but rather is a life-sustaining physiological function.” Only when we grasp this
fundamental truth can we truly live the lives we want and not the lives we settle for.

5.

SLEEP DISORDERS

Though most of the reasons people have trouble sleeping are self-inflicted, originating from
the low priority we put on sleep, there are a number of sleep disorders that stem from
medical problems and are less under our control.

SLEEP APNEA
More than 25 million American adults suffer from sleep apnea. These apneas, or
interruptions, can last from a few seconds up to several minutes and can occur hundreds of
times per night, making it impossible to fall into a deep sleep. In obstructive sleep apnea, the
most common type, the soft tissue in the back of the throat can briefly block the airway—
often the reason a person is a chronic snorer. A second kind of sleep apnea, known as central
sleep apnea, results from a failure of the brain to correctly communicate with the muscles
that control breathing. Though you may not remember waking up throughout the night, you
will likely feel tired, have trouble concentrating during the day, and be at risk for a host of
illnesses caused or exacerbated by the sleep deprivation.
Research on sleep apnea has provided some of the most important scientific discoveries
about sleep in the last decade. According to Dr. M. Safwan Badr, the chief of sleep medicine at
Wayne State University in Michigan, studies show that patients with severe sleep apnea have
a higher mortality rate. Short of that, sleep apnea can impair cognitive function and spatial
memory, the sort we use every day to remember where we left our keys or the route we take
to a favorite restaurant for lunch.
Sleep apnea has been linked to depression as well as cardiac problems, including heart
attacks and heart failure. And a UCLA study from 2015 revealed that obstructive sleep apnea
can weaken the blood-brain barrier, a critical defense mechanism that keeps infections,
bacteria, and chemicals from entering the brain. Epilepsy, meningitis, multiple sclerosis,
Alzheimer’s, and other conditions have all been linked to disruptions of the blood-brain
barrier.
Nor is sleep apnea limited to adults. Researchers at the University of Chicago studied the
connection between obstructive sleep apnea and asthma, which afflicts more than 9 percent
of children in the United States and 14 percent of children globally. They found that among
asthmatic children who had surgery to remove their tonsils and adenoids to treat sleep apnea,
hospitalizations for asthma dropped by more than a third.

So given sleep apnea’s role in such a wide array of serious medical problems, if you think
you might be experiencing it, it’s important that you get yourself checked out. The primary
treatment for sleep apnea is CPAP—continuous positive airway pressure. Patients wear a
mask hooked up to a machine that provides pressure to keep the airways open. And there are
now lighter, less cumbersome masks than those originally available.

INSOMNIA

I can’t sleep; no light burns;
All round, darkness, irksome sleep.
Only the monotonous
Ticking of the clock,
The old wives chatter of fate,
Trembling of the sleeping night,
Mouse-like scurrying of life…
Why do you disturb me?
What do you mean tedious whispers?
Is it the day I have wasted
Reproaching me or murmuring?…
—ALEXANDER PUSHKIN, “LINES WRITTEN AT NIGHT DURING INSOMNIA”

We’ve all found ourselves caught in the dreaded sleeplessness spiral: the more we try to
will ourselves to sleep, the further away sleep seems to get. So we lie awake thinking about
how awful the next day is going to be because…we’re lying awake thinking about how awful
the next day is going to be. A third of adults have a hard time falling asleep, and about 10
percent meet the diagnostic criteria for chronic insomnia.
Music and fashion editor Sophie Eggleton wrote on HuffPost UK that a decade of on-andoff struggle with insomnia has turned her into a “bedraggled, weather beaten, Stig of the
Dump–like character—never polished, and always with more than a few hairs out of place.”
She went on to describe a typical day: “Half way through today a stranger on the tube kindly
informed me that I was wearing my jumper inside out. A little embarrassing, particularly due
to the size of the budget brand’s garish label, but no big deal in the grand scheme of things.
But this type of incident is a little insight into insomnia’s influences on everyday life….I’m
currently teetering on the edge. I’ve been typing my debit card pincode into the microwave.”
Many of us have walked in her shoes, if not her inside-out jumper. But insomnia can be
serious—both a symptom of a larger medical problem and a condition in its own right. In its
most common form, insomnia is called psychophysiological insomnia, which means having
difficulty falling asleep because of worry, anxiety, stress, and the resulting inability to calm

the mind. But, as Patrick Fuller of Harvard Medical School told me, insomnia is not easy to
diagnose: “Self-diagnosed insomnia or the provision of prescriptions for sleeping pills by
well-intentioned, but not fully informed, physicians remains a problem. Patients with
primary insomnia, i.e., insomnia that is not associated with any other identifiable medical
condition, account for only 15 percent of all insomnia patients. The diagnosis issue is
complicated by the fact that insomnia is often a symptom, and not the cause, of many
disorders—it is, for example, a common symptom of anxiety disorders.”
Researchers are now turning to a new source of data to help identify insomniacs—Twitter.
Tracking hashtags such as #cantsleep and #teamnosleep, Boston Children’s Hospital and
Merck are creating a map of insomnia based on patterns observed in Twitter users with sleep
problems, including posting few tweets during the day but being active on Twitter at night
and posting more negative tweets than average.
Several people in The Huffington Post Healthy Living Facebook community shared
anecdotes about their sleep struggles—although, as Professor Fuller made clear, whether
these qualify as insomnia or not would require a medical diagnosis.
“I think about everything! Work, bills, dealing with certain family members or friends. My health, the health of my
husband. My cats. The future. The weekend.” —Sharlene Stenseth
“Take things I can’t change from the past, toss them with present concerns, then blend it all with future possibilities
(anything from what I should make for dinner tomorrow, to where I’ll be in a year, to what if a loved one gets sick,
etc.) and my brain is like a horse race in quicksand.” —Shany Conroy
“Oh God, I have to get up in however-many hours. Why couldn’t this happen on the nights before my day OFF? Ugh,
tomorrow is going to absolutely SUCK.” —Amanda Guilford

In her 2014 memoir, Yes Please, Amy Poehler devotes an entire chapter to her lifelong
struggle with sleep: “A good night’s sleep is my white whale,” she writes. “Like Ahab, I am
also a total drama queen about it. I love to talk about how little sleep I get,…as if it is a true
indication of how hard I work. But I truly suffer at night.” Since she was born, Poehler has
chased sleep, and if the thoughts running through her head weren’t enough to keep her
awake, anxiety over what would happen if she did actually fall asleep—sleepwalking, sleep
talking, snoring—did the trick. That meant the childhood ritual of slumber parties with
friends—“girl summits”—was especially agonizing. “At sleepovers I would often be the last
girl standing. Everyone would fall asleep while I stared at the ceiling,” she writes. And
sometimes it would last all night: “I watched more than one sunrise in a strange suburban
driveway. Then I would sleep late and wake up to an empty house and a mother who would
reluctantly mix up a new batch of pancakes.” Years later on Saturday Night Live, she lived “a
vampire life,” collapsing in bed at 3 a.m. and waking up late the following day. “I am always
tired,” she laments. “I now read articles about how great sleep is and how important it is and I
cry because I want it so bad.” Let’s hope that in volume two we can read about how she finally
finds her sleepy white whale!
We associate insomnia with sleep eluding us at night, but it is often connected to a state of
hyperarousal throughout the day. “Although hyperaroused insomniacs complain of fatigue
and tiredness,…their problem is that they cannot relax,” said Dr. Alexandros Vgontzas, a
professor of psychiatry at Penn State. But there are treatments. Dr. Gregg Jacobs developed

cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) for insomnia after studying the meditative practices of
Tibetan monks and seeing the control they have over their brain waves. After participating in
the therapy, more than 75 percent of insomnia patients experienced sleep improvements; 90
percent stopped or reduced their use of sleeping pills. “After a few weeks of lying awake at
night, frustrated and anxious about insomnia,” Jacobs told me, “people start to anticipate not
sleeping and become apprehensive about going to bed. They soon learn to associate the bed
with sleeplessness and frustration; consequently, the bed quickly becomes a learned cue for
wakefulness and insomnia.” The behavioral therapy, which helps patients identify harmful
habits and optimize bedtime conditions, aims to change those associations—something,
Jacobs notes, sleeping pills can’t do.
A trial evaluated the results of cognitive behavioral therapy versus taking temazepam, the
active ingredient in Restoril, in adults fifty-five and older. The amount of time spent awake
after sleep onset was reduced by 55 percent for cognitive behavioral therapy patients, as
opposed to 46.5 percent for those taking the sleep drug. And those treated with behavioral
therapy sustained the benefits at three-, twelve-, and twenty-four-month follow-ups, while
those treated with drugs alone did not. Two other trials tested CBT versus Ambien and
zopiclone, respectively, and in both cases therapy proved more effective and was the patient’s
preferred choice for treatment.

OTHER SLEEP DISORDERS
Other common sleep disorders include restless legs syndrome, which causes uncomfortable
sensations in sufferers’ legs, leading to the need to kick or stretch the legs for relief; sleep
paralysis, in which sufferers report feeling paralyzed as they wake up, some feeling as though
they are being pinned down by an unseen force; and exploding head syndrome—a booming,
deafening sound, like a bomb exploding or a gunshot, sometimes accompanied by flashes of
light, when falling asleep or waking up. Though people suffering from these symptoms
should certainly seek medical advice, improving sleep habits and lowering stress are,
predictably, key steps to managing sleep disorders.

6.

DREAMS

Dreams have always been an important part of my life. In my twenties, fascinated by the
work of Carl Jung, I started keeping a daily dream journal. The majority of my dreams were
garbled, sometimes surreal versions of my daily life, but there were also flashes of genuine
insight. As I recounted in Thrive, one particular dream was so clear and so powerful that it
has stayed with me ever since—and with the passage of time has even become clearer and
more significant. In the dream, I was on a train going home to God (bear with me!). It was a
long journey, and everything happening in my life was scenery along the way. Some of it was
beautiful; I wanted to linger over it awhile and perhaps hold on to it or even take it with me.
Other parts of the journey were spent grinding through a barren, ugly countryside. Either
way, the train moved on. And pain came whenever I would cling to the scenery, beautiful or
ugly, rather than accept that it was all grist for the mill, containing some hidden purpose, a
hidden blessing, or a bit of wisdom. Over the years, as I’ve revisited variations of this dream
again and again, I’ve come to see it as a great lesson for living life as if—as the poet Rumi put
it—everything is rigged in our favor.
Through our dreams, sleep opens up a pathway to other dimensions, other times, other
parts of ourselves, and to deeper insights that lie beyond the reach of our waking
consciousness. As the Tibetan Buddhist Tarthang Tulku put it, “Dreams are a reservoir of
knowledge and experience, yet they are often overlooked as a vehicle for exploring reality.”
Max Planck, the winner of the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1918, considered matter as
“derivative from consciousness” and consciousness as fundamental. And consciousness
includes dreams. The timelessness of dreams, the wildly different narrative rules, the ways
we move through the dream world—all of these allow us a unique access to our intuition and
inner wisdom.
We live in a world in which we relentlessly track our time, revere data over wisdom, and
are consumed with our work and our devices, from the moment we get up to the second we
drift off to sleep. That’s why the mental real estate that our dreams occupy is more valuable
than ever. Technology may let us travel across time and space in an instant, but our dreams
allow us to span deeper parts of ourselves.

The dream is a little door in the innermost and most secret recesses of the soul.
—CARL JUNG , “THE MEANING OF PSY CHOLOGY FOR MODERN MAN”

Though cultures throughout history have revered dreams—and some still do—ours has
tended to dismiss them. As Roger Ekirch writes, this has come at significant cost:
Unlike the experience of non-Western cultures that have institutionalized their dreams, our assimilation of nocturnal
visions has gradually waned, and with it, a better understanding of our deepest drives and emotions. If not the “royal
road” to the unconscious posited by Freud, dreams nonetheless afforded innumerable generations a well-traveled if
winding path to self-awareness. It is no small irony that, by turning night into day, modern technology, while capable
of exploring the inner sanctums of the brain, has also helped obstruct our oldest avenue to the human psyche.

Fortunately, new scientific findings, and a growing longing to stop living in the shallows,
can help us regain access to that winding path.

FREUD, JUNG, AND THE PSYCHOLOGY OF DREAMS
Our modern understanding of dreams has long been dominated by Sigmund Freud. With his
work, dreams went from being a unique way of accessing divine knowledge to being a unique
way of accessing self-knowledge. Dreams were still a journey, but they became less of a
sacred journey and more of a personal one.
In Freud’s The Interpretation of Dreams, published in 1900, he argued that dreams are
symbolic manifestations of repressed desires, fears, and wishes that are often too painful to
experience or remember directly and are thus sublimated into our subconscious through
“psychic censorship.” “The dream is a psychic act full of import,” he wrote; “its motive power
is invariably a wish craving fulfillment; the fact that it is unrecognizable as a wish, and its
many peculiarities and absurdities, are due to the influence of the psychic censorship to
which it has been subjected during its formation.” As important as listening to our dreams
was to Freud, understanding them required a certain decoding process. “The psychodynamic
dream theories were about wish fulfillment and also substitutions, so that often people or
objects stood for something else entirely,” Yale University psychology professor John Bargh
told me. “This was in part a kind of defense mechanism to protect you from disturbing
content.”
But whether we understand them or not, our dreams are constantly manifesting
themselves in our waking lives—because the relationship between the subconscious and the
conscious is ongoing and intense. “I believe,” Freud wrote, “that these unconscious wishes
are always active and ready to express themselves whenever they find an opportunity of
allying themselves with an impulse from consciousness.”
Certain kinds of unconscious wishes were more likely to be repressed than others. “The
wishes for Freud were mainly sexual, and the substitutions were for blatant, explicit sexual
content and also for taboo partners such as mother or father,” Bargh told me. We use the
term “Freudian slip” to describe when we accidentally reveal a subconscious thought or
feeling which, usually relegated to the world of dreams, finds expression in our waking life.
To Freud, dreams were only the end product of an ongoing process in the subconscious: “It
is like fireworks, which require hours for their preparation and then flare up in a moment.”
Making use of our dreams, by integrating their subconscious secrets into our consciousness
and thereby being able to deal with the fears and wishes they represent, involves first making

sense of them. And with Freud, dream interpretation, which had been in the hands of the
priestly class in ancient times, fell to psychoanalysts. It was a new approach to a very old idea:
that dreams represent a highly valuable and unique kind of knowledge, if only we can
properly decipher them.
According to Freud, the meaning of a dream is often elusive and has to be teased out,
through analysis, over time. What we think are the most important details of our dreams
might not be. To find the way in, the analyst needs to listen for subtle clues in the recounting
of a dream: “If the first report of a dream seems not very comprehensible, I request the
dreamer to repeat it. This he rarely does in the same words. But the passages in which the
expression is modified are thereby made known to me as the weak points of the dream’s
disguise….These are the points from which the analysis may start.”
Of course, we never remember all the parts of our dreams. But to Freud, forgetting is a kind
of repression, and it’s the forgotten parts that hold the keys. “The forgetting of dreams,” he
wrote, “remains inexplicable until we seek to explain it by the power of the psychic
censorship….This part of the dream that has been wrested from forgetfulness is always the
most important part. It lies on the shortest path to the solution of the dream, and for that
very reason it was most exposed to the resistance.” Memories, especially painful ones, can be
forgotten. But they remain in our subconscious, echoed and projected as dreams, and through
the analysis of our dreams we can help resurrect them.
British prime minister Winston Churchill once wrote an essay entitled “The Dream.” In his
dream, Churchill is about to paint in his studio, and suddenly notices that his father,
Randolph, who died more than fifty years prior, is sitting in the room with him. Churchill
takes the opportunity to catch his father up on all that has happened in the world since his
death—the rise of socialism, the two world wars, the new rulers of various countries. As
London mayor Boris Johnson wrote in The Churchill Factor: “Randolph never quite
understands what his son has accomplished. The father gathers that the son is now a parttime painter, of indifferent ability, that he appears to live in a small cottage, and that he never
rose above the rank of major in the yeomanry.” When Churchill finishes updating him on
current events, Randolph says, “Of course you are too old now to think about such things, but
when I hear you talk I really wonder that you didn’t go into politics. You might have done a
lot to help. You might even have made a name for yourself.” And he disappears.
Imagine Churchill’s frustration! There he stands, one of the greatest political leaders of all
time, with an opportunity to tell his father all he has achieved during the war and as prime
minister, yet his father hears none of it. Churchill had a tumultuous relationship with his
father, and the dream reflects his lifelong yearning to make his father proud—and his
continuing feeling that he had failed him.
To Freud, dreams are a journey inward and back in time, sometimes through simple,
forgotten memories and sometimes through dark, painful episodes in our lives. By making
that journey and figuring out the meaning of our dreams, we can both heal and truly know
ourselves.
Freud’s slightly younger contemporary Carl Jung, the founder of analytical psychology, saw
dreams less as the result of repression and more as a manifestation of the collective
unconscious. As Jungian analyst Pittman McGehee told me, “Carl Jung saw the unconscious
as a wellspring of creativity and a conduit for the divine. He called the dream a ‘voice of God.’

If one pays attention to one’s dreams, one can use the dream as a vehicle for transformation.”
Jung’s autobiographical Memories, Dreams, Reflections, first published in 1963, is still one
of my all-time favorite books. To understand Jung’s view of dreams, we first have to
understand what he meant by the collective unconscious. “As scientific understanding has
grown,” he wrote in Man and His Symbols, “so our world has become dehumanized. Man
feels himself isolated in the cosmos, because he is no longer involved in nature.” A gap has
opened up between the conscious mind, “characterized by concentration, limitation and
exclusion,” and the “original mind” and its “primitive psychic energy.” It’s in this gap that
modern anxieties, fears, mental illnesses, and psychological disturbances have grown and
flourished:
In our conscious life, we are exposed to all kinds of influences. Other people stimulate or depress us, events at the office
or in our social life distract us….The more that consciousness is influenced by prejudices, errors, fantasies, and infantile
wishes, the more the already existing gap will widen into a neurotic dissociation and lead to a more or less artificial life
far removed from healthy instincts, nature, and truth.

So for the sake of our mental, emotional, and spiritual health, he says, the two realms must
“integrally connect” and “move on parallel lines.” This is where dreams come in. To Jung,
dreams “are the essential message carriers from the instinctive to the rational parts of the
human mind” and fill in the “forgotten language of the instincts.” They “restore our
psychological balance” by reestablishing a “psychic equilibrium.” “What we consciously fail to
see,” he wrote, “is frequently perceived by our unconscious, which can pass the information
on through dreams.” Or as he put it in Modern Man in Search of a Soul, “The dream gives a
true picture of the subjective state, while the conscious mind denies that this state exists, or
recognizes it only grudgingly.”
Though he agreed with Freud that dreams can represent repressed wishes or fears, Jung
believed they can also carry “ineluctable truths, philosophical pronouncements, illusions,
wild fantasies, memories, plans, anticipations, irrational experiences, even telepathic visions,
and heaven knows what besides.” He differed with Freud regarding the symbolic nature of
dreams. Since dreams are not always a manifestation of repression, their messages are not
necessarily disguised and thus don’t need to be decoded. “Why should they mean something
different from their contents?” he wrote. “Is there anything in nature that is other than what
it is? The dream is a normal and natural phenomenon, and it does not mean something it is
not. The Talmud even says: ‘The dream is its own interpretation.’ ” Indeed, he warned, “it is
plain foolishness to believe in ready-made systematic guides to dream interpretation, as if
one could simply buy a reference book and look up a particular symbol. No dream symbol can
be separated from the individual who dreams it.”
Many of his patients, Jung wrote, especially those who had been “educated—or rather
miseducated—by their reading,” mistakenly believed that the elements of their dreams were
simply stand-ins for other things: “They wish at once to get behind the dream in the false
belief that it is a mere facade concealing the true meaning. Perhaps we may call the dream a
facade, but we must remember that the fronts of most houses by no means trick or deceive
us, but, on the contrary, follow the plan of the building and often betray its inner
arrangement.”

God has given you dreams to show your inner state.
—RUMI , “MOSES AND PHARAOH”

Jung didn’t want to replace the ancient understanding of dreams but rather to build on that
understanding with modern scientific methods. “It is only through comparative studies in
mythology, folklore, religion and language,” he wrote, “that we can determine these symbols
in a scientific way.”
This integration of the ancient and the modern, of the individual and the collective natures
of our dreams, and the connection between dreams and myths and other cultural narratives,
continues to have a powerful relevance. “Jung’s central contribution to our understanding of
the unconscious,” writes Christopher Booker in The Seven Basic Plots, “was one of the
greatest intuitive discoveries of the twentieth century, ranking alongside those of Einstein
and other nuclear physicists, or Watson and Crick’s double helix.”
Booker was a close friend of mine when I lived in London in my twenties. I had just
finished my second book, After Reason, which was in the process of being rejected by, yes,
thirty-six publishers (a different sort of nightmare). As I waited for the responses, including
the response from the thirty-seventh, who finally said yes, Booker insisted that I read Jung.
And that’s what I did, locking myself in my little apartment and reading Jung’s collected
works. The immediate impact on me was that I started meticulously recording my dreams. As
a result, all these years later I still have a pile of dream books from that period, which came to
an abrupt end when I left my Jungian cave and reentered the world. But though I’ve never
again been as diligent at recording my dreams, at various stages of my life I’ve continued to
write them down and share them with family and friends, taking advantage of their collective
interpretation of the collective unconscious.
Like Freud and Jung, Edgar Cayce, known as “the Sleeping Prophet,” believed that we have
multiple levels of consciousness: the everyday consciousness we experience in waking life;
our subconscious, which Cayce saw as a source of profound insight into the self; and the
superconscious, which parallels Jung’s collective unconscious.
Cayce, who was born in Kentucky in 1877, acknowledged that some dreams were simply the
result of the body’s digesting certain foods or other physical upsets—a bit of rancid beef, in
the words of Charles Dickens’s Ebenezer Scrooge. But he considered most dreams
meaningful on multiple levels, a kind of nightly diagnostic report, reflecting “conditions in
the body that need attention; dynamics in our relationships; opportunities that need to be
seized; dangers that need to be avoided; non-physical experiences in other dimensions of life
that help us expand our consciousness.” The two purposes of dreams, Cayce believed, are to
solve problems in a dreamer’s everyday life and to help dreamers be less consumed by their
worldly problems so they can connect with a spiritual dimension and a higher reality. Cayce,
like Jung, brought the interpretation of dreams squarely back into the hands of the dreamer.

DREAMS AND THE ARTS

Dreams have been a favorite theme of the great storytellers throughout history, in literature,
art, and music. In Hamlet, Shakespeare plays on the long association between dreams and
death, seeing dreams as a kind of staged rehearsal for death:
To die, to sleep.
To sleep, perchance to dream—ay, there’s the rub,
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause.
In Julius Caesar, Caesar’s wife, Calpurnia, has a prophetic dream about his murder and
begs him not to go to Rome:
Calpurnia here, my wife, stays me at home:
She dreamt to-night she saw my statue,
Which like a fountain with an hundred spouts
Did run pure blood, and many lusty Romans
Came smiling and did bathe their hands in it.
Shakespeare returned to the theme of dreams many times, including in The Tempest,
giving life to one of the most commonly referenced lines about dreams in literature: “We are
such stuff as dreams are made on, / And our little life is rounded with a sleep.”
Sometimes dreams are prophetic. At other times, as Roger Ekirch writes, they are an
“escape from daily suffering.” He quotes a character in one of Jean de La Fontaine’s fables:
Fate’s woven me no life of golden thread
nor are there sumptuous hangings by my bed
my nights are worth no less, their dreams as deep
felicities still glorify my sleep.
The power of dreams was beautifully captured by the nineteenth-century English novelist
Emily Brontë: “I’ve dreamt in my life dreams that have stayed with me ever after, and
changed my ideas,” she wrote. “They’ve gone through and through me, like wine through
water, and altered the color of my mind.”
In 1888, in “A Chapter on Dreams,” Robert Louis Stevenson attributed some of his work,
particularly The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, to “little people” in his mind he
called “Brownies,” who inspired his ideas when he was asleep:
That part [of my work] which is done while I am sleeping is the Brownies’ part beyond contention….For two days I
went about racking my brains for a plot of any sort; and on the second night I dreamed the scene at the window, and a
scene afterward split in two, in which Hyde, pursued for some crime, took the powder and underwent the change in the

presence of his pursuers. All the rest was made awake, and consciously, although I think I can trace in much of it the
manner of my Brownies.

The Beatles’ “Let It Be,” an ode to acceptance that I fell in love with while studying at
Cambridge, was inspired by a dream Paul McCartney had while the Beatles were in the
middle of breaking up. As McCartney recounts, “One night during this tense time I had a
dream I saw my mum, who’d been dead 10 years or so. It was so wonderful for me and she
was very reassuring. In the dream she said, ‘It’ll be all right.’ I’m not sure if she used the
words ‘Let it be’ but that was the gist of her advice, it was, ‘Don’t worry too much, it will turn
out OK.’ So that got me writing the song ‘Let It Be.’ I literally started off ‘Mother Mary,’
which was her name, ‘When I find myself in times of trouble,’ which I certainly found myself
in. The song was based on that dream.”
Salvador Dalí described many of his surrealist paintings as “hand-painted dream
photographs.” His dreams were the source of many works. “I am the first to be surprised and
often terrified,” he said, “by the extravagant images that I see appear on my canvas. In truth I
am but the automaton which registers, without judgment and with all possible exactitude, the
dictates of my subconscious, my dreams.” In The Persistence of Memory, one of Dalí’s most
famous works, melting clocks symbolize how arbitrary time becomes while we’re dreaming.
In popular culture, dreams are often taken to be the truer expression of ourselves, a vision
of the people we want to be and the lives we long to live. In the 1950 animated classic
Cinderella, the heroine echoes the more familiar pop-culture take of dreams as inspiration,
singing, “A dream is a wish your heart makes / When you’re fast asleep…”
In movies and literature, dreams are often a gateway to other worlds. One of the most
famous examples is The Wizard of Oz, where, after a tornado, a yellow brick road, and three
heel taps, Dorothy’s adventures in Oz (and Toto’s, too) come to a close as she stirs in bed,
waking as though from a dream.
But it wasn’t a dream. It was a place, and you and you and you…and you were
there. But you couldn’t have been, could you?
AUNTIE EM: We dream lots of silly things…
DOROTHY : No, Aunt Em. This is a real, truly live place.
DOROTHY :

Yes, we do dream lots of silly things, but we also visit some places that seem very “real,
truly live.” And then we wake up, like Alice at the end of her adventure in Wonderland. “Oh,
I’ve had such a curious dream!” she tells her sister. In Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban, Dumbledore asks Snape not to wake Harry: “Let him sleep. For in dreams, we enter
a world that is entirely our own. Let him swim in the deepest ocean or glide over the highest
cloud.”
In our everyday discourse, we often use the idea of dreams as expressions of a better reality
or a goal we should aim for. They represent what our best selves are capable of, what we can
become if we can throw off the fears, prejudices, compromises, cynicism, and resignation of
our everyday (waking) lives. There’s Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech in
1963, for example, and the American ideal of achieving the “American dream” as the ultimate

fulfillment of middle-class life.
Our dreams, necessarily, have elements and images particular to the dreamer. But the
foundations underlying them are shared by everyone. “It is true that dreams are more
obviously than stories the products of the dreamer’s own personal unconscious,” writes
Christopher Booker. “But the real key to understanding stories lies in seeing how they are
ultimately rooted in a level of the unconscious which is collective to all humanity.”

“WHEN A REALLY GREAT DREAM SHOWS UP, GRAB IT!”
These interior vistas, wandering narratives, and inner sources of inspiration are accessible
not just to artists but to all of us, simply by sleeping. The self-doubts that plague us during
the day become quiet during sleep, and our creativity can find expression without fear,
censorship, or judgment. Harvard Medical School psychiatrist Dr. J. Allan Hobson summed it
up: “Dreaming may be our most creative conscious state, one in which the chaotic,
spontaneous recombination of cognitive elements produces novel configurations of
information: new ideas.”
Indeed, dreams have been credited with inspiring several scientific breakthroughs. In the
mid–nineteenth century, American inventor Elias Howe struggled to figure out how to build
a sewing machine. Then, according to a published family history, he had a dream in which he
had to build a sewing machine for “a savage king in a strange country,” under punishment of
death if he failed. When Howe’s time ran out and the king’s warriors came to execute him, he
noticed that their spears had holes near the pointed end. When he awoke, he realized that the
missing link for his invention was moving the eye of the needle to the pointed end instead of
the blunt end, where it is located for hand sewing. So next time you awake from a nightmare,
don’t forget to go back over the details—just in case they contain the key to your gamechanging invention.
The periodic table of elements, the brainchild of the Russian chemist and inventor Dmitri
Mendeleev, also came to him in a dream-inspired breakthrough: “I saw in a dream a table
where all elements fell into place as required. Awakening, I immediately wrote it down on a
piece of paper—only in one place did a correction later seem necessary.”
Dr. Otto Loewi, the German-born psychobiologist, had a dream about the way to structure
an experiment proving that nerve impulses are actually chemical. He scribbled down some
notes when he awoke and went back to bed. The next morning, to his horror, he could not
read his own writing. He spent the whole day desperately trying to remember the dream. That
night, in a twist of fate, he had the same dream again. This time he got up and went right to
his lab to perform the experiment. The results won him the Nobel Prize in 1936. The lesson:
if your subconscious plays your dream a second time, pay attention to it. And write carefully
—good penmanship is an underrated virtue.
In 1865, a dream about a snake eating its own tail led the German chemist Friedrich
August Kekulé to envision the structure of the benzene molecule—a chemical compound with
many industrial uses—as a ring. It led him to the revolutionary discovery that, as Arthur
Koestler wrote in The Act of Creation, “the molecules of certain important organic

compounds are not open structures but closed chains or ‘rings’—like the snake swallowing its
tail.” Koestler heralded Kekulé’s dream as “the most important dream in history since
Joseph’s seven fat and seven lean cows.”
In the 1890s, Sarah Breedlove, who worked as a laundress and dishwasher, mysteriously
began to lose her hair. Distraught, she prayed for a cure, and an inspiration came to her in a
dream: “A big, black man appeared to me and told me what to mix up in my hair. Some of the
remedy was grown in Africa, but I sent for it, mixed it, put it on my scalp, and in a few weeks
my hair was coming in faster than it had ever fallen out. I tried it on my friends; it helped
them. I made up my mind to begin to sell it.” And that’s how Madam C. J. Walker’s
Wonderful Hair Grower was born, which ultimately led her to found the Madam C. J. Walker
Manufacturing Company of beauty products for African-Americans, which made her a
multimillionaire. Indeed, her 1919 obituary described her as the wealthiest African-American
woman in the United States, “if not the world.”

“Yours is the truest dream,
because it had immediate effect in your waking life.”
What matters is how quickly
you do what your soul directs.
—RUMI , “THREE TRAVELERS TELL THEIR DREAMS”

More recently, Google, that repository of our entire waking world, was conceived in a
dream. Here is how Larry Page described its creation in his 2009 University of Michigan
commencement speech:
Well, I had one of those dreams when I was 23. When I suddenly woke up, I was thinking: what if we could download
the whole web, and just keep the links and…I grabbed a pen and started writing! Sometimes it is important to wake up
and stop dreaming. I spent the middle of that night scribbling out the details and convincing myself it would work. Soon
after, I told my adviser, Terry Winograd, it would take a couple of weeks to download the web—he nodded knowingly,
fully aware it would take much longer but wise enough to not tell me. The optimism of youth is often underrated!
Amazingly, I had no thought of building a search engine. The idea wasn’t even on the radar. But much later we
happened upon a better way of ranking webpages to make a really great search engine, and Google was born. When a
really great dream shows up, grab it!

Arthur Koestler described dreams as a “period of incubation” and made the case for why
they can be a more fertile place for new ideas than our rational, linear, task-driven daytime
lives. The creativity of dreams comes from “the displacement of attention to something not
previously noted, which was irrelevant in the old and is relevant in the new context….The
creative act is not an act of creation in the sense of The Old Testament. It does not create
something out of nothing; it uncovers, selects, re-shuffles, combines, synthesizes already
existing facts, ideas, faculties, skills.” By including dreams in our definition of consciousness,
Koestler helps us to see that to dismiss the content of our dreams is to diminish our vast
potential.

THE SCIENCE OF DREAMS
So what exactly is happening inside our brains when we dream? In 1977, Dr. J. Allan Hobson
and Dr. Robert McCarley proposed the “activation-synthesis hypothesis.” According to the
theory, the circuits in the brain stem activate when REM sleep begins. This in turn triggers
activity in the limbic system of the brain, which is involved in a range of functions, including
emotions, memories, and behaviors. During waking hours, these brain structures help us
register and understand our environment. But during sleep, the brain is reacting to internal
signals, and without external stimuli for context, it turns to our emotions and memories to
create meaning: “Dreams are dripping with emotional salience, even when they are
cognitively delirious.”
In 2000, the Finnish psychologist Antti Revonsuo proposed the “threat simulation theory.”
According to this theory, dreams are not random but part of an evolutionary defense system
that plays out frightening events in a safe way. For Revonsuo, dreams let us rehearse
dangerous situations in a safe space, allowing us to develop skills to deal with threats in real
life or to define and disarm them if they serve no purpose.
Dreams are also essential for learning and memory, as the findings of scientists at Beth
Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston reveal. Participants in an experiment spent an
hour learning how to navigate a complex virtual maze. Some were then allowed to take a
ninety-minute nap, while the rest engaged in various activities. Five hours later, the
participants were retested. Those who did not nap showed little improvement. Those who did
nap and didn’t report any maze-related dreams also showed little improvement. But those
who napped and dreamed about the maze improved ten times more than their napping
counterparts who did not dream about the maze.
Erin Wamsley, one of the study’s authors, explained, “The subjects who dreamed about the
maze had done relatively poorly during training….Our findings suggest that if something is
difficult for you, it’s more meaningful to you and the sleeping brain therefore focuses on that
subject—it ‘knows’ you need to work on it to get better, and this seems to be where dreaming
can be of most benefit.” It’s as though we’re bringing in another brain with a different skill
set to work on the problem, except the extra brain is our own.

…dreams in their development have breath,
And tears, and tortures, and the touch of joy;
They leave a weight upon our waking thoughts,
They take a weight from off our waking toils,
They do divide our being; they become
A portion of ourselves as of our time,
And look like heralds of eternity….
The mind can make
Substance, and people planets of its own
With beings brighter than have been, and give

A breath to forms which can outlive all flesh.
—LORD BY RON, “THE DREAM”

Researchers from the University of California, Berkeley, have also found a connection
between dreams and emotional intelligence. Participants were asked to distinguish among
various facial expressions, ranging from friendly to threatening. Those who had had sufficient
REM sleep correctly read the faces; the sleep-deprived group failed. According to Matthew
Walker, the study’s author, “Dream sleep appears to reset the magnetic north of our
emotional compass. One question is whether we can now enhance the quality of dream sleep,
and in doing so, improve emotional intelligence.” Dreams also help us process our emotions,
since when we don’t process our negative emotions, we are likely to experience an increase in
stress and anxiety. As social psychology researcher Sander van der Linden put it in Scientific
American: “Dreams help regulate traffic on that fragile bridge which connects our
experiences with our emotions and memories.”
As Rubin Naiman, a sleep and dream specialist at the University of Arizona Center for
Integrative Medicine, told me, “Just as updating a computer requires temporarily shutting
down its operating programs, REM sleep also takes us offline by inhibiting the use of most of
our senses and voluntary muscles. Consciousness is much like water, changing its form
depending on the environment it flows through. In waking life, consciousness is contained
and framed by our physical being. Like a river moving across a landscape, it is shaped and
directed by the banks of sensory input (seeing, hearing, touching, etc.) and motor output
(movement, speech, etc.). In sleep, the river of waking opens into the sea of dreams. As a
result, we find ourselves in an extraordinary world where we experience emotions, ideas, and
images on their own wild terms. Dreams offer us a personal encounter of the world behind
the world—the expansive and mysterious home of the unconscious…the source of all art and
spirituality.”
The Walker study echoes another by Hobson, who found that “REM sleep may constitute a
protoconscious state, providing a virtual reality model of the world that is of functional use to
the development and maintenance of waking consciousness.” (Not a bad study to cite next
time someone chides you for sleeping in.)
The nature of our dreams differs depending on what part of our sleep cycle we are in. As
part of a study in the United Kingdom, researchers woke participants throughout the night
and asked them to describe their dreams. The later in the night the dreams occurred, the
more bizarre and distant from reality they were likely to be. And neuroscientists in Kyoto
have discovered a correlation between the content of our dreams and our brain activity—a
dream-reading machine of sorts. Participants slept in an MRI scanner and described their
dreams after they woke up. Researchers categorized the dream reports into twenty different
groups, such as “male,” “female,” “food,” “book,” “furniture,” “street,” “building,” and “car,”
then matched them to the brain patterns. The correlation between the dream content and the
brain patterns was so strong that they could predict with 80 percent accuracy which of the
twenty categories the participants had dreamed about by looking at their brain activity.
Some dreams occur over and over again. Common themes in recurring dreams include

falling, failing or missing an exam, being chased, finding yourself naked in embarrassing
circumstances, or—and this is my most common recurring dream—being late. My personal
variations on this last dream theme include being late for a meeting, late for a dinner, late for
a plane, even late for my own wedding—all of which, except the wedding one, have come true
at one point or another. Such dreams that represent unresolved conflicts or stressors in our
lives are often associated with worries and fears, and when they cease, it may be a sign that
the underlying conflicts or anxieties have been resolved.
Recurring dreams may have positive effects, too. A French study that looked at the dreams
of medical students before an important exam found that those who dreamed about the exam
scored higher than those who didn’t. In fact, the frequency of the students’ dreams about the
exam correlated with actual exam scores even when the dreams were negative (such as
arriving late to the test or forgetting answers). These dreams could be reflective of a higher
academic focus, but dreams may also help the brain rehearse for the actual exam. “The
immediate benefit of dreaming was the drive to address weaknesses in knowledge after
awakening, which certainly provided an advantage,” said the study’s authors. “Additionally,
the contrast between the horrible situations experienced in the dreams (appendicitis,
lateness, impossibility of competing) and the more casual reality (good health, appropriate
timing and tools) the next morning may desensitize the students to anxiety, which can be
reassuring and beneficial.” Isn’t this infinitely preferable to pulling an all-nighter in order to
cram and then showing up at the exam like a hungover zombie?

THE STUFF OF NIGHTMARES
Of course, not all dreams are inspirational “Eureka!” moments, fun journeys through Oz, or
helpful rehearsals for actual exams. Scientists have also been working on solving the puzzle
of nightmares, which are particularly prevalent among children. Around a quarter of children
aged five to twelve wake up from nightmares once a week or more. I remember once when we
were vacationing in Greece and a monk at a monastery we were visiting asked Isabella, then
five, if she’d slept well. “No, I had a nightmirror,” she replied. “A big mosquito in tennis shoes
running all over me.” We loved that malapropism, “nightmirror,” and we have adopted it in
our family.
And if you need a reason to ban television before bedtime for your child, a study from
Santiago, Chile, found that children who watched television late at night reported disturbed
sleep and more episodes of nightmares. Though the terms “nightmares” and “night terrors”
are often used interchangeably, there actually is a difference: nightmares always awaken the
dreamer, while night terrors result in only a partial awakening. Children in the middle of a
night terror often have their eyes open but are unaware of their surroundings in the room.
Common behavior during a night terror includes screaming and kicking, but most often
children will have no memory of these episodes in the morning.

Golden slumbers fill your eyes

Smiles awake you when you rise
—THE BEATLES, “GOLDEN SLUMBERS”

Thankfully, the frequency of nightmares lessens as we get older. “Nightmare rates climb
through adolescence,” science journalist Natalie Angier wrote, “peak in young adulthood, and
then, like so much else in life, begin to drop. The average fifty-five-year-old has one-third the
number of nightmares as the average twenty-five-year-old. At nearly every age, girls and
women report having significantly more nightmares than do boys and men.” In fact, the word
“nightmare” dates back to 1300 and used to refer to “a female evil spirit thought to lie upon
and suffocate sleepers.” And gender can also influence the content of our dreams. A study by
researchers at the University of Montreal found that men are more likely than women to
have nightmares about natural disasters and wars, whereas women reported twice as many
nightmares about interpersonal conflicts.
Why are nightmares so frightening when they often involve things that couldn’t possibly
happen or be real? According to Patrick McNamara, an associate professor of neurology at
Boston University School of Medicine, the answer lies in the brain, specifically the amygdala,
where we process negative emotions. “Over-activation of the amygdala during REM can
create intense fear-responses in the individual.” And while the amygdala is firing on all
cylinders, our prefrontal cortex, which allows us to engage in rational thought, is, like the rest
of the body, asleep.
Of course, some nightmares do become real. After Michael and I had been married for five
months, I found out I was pregnant. I was thirty-six and ecstatic at the prospect of becoming
a mother. Night after night, I dreamed of the baby—it was a boy, and we’d already named him
Alexander—but in my dreams his eyes wouldn’t open. Early one morning, barely awake
myself, I asked out loud, “Why won’t they open?” My dreams had told me what the doctors
later confirmed: the baby’s eyes were not meant to open; he died in my womb before he was
born.

LUCID DREAMING
Though dreams are mysterious and outside our control, there is a phenomenon called lucid
dreaming, when we are aware of dreaming while inside the dream. The concept was the basis
of the hit 2010 movie Inception, in which people called “extractors” infiltrate and manipulate
people’s dreams to extract information. But long before Leonardo DiCaprio took lucid
dreaming mainstream, Freud had been exploring the phenomenon in The Interpretation of
Dreams: “Dissatisfied with the turn taken by a dream the dreamer breaks it off without
waking, and begins it afresh, in order to continue it along different lines, just like a popular
author who, upon request, gives a happier ending to his play.”
Proponents of lucid dreaming list a slew of benefits. We can, they claim, overcome
nightmares by realizing that what we are experiencing isn’t real and cannot harm us. Lucid
dreams can also be used as a rehearsal for real-life events. Just as athletes use visualization

as part of training, lucid dreamers can use their dreams to practice skills they need in waking
life—from public speaking to dreaming up a family occasion in order to rehearse a difficult
conversation. Others use their ability to dream to fulfill wishes like spending time with a
loved one who has died or to fulfill fantasies—sexual fantasies, flying fantasies, celebrity
fantasies.
This may sound like the stuff of science fiction, but there has been ample research on lucid
dreaming going back to 1975, when the British psychologist Keith Hearne instructed a lucid
dreamer to perform a sequence of left-right eye movements upon achieving lucidity. Stephen
LaBerge, another pioneer in the field, replicated these results five years later at Stanford and
went on to found the Lucidity Institute. LaBerge believes that with practice you can take
control of the dream clicker. I personally have no interest in lucid dreaming, since what I love
about dreaming is surrendering to the unexpected. But many who embrace lucid dreaming
say that it has the additional benefit of leaving them feeling less at the mercy of events and
circumstances when they’re awake.

I have frequently wondered if the majority of mankind ever pause to reflect upon the
occasionally titanic significance of dreams, and of the obscure world to which they
belong….Sometimes I believe that this less material life is our truer life.
—H. P. LOVECRAFT, “BEY OND THE WALL OF SLEEP”

“The sage dreams,” says the Indian spiritual teacher Ramana Maharshi, “but he knows it to
be a dream, in the same way as he knows the waking state to be a dream.” In that sense, those
who are spiritually awake can be described as the ultimate lucid dreamers. “Established in the
state of supreme reality,” Maharshi continues, “the sage detachedly witnesses the three other
states—waking, dreaming, and dreamless sleep—as pictures superimposed onto it. For the
sage, all three states are equally unreal. Most people are unable to comprehend this, because
for them the standard of reality is the waking state, whereas for the sage the standard is
reality itself.”

THE ENDURING PRESENCE OF DREAMS IN OUR LIVES
Despite the many scientific studies showing how important our dreams are, the prevailing
view in our culture continues to be dismissive. “We view dreams the way we do stars,” Rubin
Naiman told me. “They come out at night and are certainly magnificent, but they’re far too
distant to be of any relevance to our real, waking lives. We devalue, avoid, and
overcompensate for dream loss.”
That has not always been so. Throughout history, dreams have been at the center of
religions and ancient spiritual practices, treated as a special, and sacred, part of who we are.
As Robert Moss writes in The Secret History of Dreaming, “Among ordinary folk as well as in
royal palaces, across most of history, dreamwork has never been separated from other ways

of reading the sign language of life….In the ancient world, dreaming was ‘a nightly screening
of the gods,’ who might show themselves in many forms.”
According to many traditions, our entire existence came about in the dream of a creator.
“One of the great Hindu images,” as the mythology expert Joseph Campbell puts it, is of
Vishnu dreaming the universe. “We are all parts of Vishnu’s dream….We see the world dream
coming from Vishnu in the form of a lotus growing from his navel.”
Like many ancient societies, the Egyptians engaged in a practice called dream incubation,
in which one would sleep at a temple or other sacred place in order to receive divine
guidance, wisdom, insight, or healing through one’s dreams. In ancient Greece, pilgrims
would trek to the temples of Asclepius, the god of healing, and after rites of purification and
sacrifice they would go to sleep in the most sacred parts of the temple in the hope that
healing dreams would be sent their way by the god. In the morning, priests would interpret
the dreams and translate them into treatment recommendations.
The practice of dream incubation is as old as culture itself and can be seen in Paleolithic
cave paintings in Europe. “It seems,” dreams researcher Kelly Bulkeley told me, “that every
culture and religious tradition around the world—from Tibetan Buddhists to Plains Native
Americans, from Australian Aborigines to Sufi Muslims—has developed its own methods and
techniques.” Dream incubation was also widely practiced in the Ming and Qing dynasties in
China and in ancient Japan.
Today, for the first time, scientific findings are validating ancient wisdom about the
importance of dreams. Those flimsy, often contradictory and absurd dream stories, with no
beginning, no middle, and no end, may contain seeds of deep mysteries—the everyday sense
of time is lost and windows to other worlds are revealed. As Carl Jung wrote: “I have found
again and again in my professional work that the images and ideas that dreams contain
cannot possibly be explained solely in terms of memory. They express new thoughts that
have never yet reached the threshold of consciousness….No one doubts the importance of
conscious experience; why then should we question the importance of unconscious
happenings? They also belong to human life, and they are sometimes more truly a part of it
for weal or woe than any events of the day….Great innovations never come from above; they
come invariably from below; just as trees never grow from the sky downward, but upward
from the earth, however true it is that their seeds have fallen from above.”

WHEN OUR DREAMS CHANGE OUR LIVES
While writing The Sleep Revolution, curious about other people’s experiences with dreams, I
tweeted and posted on Facebook a request for people to send me accounts of times in their
lives when dreams had been particularly meaningful or useful. I was surprised by the deluge I
received. What follows are just a few examples.
Sandra Shpilberg is a biotechnology executive from Palo Alto, California. She credits a
dream with helping save her marriage. “We had been married for 14 years with two lovely
children, but there were cracks in the foundation of our relationship,” she wrote. “In my
waking life, I had put all my energy to try to understand the cracks, measure them, analyze

them and try to fix them.” But in her dream it was different: “The dream had a yellow-orange
hue of a sunrise, of new energy, of new life.” And that dream was worlds apart from all the
analyzing she had done during her waking time. “When I woke up, I understood that I was
missing the bigger perspective,” she wrote. “Yes, there were cracks in the foundation of our
relationship, but we had now become part of a bigger unit—a family. And that family was
functional, happy, a sunrise. The dream had shifted my consciousness to stop focusing on the
cracks and start seeing the beautiful sunrise in my life.”
The Los Angeles–based writer Elizabeth Kirk had a recurring dream about a giant tsunami
that knocked her out of a boat and into the ocean. “Once I was underwater, I reached the
bottom and just took a deep breath in,” she wrote. “I found I could breathe underwater
perfectly, and I remember thinking to myself what a gift this was, and I swam away.” To her
the tsunami was about the chaos in her life. “And my ‘super power’ was a reminder that I had
all the power I needed within myself to overcome, conquer, or ultimately allow the
circumstances to transform me into something much more than I was. Not only did I survive,
but I came out the other side stronger.”
David H. wrote that several dreams helped him stop abusing drugs and alcohol. One was
about being caught in a hurricane, the other a tornado, and the third was set at a nearby
waterfall where he’d had many drug experiences with friends in the past: “There was a
slippery, steep precipice where the land dropped and the force of the water pouring over the
cliff had bored out a deep hole of churning water. One after another, my friends slipped over
into the water and I followed. It was really scary but became terrifying when I realized there
were alligators or crocodiles in the water and one got hold of my foot and pulled me under. I
got free and came back to the surface at the edge where I could hold on. I felt this crystal
clear awareness of a conflict between getting myself to safety, or risking myself to help my
friends. All the while I could see they weren’t really trying to help themselves. I felt they were
going to just let themselves be savaged by the beasts and I felt guilty for not wanting to go
along with them. But I wanted to save myself. I don’t remember the dream ending but I
believe I woke up with a new understanding.” That dream started the process in which he did
in fact save himself. “I still to this day believe a deeper part of myself (some may call it God)
was speaking to me through my dreams,” he wrote.

Dreams, as we all know, are very queer things: some parts are presented with appalling
vividness, with details worked up with the elaborate finish of jewellery, while others one
gallops through, as it were, without noticing them at all, as, for instance, through space
and time.
—FY ODOR DOSTOY EVSKY , “THE DREAM OF A RIDICULOUS MAN”

Linda Jacobsen, the director of the English as a Second Language program for a Missouri
school district, told me that a stubborn dream saved her life. A few months after giving birth
to her third child, she came down with what she thought was the flu. “That night,” she wrote,
“a voice woke me, saying, ‘Linda, wake up. You have to call 9-1-1. You’re going to die.’ ” She

looked at her husband, but he was sound asleep. She went back to sleep herself but was soon
awakened by the same voice saying the same thing. “Again I sat up, irritated, and poked at my
still-sleeping husband,” she wrote. “He didn’t move and kept up his snoring. I lay there,
wondering what was going on.” But this time she didn’t go back to sleep. “I can’t recall exactly
what made me pick up the phone and dial, but I did. I threatened them with hell to pay if they
woke my kids with sirens, too.” It turns out her appendix had ruptured. Had she not called
911, she could have died. “The voice I heard was not of anyone I could identify,” she wrote. “I
often wonder if it was my own subconscious urging me to get help, but I prefer to think some
loving angels on watch intervened in their own way to avoid losing a loving wife and mother
of three young children.”
Ron Hulnick, the president of the University of Santa Monica, told me of a particularly
meaningful dream he had a few years ago: “I had been pondering the question, ‘What would
life be like if I dared to live more fully from within a spiritual perspective?’ And here is the
dream I had: I’m driving at normal speed along a 2-lane country road in New Mexico and all
of a sudden my car veers off the road and onto the desert floor. I attempt to gain control since
there are many large cactus plants where I’m driving and I need to avoid them. I’m aware that
the car is picking up speed so I step on the brake. The pedal goes down to the floor—no
brakes—and the car is going faster and faster. I’m steering like mad around the cactus plants
and then the steering mechanism becomes dysfunctional. The car is picking up speed and I
have no way of steering it. And then I notice that regardless of what I do, the car is steering
itself just fine regardless of how fast it’s going. I take a deep breath, relax, and enjoy the ride.
The metaphorical message of the dream for me was about letting go of the illusion of control
and learning to live with more trust in harmony with whatever spiritual plan was unfolding in
my life.”

THE POWER OF DREAMS–AND WHY YOU SHOULD RECORD THEM
Those who have integrated dreams into their lives have found that the “otherworld” of sleep
has become more real—something to be welcomed rather than resisted. For me, it is way
more than just feeling recharged. There is also a sense of freedom that comes from less
attachment to daily battles, successes, failures, and illusions. My daughter Isabella has a
recurring dream that beautifully illustrates this. She is a living stop sign, forcing people to
come to a complete stop before moving on with their lives. And instead of dissolving when
she wakes up, the dream takes on new relevance when she revisits it during the day,
reminding her to pause, reflect, and keep all the demands of her life in perspective.
There are some simple steps we can take before we go to sleep to reinstate dreams to a
central place in our lives and experience firsthand why they matter. After we put our devices
aside, wind down, and let go of the day, we can learn from the practices of ancient temples
and do a modern-day version of dream incubation. Synesius of Cyrene, a Greek bishop living
around the year 400, called dreams oracles, always ready to serve as our “silent counselor.”
And dream incubation is a process of preparing our consciousness to receive guidance from
our inner counselors. It can be about big life decisions, but also about anything that we want
more clarity and wisdom around, however trivial it may seem.

I love how the Rubin Museum in New York, which houses Asian art, brings dream
incubation into our modern lives. It hosts an annual “Dream-Over,” where participants spend
the night sleeping among the artworks. A Tibetan Buddhist teacher leads a discussion about
the significance of dreams in Tibetan culture, and in the morning “dream gatherers” start a
conversation about what everyone dreamed of.
Of course, Tibetan Buddhist teachers and thought-provoking artworks aren’t required to
get the dream-incubation process going. I asked Mary Hulnick, the chief creative officer of
the University of Santa Monica, who teaches dream incubation as part of the Spiritual
Psychology course, for specific steps to facilitate the process. She suggested asking ourselves
these key questions before going to sleep:
“In what area of your life would you like to receive guidance? What question do you want
answered? Word your question carefully and precisely, write it down, and focus on it as you
drift off to sleep. Since the language of dreams is metaphorical and symbolic, ask that the
answer to your question be given in a way that you can recognize and understand. Set an
intention to remember your dreams. Then go to sleep. When you awake, and this is very
important, remain totally still—do not move your body. This allows you greater access to your
dream—better dream recall. Once you have your dream secure in your mind, your first
movement is to get your pen and paper and begin writing any dreams or parts of dreams that
you recall. Sometimes you’ll have and recall a dream the very first night that you ask your
dream incubation question. Sometimes, you may find that you need to ask your question for
several nights. I encourage you to be patient and let go of any pressure or attachment to
receiving a dream.”

From breakfast on through all the day
At home among my friends I stay,
But every night I go abroad
Afar into the land of Nod.
All by myself I have to go,…
All alone beside the streams
And up the mountain-sides of dreams.
The strangest things are there for me….
Try as I like to find the way,
I never can get back by day,
Nor can remember plain and clear
The curious music that I hear.
—ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, “THE LAND OF NOD”

If I wake up in the middle of the night, even if I have not asked for specific guidance in any
part of my life, I write down whatever I remember from my dreams with a pen that has a
flashlight attached to it. I find that when I don’t turn on the lamp on my nightstand, it is
easier not to lose the thread of my dreams. (And if you’re not sleeping alone, you’re less likely
to wake your partner.) When you wake up in the morning, if you want to remember your
dreams, don’t grab your cell phone the moment you open your eyes and become inundated
with news, texts, and emails. Before letting the outside world in, taking a momentary pause
and a few deep breaths can help you recall more of your dreams, reliving the paths traveled
while in your dream world. As we learn to recognize the hidden meanings beneath the surface
of the everyday, it becomes easier to listen to the inner whisperings that tend to get drowned
in the cacophony of our waking life.
Even if you remember just one image or one word, write that down. If you wake up and
have only a vague impression of a feeling, capture that: “I woke up feeling a little sad or
anxious or excited.” And if you wake up and remember nothing, write that down, too: “This
morning I remember nothing.” I have found that the very act of writing something down has
encouraged my subconscious to pay attention and remember more—or at least remember
something—the following day.
No matter how much of the curtain is pulled back on dreams, no matter what new studies
and discoveries bring us closer to understanding them, the mystery will remain. Their
elusiveness is part of their beauty. Our dreams are, and always will be, a gateway to another
world, a timeless journey to other inward dimensions.

PART TWO

THE WAY FORWARD

7.

MASTERING SLEEP

Sleep that knits up the ravell’d sleave of care
The death of each day’s life, sore labour’s bath,
Balm of hurt minds, great nature’s second course,
Chief nourisher in life’s feast.
—WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, Macbeth

So, where do we go from here? We’ve seen sleep’s profound importance in our lives. We’ve
seen the overwhelming scientific evidence on the benefits of sleep. From highways to
runways, from the halls of power to our hospitals and schools, we now know the dangers of
not getting enough sleep. But how do we move from awareness to action? How do we
incorporate this knowledge into our lives? It’s not easy, even when we know what we should
do. “I think that public awareness is there,” says Dr. Willis H. Tsai of the University of
Calgary. “The problem is in the execution. It’s like eating at a fast food restaurant. You know
it isn’t really good for you, but you end up doing it anyway.” When it comes to our similarly
unhealthy sleep habits, how can we stop “doing it anyway”? What are the first steps we can
take to make changes in our lives?
In a study on what made babies better at walking, scientists discovered that more than
height, brain development, or any other variable, what made the difference was simply how
much time babies spent trying to walk. As Daniel Coyle wrote in The Talent Code, “Baby steps
are the royal road to skill,” and this is as true for sleep as it is for any other habit.
And it’s not just time, but also how we respond to ourselves when we try. “When a little
child is learning to walk or talk,” Louise Hay, the author of You Can Heal Your Life, wrote,
“we encourage him and praise him for every tiny improvement he makes. The child beams
and eagerly tries to do better. Is this the way you encourage yourself when you are learning
something new? Or do you make it harder to learn because you tell yourself that you are
stupid or clumsy or a ‘failure’?” For those of us who have neglected sleep, reintegrating it into
our lives is akin to learning a new skill. The key to our success will be practice and
encouraging ourselves along the way.
Changing all our bad habits regarding sleep is not something we can achieve quickly. As
with any other self-destructive pattern, making a lasting change requires taking small daily

steps toward our goal. And the steps that will work for each of us are unique; we may need to
try out a few different practices and rituals before landing on the right combination.
In the same way that a good day starts the night before, learning how to deal with stress
throughout the day will impact how we sleep at night. As Marcus Aurelius put it, “Do not
remain out of tune longer than you can help. Habitual recurrence to the harmony will
increase your mastery of it.” Gradually, we’ll be able to make relaxation as familiar to our
bodies and minds as our stresses are to us now. And this will make it much less likely we’ll
find ourselves awake in the middle of the night trapped in our mind’s continuous loop,
obsessively reliving the past or worrying about the future.

When we wake up in bed on Monday morning and think of the various hurdles we have
to jump that day, immediately we feel sad, bored, and bothered. Whereas actually, we’re
just lying in bed.
—ALAN WATTS, The Philosophies of Asia

As the psychologist Neil Fiore reminds us, much of our worrying doesn’t do us any good:
“Calling up the stress response to deal with dangers that are not happening now is similar to
pulling a fire alarm for a fire that happened twenty years ago or to fearing a fire that may
happen next year. It would be unfair to the fire department and a misuse of its time and
energy to ask firefighters to respond to such an alarm, just as it’s unfair to demand that your
body continually respond to threats of danger from events that cannot be tackled now.”
Lying in bed putting out imaginary fires is one of the most draining things we can do. In
this section, you’ll find steps big and small you can take that will help you let go of those
worries, free up that energy, and fall asleep. You’ll find a path to better sleep that winds
through scientific advances, policy proposals, hard-earned personal anecdotes, and both
expert and crowd-sourced tips. You’ll also find suggestions on how workplaces can better
support employees and on policy changes that can help accelerate the sleep revolution. The
best way to start is to go straight to the source, where so many of our sleep habits are formed:
our families.

OUR FIRST SLEEP TEACHERS
In recent years, there’s been a lot of attention paid to family nutrition, and it’s become clear
that it’s easier to practice healthy habits if we’re surrounded by others doing the same. That’s
why, as author Tom Rath writes, “We need to rethink sleep as a core family value.”
When I was growing up, my mother would regularly stay up all night cooking, reading, and
organizing because, as she explained to my sister, Agapi, and me when we would protest, it
was at night, when the world had gone to bed, that she could be most creative and productive.
When we lived together again years later, she would often stay up all night, and it was only
after cooking my daughters’ breakfast in the morning that she would finally put herself to

bed. And when her granddaughters would come home from school in the late afternoon,
Agapi and I would tell each other, “Darling, wake up Mom, the girls are home.” Plenty of
grandmothers have lives that revolve around their grandchildren, but leave it to my mother to
go a step further and actually adjust her entire circadian rhythm around them!
Agapi modeled her sleep habits after my mother, though thankfully she didn’t go to quite
the same extremes. For most of her life, she also stayed up late, getting things done. Then
she’d usually wake up tired. “But when nighttime rolled around,” she says, “my mind was
fully alert, ready for work.” A few years ago, when I started talking about the importance of
sleep and sending her articles and studies, she began to rethink things and to make some
changes. But, as is the case for most of us, her progress was not linear. “It was always hit-andmiss,” she says. “So many times I’d come back from a great night out with friends—and my
energy would be high, and I would feel I had emails to answer and things to complete.”
She realized that what she’d assumed was a time of great productivity actually wasn’t:
“Almost the way a parent imparts lessons to her child, I’d have to tell myself, ‘Darling, it’s
time to put your phone down. We’re going to have a cup of tea and take a bath.’ ” She then
moved beyond putting her phone down to taking all her devices out of the bedroom. And
instead of watching TV in bed, she started recording her favorite late-night shows. Eventually
she developed a new routine that was all her own—as, of course, it has to be—and she learned
not to judge herself when she went offtrack. As a natural late-nighter, she says it’s important
to have a support system around her. “We night owls need our own sleep tribe if we’re going
to change,” she says.
For most people, the most natural sleep tribe is the family. One of the first steps in
promoting good family sleep habits is changing the way we talk about sleep. In many
families, sleep is meted out as a punishment to children: “If you don’t eat your vegetables at
dinner, you’re going straight to bed.” Children are taught early on that sleep is something to
avoid as long as possible—a sword of Damocles hanging over their heads every night—and
that with sleep comes the end of play and fun. What a terrible message to send! We need to
do a much better job of framing sleep in a positive way for our children, letting them know
that sleep is a vital part of being able to play and have fun, and teaching them healthy sleep
habits, including naps and transitions to bedtime, that will last a lifetime.

HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?
The universal, most asked question to end all questions about sleep is inevitably: How much
sleep should we be getting? In 2015, experts from the American Academy of Sleep Medicine
and the Sleep Research Society examined thousands of peer-reviewed articles and determined
that for individuals between the ages of eighteen and sixty…(drumroll, please!) a minimum
of seven hours of sleep a night is essential for optimal health. And since age is a determining
factor for how much sleep we need, the National Sleep Foundation has broken it down
accordingly:
Newborns (0–3 months):
Infants (4–11 months):

14–17 hours
12–15 hours

Toddlers (1–2 years):
Preschoolers (3–5):
School-age children (6–13):
Teenagers (14–17):
Young adults (18–25):
Adults (26–64):
Older adults (65+):

11–14 hours
10–13 hours
9–11 hours
8–10 hours
7–9 hours
7–9 hours
7–8 hours

(I’m compelled to point out that there is no bracket reading “Super-important, super-busy
macho man: 3–5 hours.” Yet we all know people, of all ages, who insist on placing themselves
in this category—and most of us, including me, have been that person.)

ROCK-A-BYE, BABY…KIDS AND SLEEP
“Sleep,” says Dr. Harvey Karp, a pediatrician who specializes in child development and the
author of The Happiest Baby on the Block, “is the primary activity of the brain during early
development. Infants with poor sleep grow into toddlers with poor sleep. Lack of sleep
impairs a child’s ability to learn, their emotional well-being (mood swings, anxiety,
depression, hyperactivity and other behavioral problems) and even leads to many health
problems like infections, high blood pressure and obesity.” And in a long-term study
completed in April 2015, researchers in Norway found that toddlers who consistently slept
less than ten hours a night developed more emotional and behavioral problems by age five.
The most meaningful predictors of children’s sleep are their parents’ education (bettereducated parents have better-rested children) and, according to a 2014 National Sleep
Foundation “Sleep in the Modern Family” poll, whether the family has rules about caffeine
intake, how much TV children are allowed to watch, and whether family members use
electronic devices in their bedrooms at night. And, of course, a family’s sleep life is often
deeply intertwined, with each member’s sleeping patterns affecting the others’.
Few questions kindle a more heated debate—or as massive a deluge of posts and comments
on a parenting blog (just look at our HuffPost Parents section)—than how we should handle
our babies’ sleep. What worked for me was to keep Christina in my bed or in a bassinet by my
bed from the moment she was born. That way, when she woke up, I could immediately feed
her. But no matter what method you arrive at, I cannot overstate the importance of having a
little tribe of support in the first few months after your baby is born. In addition to Michael,
who was a very involved dad, I was blessed to have my mother, the ultimate Greek Yaya,
living with us. She would regularly take care of Christina (and later Isabella), allowing me the
chance to get some badly needed sleep. I got pregnant with Isabella while still nursing
Christina (birth control alert: don’t believe those who tell you this can’t happen), and by the
time Isabella was born, her sister was on a more regular sleep schedule and Yaya could
prioritize helping me with Isabella. This was a real blessing, because baby Isabella and twoyear-old Christina were on very different sleep schedules.
As controversial as it can be on parenting blogs, sleeping with one’s infant was the norm

throughout history and remains so to this day in many parts of the world. In developed
countries, many believe that sleeping with your baby impedes the baby’s ability to become
independent. Others, however, see sleeping together as part of “attachment parenting,” a
term coined by Dr. William Sears, referring to the idea that when parents foster a strong
emotional bond, children grow up to be more emotionally secure and less likely to develop
behavioral problems.
The practice of sharing a bed with your children has become more visible in recent years.
For example, Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt are such strong supporters of what they call “family
sleep” that they built a custom-size bed to accommodate all their children. “Everybody crawls
into our bed,” Jolie says. “We had sheets specially made. When we had two kids, the nine-foot
bed was extraordinary….Now, at six, it’s tight. We end up pulling the couches to the sides.
We’re thinking of building a room just for family sleep.”
Beyond the emotional bond, James McKenna, an expert on mother-baby sleep at the
University of Notre Dame, told me that because an infant is born with only 25 percent of its
adult brain volume, “its physiological systems are unable to function optimally without
contact with the mother’s body, which continues to regulate the baby much like it did during
gestation.” McKenna explained how the baby and the mother interact during sleep: “The
breathing of the mother and infant are regulated by the presence of each other—the sounds
of inhalation and exhalation, the rising and falling of their chests. This is one more signal to
remind babies to breathe, a fail-safe system should the baby’s internal breathing transitions
falter. The mother’s body is the only environment to which the human infant is adapted.”

Sweet dreams, form a shade
O’er my lovely infant’s head;
Sweet dreams of pleasant streams
By happy, silent, moony beams.
Sweet sleep, with soft down
Weave thy brows an infant crown.
Sweet sleep, Angel mild,
Hover o’er my happy child.
—WILLIAM BLAKE, “A CRADLE SONG ”

The American Academy of Pediatrics, while encouraging room sharing, discourages bed
sharing due to the risk of suffocation if a parent accidentally rolls over onto an infant.
Regardless of whether you place your baby in a crib or keep your baby in your bed, as I did,
precautions should be taken. For those who choose to sleep with their babies, here are some
tips from Dr. Karp: “You can reduce the risks of bed-sharing by swaddling your baby (to
reduce the chance he’ll roll and fall or get wedged against the headboard or wall),
breastfeeding, avoiding drugs and alcohol, removing pillows and blankets from the bed, and

making sure no one smokes in the house.”
Of course, no matter how a baby sleeps, the parents are likely to be on a guided tour
through the forbidding land of sleep deprivation. In a memorable episode of I Love Lucy,
Lucy was so exhausted from caring for newborn Little Ricky that she fell asleep bent over
with her head in the crib. But as many new parents know, this isn’t a case of comic
exaggeration. It’s a state sometimes called “mommy brain,” though it’s not limited to
mommies. Stuart Heritage, a reporter for The Guardian, wrote about his experience as a new
parent: “Parenthood has worn me down, and I have become obsessed with sleep….Sleep is
now automatically where my mind goes when it doesn’t have anything else to do….Two
consecutive nights spent working late have thrown my equilibrium out of whack, and I’m
spiraling. By the time I’ve done a day’s work and cooked dinner, I’m quite often seeing
double.” He’s hardly alone. A 2014 Today show survey found that 54 percent of parents of
newborns said lack of sleep made it hard to function during waking hours. Given the effect of
sleep deprivation, Dr. Karp calls this “drunk parenting”—with major implications for parents’
health. “Many studies show exhaustion is a top trigger for postpartum anxiety and
depression,” he told me, “affecting half a million to a million new moms every year (and
many new dads, too).” It can lead to marital stress, child neglect, and accidents.
Mika Brzezinski, the cohost of MSNBC’s Morning Joe, had her own wake-up call, which
she recounts in her 2010 memoir All Things at Once. She writes about frantically rushing to
the emergency room with her four-month-old daughter, who was conscious but not moving
from the chest down. As doctors huddled around the baby, Mika heard the words “spinal cord
damage” and then collapsed in tears on the floor of the hospital. She then describes what led
up to the scene: sleep-deprived, she’d been carrying her daughter in her arms and tumbled
down a flight of stairs. As she waited for news from the doctors, she began to reexamine her
life:
How could I have let myself get so run down, so exhausted at work that I would fumble over my own feet and fall
down a steep flight of stairs with my newborn in my arms? It made no sense to me—and yet, here I was, waiting for
word about what her life would look like now. Wondering if she’d ever be able to move. All for what? A blind ambition
to be all things to all people? To be a super hockey mom?

Fortunately, there was no spinal cord damage, only a broken femur. But the experience had
a lasting effect on Mika. “I’m starting to hear a new message,” she writes. “This one doesn’t
come from my mother, or grandmother, or any mentors I’ve collected on my journey, but
from within. From me. A message I am still working to put in play before my children move
on into adulthood: pace yourself.” That’s the lesson she wants to pass on to her own
daughters. “Go your own way. Narrow your focus. Breathe,” she says. “Your job can be a big
part of who you are, but it shouldn’t be the whole package.”

PLEASE, LORD, LET HER SLEEP THROUGH THE NIGHT!
Now that we know how much sleep our babies should be getting, how do we get our precious
little ones to (please, Lord!) sleep through the night? Debates surrounding the various kinds
of “sleep training” methods can be even more divisive than those about where the baby

sleeps. A New York Times article caused controversy with the headline “Sleep Training at 8
Weeks: ‘Do You Have the Guts?’ ” Though some say that self-soothing, or letting a baby “cry
it out,” is safe and effective, others call it heart-wrenching. What experts agree on is that, as
Kim West, the author of Good Night, Sleep Tight, put it, “It’s important that you pick a sleep
coaching method that aligns with your philosophies and your child’s temperament and you
do it consistently.”
My philosophy was to hold my babies when they cried, and as they grew older to read them
bedtime stories. But as I found out, this actually isn’t so simple if the parent reading the
bedtime story is chronically sleep-deprived. My daughters often laugh as they remember me
reading books to them to put them to sleep—through the years graduating from Dr. Seuss to
Harry Potter—and falling asleep in midsentence (“One fish, two fish, red fish…zzzzzzzz”). As
my younger daughter, Isabella, recounts, “My mom would begin to slur her words, and I
would have to shake her and repeat over and over again, ‘Wake up, Mom, wake up, Mom!
Finish the story!’ ” (At least the stories worked on one of us.) I had also become famous for
falling asleep at other inappropriate moments—in the car with a friend (I wasn’t driving!), at
dinner, and without fail in any darkened auditorium, concert hall, or theater. You name it, I
fell asleep in it.
The Swedish author Carl-Johan Forssén Ehrlin used psychological principles to write a
book that aims to put children to sleep within minutes. While reading The Rabbit Who
Wants to Fall Asleep, parents are encouraged to read slowly and yawn frequently. The author
describes the book as “the verbal equivalent of rocking a baby to sleep.” One mother wrote in
an Amazon review that the audiobook version worked just as well for her: “I thought I’d
listen to it to see what it was like. I set up my phone beside my bed and began playing it. Next
thing I knew, it was morning.”

GIVING WORKING MOMS AND DADS A BREAK
Even when their baby begins sleeping through the night, different pressures can impact a
family’s sleep. According to one study, the children of mothers who worked between twenty
and forty hours a week got insufficient sleep. The study included a large sample of single and
lower-income mothers, but in today’s world mothers from all income levels will be working
outside the home at some point in their children’s lives. In the United States, approximately
70 percent of mothers are in the workforce. Only three states, however, have laws providing
for paid parental leave, while countries like Sweden and Norway offer forty and thirty-eight
weeks of full paid family leave, respectively.
The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), signed into law by President Clinton in 1993,
grants twelve weeks of unpaid leave, but only for those in the public sector or in companies
with more than fifty employees. As a result, 40 percent of the American workforce is
ineligible right from the start, and that doesn’t include the millions who can’t bear the
financial burden of unpaid time off even if they’re eligible. Forced to juggle work and
children, frazzled and sleep-deprived parents often feel like they have to choose between their
job and their new family. Some large companies have taken the lead in changing this
unhealthy dynamic. Netflix announced in 2015 that it will offer unlimited paid leave in its

video-streaming division for new parents during the first year after their child’s birth or
adoption. New parents can choose to return full-time or part-time, or return and leave based
on what works best for their family. The British telecommunications company Vodafone
offers at least sixteen weeks of paid leave to new mothers and allows them to work thirtyhour weeks for the next six months while receiving full pay and benefits. These policies will
likely benefit Vodafone’s and Netflix’s bottom lines, as they will retain more talent and spend
less money on recruiting and training new personnel—to say nothing of the boost in
employee well-being and the accompanying decline in health-care costs.
The importance of supporting working parents extends to other aspects of health. As Dr.
Clifford Saper, a professor of neuroscience at Harvard Medical School, told me, “There is an
epidemic of obesity, and good evidence that sleep loss in young people can cause glucose
intolerance and overeating.” Researchers from the University of Illinois highlighted this
connection as they looked into the link between how much mothers worked and their
children’s weight, as well as at possible mediators such as diet, television watching, mealtime
habits, and sleep. Surprisingly, the only factor that actually mediated that link was sleep.
Three- to five-year-old children of mothers who worked full-time not only got less sleep than
those whose mothers worked less than twenty hours a week, but they also had higher body
mass index (BMI) readings. Only 18 percent of the participating preschoolers in the study got
the recommended amount of sleep. Sleep is so crucial to so many aspects of our lives that
often what looks like one kind of problem—child obesity—is actually not a diet problem but a
sleep problem. When mothers leave early for work, kids get up early for day care or school.
On the positive side, each additional hour of sleep a child in the study got was associated with
a nearly 7 percent drop in BMI at their next weigh-in.
The lesson, of course, is not that women shouldn’t be working—that ship has, rightly,
sailed. Most mothers work outside the home. No, the lesson is that, as challenging as it is, it’s
vital that we establish policies—like paid family leave and access to affordable quality child
care—that will allow everyone to prioritize sleep.

THE MORNING BELL
For many young people, schools have become burnout zones where along with history, math,
and science, we teach our kids the worst habits of our destructive work culture. But happily,
many schools around the world are responding to the latest science on sleep, taking creative
steps to restructure the school day in ways that can make a big difference in academic
performance and overall well-being.
Right now the average start time for public high schools is around 8 a.m. But in 2014, the
American Academy of Pediatrics recommended that middle and high schools not start before
8:30 a.m. Currently, only 14 percent of schools follow those guidelines. When and how we
start the day really matters, setting the stage for everything that follows. And when you add
pre-class activities—like sports practice and student-council meetings—you can see why so
many high-schoolers resemble extras from The Walking Dead.
When schools do make changes, the results are clear. A 2011 study from the TechnionIsrael Institute of Technology found that students who started school at 8:30 a.m. slept

nearly an hour more and performed better on tests measuring attention levels than peers
who began school at 7:30 a.m. In the United Kingdom, one high school in North Tyneside,
England, moved the school’s start time from 8:50 a.m. to 10 a.m. and found that student test
scores improved significantly. And during the 2016–17 school year, nearly thirty-two
thousand students from one hundred secondary schools in the United Kingdom will take part
in “Teensleep,” an Oxford experiment to study school times.
The stakes are not merely academic. In 2015, Japan’s education ministry conducted its first
survey on the sleeping habits of students and found that 46 percent of the children who went
to sleep between 9 and 10 p.m. said that they “like or somewhat like who they are,” while the
number dropped to 30 percent among those who went to sleep between 1 and 2 a.m.
Brown University professor Mary Carskadon and her team ran a study on school start
times in 1998. They looked at teens in the ninth grade with a start time of 8:25 a.m. and
followed their progress to tenth grade with a start time of 7:20 a.m., logging the students’
sleep schedules and daytime alertness. When they were evaluated at 8:30 a.m., half of them
showed what Carskadon describes as “pathological levels of sleepiness,” falling asleep in just
three and a half minutes and going directly into REM sleep, a pattern normally associated
with narcolepsy patients. “This study,” Carskadon told me, “indicated that half of the students
experiencing this early start time in 10th grade were having to wake up and be in school at a
time when their brains—driven by the circadian timing system and by having too little sleep—
were prepared for REM sleep, not for the classroom.”
Thankfully, some policymakers are taking this to heart. In August 2015, New Jersey passed
a law that requires the state’s Department of Education to conduct a study of the health
benefits of later school start times and of the consequences of sleep deprivation on academic
performance.
In Singapore, a school district is experimenting with a new kind of bus service that, instead
of shuttling a load of up to forty children, will pick up no more than four and drive them
directly to school, allowing them to sleep later. One student, Sydney Tang, now leaves her
house at 6:40 a.m. instead of 5:55 a.m. “She was always so tired and groggy,” her father said,
“but she is much more well-rested now.”
Small changes in schools can have big results. Deerfield Academy, a boarding school in
Massachusetts, enacted several reforms to improve students’ sleep, including starting school
thirty-five minutes later and reducing sports commitments and homework assignments by 10
percent. The results were remarkable. As reported by the Associated Press, Deerfield saw “20
percent fewer student visits to the health center (in a bad flu year); 17 percent more students
taking time for a hot breakfast; and a record increase in GPA.”
Aside from start times, one way for students to improve their sleep habits is to study
somewhere other than their beds. Eighty-two percent of British teens surveyed said that their
bed was where they studied the most. Unfortunately, that makes it much harder to fall asleep
when they turn out the lights. “We know that a good bed is a comfortable and comforting
place to be, but we would rather students sleep in it than study on it,” says Lisa Artis of the
UK Sleep Council. “It’s really important to associate the bed with sleeping.”
As parents around the world—including me—have long realized, adolescence is always
going to involve battles over independence. But at least some of what we think of as typical
teen bad judgment may actually be about sleep. “This is not just about teens not sleeping

enough and then feeling a bit grumpy the next day,” Dr. Maida Chen of the Seattle Children’s
Hospital said. “Sleep really affects their ability to function and make good decisions.”

SLEEP 101: THE SLEEP REVOLUTION GOES TO COLLEGE
Since so much of the current revolution in the science of sleep is coming from our colleges
and universities, it’s only fitting that our institutions of higher learning are beginning to put
these in-house-generated insights into practice. This is a big departure from the past, because
for far too long our colleges and universities have been laboratories not only for learning but
for burnout.
This association of college life with sleep deprivation is deeply ingrained in our culture. The
defining ingredients of college life—the pressure to perform and get good grades, the
newfound freedom, the yearning to fit in socially, and the endless digital distractions—aren’t
exactly a recipe for great sleep. Especially when you throw in other damaging habits that have
become an accepted part of college life, like bingeing on energy drinks and alcohol.
With the rise of a new campus sleep consciousness, that’s all beginning to change—well,
maybe not the alcohol part. A growing number of colleges are beginning to build a culture
that both supports healthy sleep habits and educates students on what exactly healthy sleep
habits are. UCLA, for example, provides sleep education through “Sleep Week.” Kendra
Knudsen, who works with the UCLA Mind Well initiative, described the problem she sees on
campus: “There’s a weird pride in certain students when they pull all-nighters.” During Sleep
Week, the university holds lectures on the effects of sleep deprivation, provides yoga and
meditation sessions, and offers free fifteen-minute sleep assessments.
The dreaded early-morning class is something many students will instinctively avoid. And
that’s getting easier, because, like many high schools, colleges are also rolling back start
times. Duke University eliminated 8 a.m. classes in 2004, making the earliest start time 8:30
a.m. Penn State followed suit in 2005, reducing the number of 8 a.m. course offerings. “We
found if you try to teach at 8 a.m.,” said Richard Cyr, a professor of biology, “people aren’t as
motivated as they are at 9 a.m. It’s easier to engage students when they’re more awake.”
At Stanford, students in the 200-level psychology course study the neuroscience of sleep
and sleep’s physical and mental effects. And in 2011, the university began looking beyond the
classroom, launching its “Refresh” initiative, designed to teach students cognitive behavioral
therapy techniques and mindfulness exercises. By the end of the program, students who
reported poor sleep going in experienced improvements in sleep quality and a reduction in
depressive symptoms.
At Dartmouth, computer-science professor Andrew Campbell collected data from students
using a mobile app called StudentLife and discovered that the average bedtime for students
was 2:30 a.m. It’s no wonder that a Dartmouth health survey showed that more than half of
the students had experienced sleep difficulties within the past year. Freshman Kristin Winkle
said, “I think sleep is seen as the enemy of fun, or of productivity.” Freshman Rob Del Mauro
cited FOMO as the reason sleep was sacrificed, calling sleep a “taboo practice” at Dartmouth.
And sophomore Ke Zhao tells her roommate that “the trade-off for A’s are Z’s.”

Clearly, Dartmouth—like most colleges—had a problem on its hands, with a student culture
that not only accepted but celebrated sleep deprivation. Recognizing this, the college
implemented its own version of Stanford’s Refresh program in 2014. Now the health service
actively screens students for sleep problems, provides tips and tools, and refers students with
more serious problems to the medical center. Refresh is also being replicated at the
University of Iowa and the University of Chicago, and sleep-education programs are
spreading to colleges across the country, from a private liberal arts school like Hastings
College in Nebraska to a large state school like the University of Georgia.
If you can’t get students to go to bed earlier—and as the mother of two recent college
graduates, I know what a tall order that can be—there’s always napping. Of course, napping
during class is a time-honored tradition, but many colleges are trying to make it easier for
students to nap in a more productive way.
At the University of Michigan, a senior noticed other students falling asleep in the library
and collaborated with the administration to set up a nap room outfitted with cots and pillows.
The library has also begun trying out Metro-Naps EnergyPods, ergonomically designed
reclining chairs with a privacy shield and built-in speakers. Placing the cots and nap pods in a
twenty-four-hour library may have the unintended consequence of discouraging students
from going back to the dorm for some longer shut-eye, but the hope is it will remind them of
the link between sleep and learning.
Nap rooms have become so popular that at Berkeley, Melissa Hsu campaigned and won her
seat in the student senate on a sleep platform. One of her posters showed a triangle of “Good
grades,” “Social life,” and “Enough sleep” with “Choose two” crossed out and “Have all three!”
written on top. And her campaign slogan was “Keep calm & NAP on!”
And schools are raising awareness about sleep in creative ways. At the University of
Arizona, students working at the campus health service produced sleep-advocacy videos
highlighting the importance of sleep—including a rap video of tips for getting better sleep.
Illinois State University launched a “zombie campaign,” with theater students dressed up as
zombies handing out sleep kits. And James Madison University has the “Nap Nook,” a room
filled with plush beanbag chairs that can be reserved for forty minutes at a time, the
brainchild of Caroline Cooke, a psychology major and sleep researcher. “Heavy workloads,”
she said, “make you choose between A’s and sleep, and I wanted to change the perception
that napping was a lazy behavior.” It’s been a huge success: more than 2,500 naps were
logged in the Nook in a nine-month period.
The college sleep movement is a global one—from the University of East Anglia, which in
2015 became the first UK school to install a nap room equipped with beanbags and sofa beds,
to the Institute of Advanced Media Arts and Sciences in Ogaki, Japan, which offers a sleeping
room and showers.
Of course, when you’re tired enough, you don’t need an actual, school-sanctioned nap room
or state-of-the-art sleep pod—you just need somewhere quiet to stretch out. And on most
campuses, there are spots all over the place—you just have to know where they are. So
students have leveraged technology to map out the best spots for a quick snooze based on
noise levels and crowds. These “nap maps,” now found on many campuses, are essentially
Google maps with pins on crowdsourced sleep-friendly locations. At the University of Texas,
students can consult their handy Healthyhorns (a play on the school’s Longhorn mascot) Nap

Map, which shows the favored napping spots around campus as voted on by students. The
online version shows them all on a Google map, each one marked “Zzz.” When you click, you
see photos and a description.
One common thread in these stories is the initiative of college students. The growing
number of students who have not only identified the problem of sleep deprivation but are
actively taking part in its solution is a key driver of the sleep revolution. This spirit is
perfectly exemplified by Christina Kyriakos. In 2011, while a senior at Holy Cross in
Massachusetts, she was inspired by a psychology course she took, Sleep and Behavior, to help
local children sleep better. Kyriakos used tools and training from Sweet Dreamzzz, a
nonprofit dedicated to improving the well-being and academic performance of economically
disadvantaged children through better sleep. The program’s motto is “Get A’s and B’s by
getting more Zzzs!” and it has provided sleep education to more than 45,000 children around
the United States. “We delivered the REM (Rest, Educate, and Motivate) sleep education
program,” Kyriakos explained, “to over 250 children at a local elementary school, where over
80 percent of the students were eligible for free or reduced school lunch. We also fundraised
to provide each child with a sleep kit that contained all the essentials for a good night’s sleep
—a sleeping bag, nightshirt, socks, toothbrush, toothpaste, book, crayons, and a stuffed
animal.”

TEACH YOUR CHILDREN WELL
Parents spend an enormous amount of time preparing kids to succeed in the world—helping
them with homework, schlepping them to endless sports and extracurricular activities,
hectoring them to study, policing their social-media habits, teaching them responsible sexual
behavior. But we don’t teach them much, if anything, about sleep, a key building block of all
those other things. And, of course, the best way to teach them is less by telling than by
showing—by modeling the very behavior we want to encourage. Preparing them to counter
the effects of stress and anxiety begins with showing them how we’re doing it.
We must also remove unnecessary roadblocks to better sleep, which means not only
working to change the structure of the school day but also helping our children use the rest of
their time better. Are our kids overscheduled? Do they have enough time for unstructured
play and downtime? Are they spending too much time on their laptops, their smartphones, or
watching TV, especially in the hour or so before bedtime? Asking them to get more sleep
without helping them to make changes in their day won’t work; only by changing some of the
factors in the equation will they arrive at a different result.

8.

SLEEPING TOGETHER

For many people, decisions about sleep—when to go to sleep, where to go to sleep, how to
sleep—involve another person. And for a couple, these decisions can make for a delicate
dance. It’s an angle that gets ignored in much of the literature about how to get better sleep.
So why do most of us sleep in the same bed as our partners anyway? According to Roger
Ekirch, the custom was born less out of intimacy than necessity: “Among the lower classes in
pre-industrial Europe, it was customary for an entire family to sleep in the same bed—
typically the costliest item of furniture….Genteel couples, for greater comfort, occasionally
slept apart, especially when a spouse was ill.”
And without being able to flick on a light switch, nighttime was also a time of fear. “Never
did families feel more vulnerable than when they retired at night,” says Ekirch. “Bedmates
afforded a strong sense of security, given the prevalence of perils, real and imagined—from
thieves and arsonists to ghosts, witches, and the prince of darkness himself.”
The crowded bedroom had some other advantages as well. “Often a bedmate became your
best friend,” he explains. “Not just married couples, but sons sleeping with servants, sisters
with one another, and aristocratic wives with mistresses. Darkness, within the intimate
confines of a bed, leveled social distinctions despite differences in gender and status. Most
individuals did not readily fall asleep but conversed freely. In the absence of light, bedmates
coveted that hour when, frequently, formality and etiquette perished by the bedside.” Further
evidence of sleep as the great equalizer.

No man prefers to sleep two in a bed….I don’t know how it is, but people like to be
private when they are sleeping. And when it comes to sleeping with an unknown
stranger, in a strange inn, in a strange town, and that stranger a harpooner, then your
objections indefinitely multiply. Nor was there any earthly reason why I as a sailor
should sleep two in a bed, more than anybody else; for sailors no more sleep two in a
bed at sea, than bachelor Kings do ashore. To be sure they all sleep together in one
apartment, but you have your own hammock, and cover yourself with your own
blanket, and sleep in your own skin.
—HERMAN MELVILLE, Moby-Dick

But as the bed got less crowded, devolving to one couple per bed, we came to realize that
there are different ghosts and witches haunting us. Like a horror movie in which the police
dramatically announce that the menacing phone call is coming from inside the house, we
now realize that the primary nighttime danger to our sleep is all too often coming from inside
the bedroom, in the form of a partner with very different sleep habits.
It makes sense that many people sleep better alone—if only because there’s less chance of
being woken up in the night by snoring, a stray leg, a partner with a cold or getting up to go to
the bathroom. And there are differences between how men and women sleep alone versus
together. A study from the University of Vienna found that women woke up more frequently
throughout the night when they slept in the same bed as their partner, while men’s sleep did
not change. When asked about the quality of their sleep, the men said they had slept better
with their partner, while women said they had slept better only on nights they had sex.
But the connection between sleep and relationships is, like everything about relationships,
complicated. Even though our sleep might benefit from separate beds, there are many
reasons why couples are reluctant to go their separate nighttime ways. “The main issue is if
you’re not sleeping in the same bed, the perception is you’re not having sex and people are
afraid to admit to sleeping apart,” said couples therapist Lee Crespi.
And the decision of where to sleep can affect more than just the sexual side of
relationships. Studies show that relationship satisfaction is intricately interwoven with our
sleep. A 2014 study from the University of Hertfordshire in the United Kingdom looked at the
positions in which couples began their sleep. What they found was that 94 percent of the
couples who slept with their bodies touching were “happy with their relationship.” Of the
couples who didn’t touch when they went to sleep, 68 percent were happy. Indeed, the farther
apart a couple slept, the more unhappy they were in their relationship. Of course, it’s hard to
distinguish between correlation and causation. In other words, we don’t know what came
first, the unhappy chicken or the sleep-deprived egg. Couples who are unhappy are much
more likely to start the night farther apart. And if your sleep is easily disrupted by someone
else’s presence, being tired all the time because you’re losing sleep from sleeping too close to
your partner isn’t going to do your relationship (or any other part of your life) any good.
What about couples for whom the starting sleep position isn’t even an issue because they
go to bed at different times? As The Wall Street Journal’s Elizabeth Bernstein reports, these
couples “have more conflict, spend less time in shared activities and serious conversation,
and have sex less frequently than couples with similar sleeping schedules.”
The connection between sleep and relationship satisfaction is different for men and
women. A study from the University of Pittsburgh found that women slept better when they
reported being happy in their relationship, while for men it was a night of good sleep that
translated into more relationship happiness. “Women are more sensitive to the highs and
lows of relationships, so women show a link between relationship functioning and sleep,”
said Wendy Troxel, a psychologist at the RAND Corporation and a coauthor of the study. “For
men, sleep has an effect on their functioning, so that affects their relationships.” Another
study of Troxel’s found that when women slept at the same times as their partners, they were
more likely to report being happy in their relationship the next day.
Of course, wanting to avoid going to bed at the same time as your partner might just as
likely be a symptom of a dysfunctional relationship as a cause. But for couples who want to

sync up their schedules but can’t, one option is to sleep separately. The key, says Troxel, is
communication. “Some couples end up sleeping apart out of desperation, because one partner
is not sleeping at all,” she says. “But there is no conversation involved. When that happens,
the other partner may feel abandoned.” At which point it might be time to bypass the sleep
consultant and go straight to a couples therapist. This can be especially fraught because the
time after climbing into bed, when couples are decompressing and telling each other about
their day, is an important source of intimacy. Troxel’s advice? “Don’t sacrifice the quality
couple time before bed.”

LET’S TALK ABOUT SEX
Then there is sex: one of the obvious reasons that couples sleep in the same bed is the fear of
becoming a couple that doesn’t have sex. On the other hand, if you’re not getting enough
sleep, that can start a chain reaction that results in less sex. “If one partner is not sleeping
well because of the other, it can lead to resentment, bitterness, arguments, and other troubles
in the relationship,” says sex expert Nikki Ransom-Alfred. “If you can compromise to resolve
your issues and remain in the same bed, great! However, if you do need your own space just
to sleep, be sure to do what’s needed to maintain the love, romance, and intimacy in the
relationship before retreating off to your own bed.”
Regardless of where you sleep, getting more sleep can lead to getting more sex, at least for
women, according to a 2015 study. Researchers measured the duration of women’s sleep and
compared it to their level of sexual desire the next day. They found that every additional hour
of sleep brought with it a 14 percent rise in the likelihood of having some kind of sexual
activity with her partner. So more sleep is better—especially if you want more sex.
In terms of men, a 2010 study from Drexel University and the University of Pennsylvania
found that nearly 70 percent of men who had serious breathing problems during sleep
reported having decreased sexual desire, and nearly half had lower rates of arousal. Though
we can’t say that improving our sleep will magically translate into a better sex life, it’s clear
that when we’re sleep-deprived and exhausted, sex isn’t the first thing on our minds.

SAWING WOOD: WHAT TO DO WHEN YOUR PARTNER SNORES
One of the biggest barriers to getting a good night’s sleep with another person in the bed is
that rhythmic, bed-shaking hum known as snoring. Experts estimate that one-third of adults
snore. And we are more likely to snore as we get older. According to a 2015 survey by the
American Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine, a quarter of respondents said that a partner’s
snoring has made them angry or annoyed; 20 percent have actually been forced to get out of
bed by the racket. Among women, 40 percent said snoring is a turnoff in a possible mate, and
10 percent of both genders said snoring had damaged a relationship.

Hope suddenly cries out angrily in the darkness, claiming that my “snoring” is making
it impossible for her to fall asleep, and insisting that I either turn on my side or else
leave…and to “for God’s sake” grant her some “peace.” The sudden vehemence of her
crying out floods my nervous system with adrenaline, cortisol or other stress related
hormones…which, subsequently, make it nearly impossible for me to fall asleep,
sometimes for hours or even more.
—DAVID FOSTER WALLACE, Oblivion

The costs of sleeping next to someone who snores are high, but silencing a snorer is no
easy task. Snoring happens when your airways narrow, resulting in a vibration of your
throat’s soft tissue as you breathe. “When you are snoring, you’re spending too much energy
to breathe,” says Dr. M. Safwan Badr. “Snoring is like fever for a general internist—it tells you
something is going on, but it doesn’t tell you what.” According to the American Sleep Apnea
Association, half of America’s 90 million snorers are actually suffering from obstructive sleep
apnea.
For the 45 million whose snoring is not linked to sleep apnea, there are tips worth trying,
including changing sleep positions. Badr finds that fancy pillows and the nasal strips from
your local drugstore rarely work. Instead he suggests skipping your evening nightcap (alcohol
weakens the throat muscles, making it harder to keep your airways open at night), sleeping
with a humidifier (particularly helpful if your snoring is connected to congestion or allergies),
and losing weight (those extra pounds add tissue to your neck, which can restrict airways).
Some of these are harder to implement than others, but each method illustrates the same
point: snoring is connected to aspects of our lives that we have at least some control over.
If trying to get the snorer to stop doesn’t work, you can try changing how you react to
snoring. How? Through hypnosis! “Most people like sleeping next to the sound of waves,”
says Joy Martina, a coauthor of Sleep Your Fat Away. “The snoring also comes in waves. So
through hypnosis, you can give people the suggestion that every time they hear their spouse
snore, it lulls them into deeper sleep.” Think of it as having a free white-noise machine
(albeit one without an off switch, or even a volume knob).
And of course there are always earplugs and noise-canceling headphones. If even those fail,
you may have to resort to the only guaranteed way to stop being woken up by your partner’s
snoring: sleep in a different room. In 2014, Huffington Post reporter Yagana Shah asked
readers on Facebook how they deal with a snoring partner. We were surprised by how many
couples were opting to sleep apart: “It’s the new way of creating a long-lasting and happy
marriage,” wrote Pinsey Christensen. “Being woken up constantly all night long listening to
hubby snore like a moose caused me to have anxiety issues and severe headaches during the
day from never getting a full night’s sleep. This is society’s ‘last taboo.’ People are afraid to
admit it, because others think that the couple is having marital problems.” As Jamie Greco
put it, “Lying awake because it’s a sign of trouble to sleep soundly in separate rooms is
tantamount to avoiding stepping on cracks to save your mother’s back….If you have to be a
few feet away from each other while you are sleeping in order to remember to have sex,
you’ve got bigger problems than snoring.”

The prejudice associated with couples sleeping separately, whether regularly or
occasionally, needs to be updated beyond the 1950s sitcom version of a chaste “Good night,
dear” peck on the cheek and retiring to twin beds. Perhaps it’s time to reclaim the term
“sleeping around” to refer not to sex but to finding a place to get the sleep we need.

9.

WHAT TO DO, WHAT NOT TO DO
TIPS, TOOLS, AND TECHNIQUES

From the beginning of time, people have struggled with sleep. As a result, we’ve accumulated
a staggering body of wisdom about it—techniques and tips passed down from generation to
generation. And we could fill a decent-size library (or a really spacious thumb drive) with all
the sleep advice that’s been amassed in just the last decade in the wake of all the new
scientific research.
There is no silver sleeping bullet that’s going to do the trick for everybody. People’s reasons
for not getting enough sleep are deeply personal, specific to their lives and circumstances.
And those reasons shift over time. Still, for those looking to improve their sleep life, it makes
sense to begin with some of the scientifically proven general principles for good sleep habits.

LET THERE BE (LESS) LIGHT!
On the first day, God proclaimed, “Let there be light,” and separated the light from the
darkness (which no doubt helped in getting some well-deserved rest six days later). To get a
good night’s sleep, we should all follow the Almighty’s lead by minimizing the former and
maximizing the latter. As I discussed in the Science chapter, light suppresses the production
of melatonin, which signals us to sleep. So we should take steps—even before we climb into
bed—to turn down the lights and make our bedroom the kind of calming, quiet, dark space
that will coax us toward sleep. The National Sleep Foundation advises using low-wattage
incandescent bulbs in your bedroom. Dr. Mathias Basner of the University of Pennsylvania
echoed this advice. “Turn off the lights in the bathroom and instead use the light from the
hallway while grooming before bed,” he told me. “Bathroom mirror lights can be excessively
bright and thus suppress melatonin excretion. Also, turn the lights down during the late
evening, and try not to expose yourself to bright light from the TV, e-readers, etc., late at
night.”
Sensing a shift in the market, some lightbulb companies, such as the Lighting Science
Group Corporation in Florida, are now creating bulbs designed to be in sync with our
circadian rhythms instead of disrupting them. One type of bulb is to be used in the daytime,
the other at night.

THE BLUE LIGHT THAT IS KILLING YOUR SLEEP
We also know that blue light, the sort given off by our ubiquitous electronic devices, is
especially good at suppressing melatonin—which makes it especially bad for our sleep.
Staring at a blue-light-radiating device before you go to bed can serve as “an alert stimulus
that will frustrate your body’s ability to go to sleep later,” said George Brainard, a circadianrhythm researcher and neurologist at Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia. “When
you turn it off, it doesn’t mean that instantly the alerting effects go away. There’s an
underlying biology that’s stimulated.”
When we ignore this fact, says Dr. Dan Siegel, a clinical professor of psychiatry at UCLA,
the result can be a vicious cycle: “People are exposing their eyes to this stream of photons
from these objects that basically tell your brain, ‘Stay awake. It’s not time to go to sleep yet.’
So it’s 10 p.m., it’s 11 p.m., it’s midnight—you’re checking for emails, you’re looking for texts
—those light beams tell your brain, ‘Don’t secrete melatonin, it’s not time to sleep.’ And
you’re up at 12:30, 1, you’re checking some more because you’re up, so why shouldn’t you
check? Now, you go to bed at 1, you wake up at 6 because it’s time to go to work, that’s five
hours of sleep.” Sound familiar?
The problem is that our relationship with our devices is still in that honeymoon phase
where we just can’t get enough of each other—we’re not yet at the stage where we’re
comfortable being apart for a few hours or taking separate vacations. In fact, a 2015 survey
showed that 71 percent of Americans sleep with or next to their smartphones. We should
think of light, especially blue light, as an anti-sleeping drug or a stimulant—something few of
us would willingly give ourselves each night before bed, especially when so many of us are
using sleeping pills or other sleeping aids in a desperate effort to get some sleep. There are
some new technologies, such as f.lux software, that help mitigate blue-light exposure, as I’ll
discuss in the Technology chapter. But gently escorting our smartphones out of our
bedrooms at least thirty minutes before we fall asleep is still the best option.
It’s not just the screens that are potential problems but what’s on them. Heather Cleland
Woods, a sleep researcher at the University of Glasgow, coauthored a study on how socialmedia use affects teens. “If we’re all on social media and we have this 24-7 culture,” she
asked, “are we raising a generation of kids that are not going to be able to get a quality night’s
sleep?” She and her team set out to answer that by looking at the social-media practices of
adolescents, their “emotional investment” in social media, and their mental health, including
histories of depression or anxiety, in which sleep plays a role.
Participants who said they had the highest emotional investment in their social-media lives
also reported having low sleep quality—as well as increased anxiety and depression and
decreased self-esteem. Woods is not recommending that parents force their teens to go cold
turkey, but rather to help them think through their use of social media.

IT’S GETTING HOT IN HERE
Then there’s the matter of temperature. According to a study by researchers from the
Clinique du Sommeil in Lille, France, the ideal sleeping temperature is 60 to 66 degrees

Fahrenheit. The National Sleep Foundation recommends 65 degrees and says that sleep is
actually disrupted when the temperature rises above 75 degrees or falls below 54 degrees. As
the French study confirms, our bodies have a temperature cycle much like our circadian sleep
cycle: our body temperature drops throughout the night, bottoming out a few hours before
waking and going up as we approach morning.
As Natalie Dautovich, an environmental scholar at the National Sleep Foundation, said, a
small drop in body temperature can prompt sleep signals to our brains: “We know that a cool
bedroom environment is key to getting a good night’s sleep. We also know there are a lot of
positive associations between fresh air and relaxation, and when we feel relaxed and
comfortable in our environment, we’re more likely to feel sleepy.”

LET’S GET PHYSICAL: EXERCISE AND SLEEP
We also sleep better when we make time for regular physical activity in our lives. A 2014
study from the University of Georgia found a strong connection between sleep problems and
cardiorespiratory fitness. “Staying active won’t cure sleep complaints,” said lead author
Rodney Dishman, “but it will reduce the odds of them.” I find that on the days when I’ve
biked or hiked or walked or done yoga, it’s much easier to unwind and fall asleep.
In fact, there’s plenty of science confirming the direct relationship between exercise and
sleep. A study from Bellarmine University and Oregon State University found that “regular
physical activity may serve as a non-pharmaceutical alternative to improve sleep,” at least for
those who meet the basic recommended guidelines of 150 minutes per week of moderate
exercise. And researchers at the University of Pennsylvania showed that those who walked
for exercise got better sleep and that, as lead author Michael Grandner put it, “these effects
are even stronger for more purposeful activities, such as running and yoga, and even
gardening and golf.” In other words, move your body! Even when you have a jam-packed day,
try taking a longer route to your subway stop, or take the stairs instead of the elevator, or
park at the outer edge of the parking lot. Or if you can, set up a walking meeting at work.
When we were launching The Huffington Post, some of our best ideas came up while hiking
in the hills of L.A.
For so many of us, sleep and exercise feel like mutually exclusive choices. If we want to
catch up on our sleep, setting that early alarm for the gym seems to conspire against it. If we
try to make time for an evening workout, we worry about sacrificing an extra hour of sleep to
fit it in. It’s a thought process familiar to a lot of us; we have become masters at this kind of
self-negotiation, this either/or thinking. The key is making exercise a habit. Rather than
trying to add an occasional long workout to our day (which demands a big time
commitment), try exercising just twenty or thirty minutes at least five days a week. “The real
danger,” says the Mayo Clinic’s Dr. Edward Laskowski, “is when you only make adequate
time for one of them.”
But don’t get discouraged if the gains aren’t apparent right away. A 2013 study from
Northwestern University found that exercise added around forty-five minutes of extra sleep,
but it took around four months for the full benefits to kick in. This street runs both ways:
researchers also found that after a bad night of sleep, participants had bad workouts, while

they had better workouts after a good night’s sleep.
What about the timing of exercise? Is exercising close to bedtime a bad idea? As it turns
out, exercise is so beneficial to sleep and overall health that we should attempt to fit it in
whenever our lives allow. “The timing of exercise ought to be driven by when the pool’s lap
lane is open, or when your tennis partner is available or when you have time to get away from
work,” says the University of Kentucky’s Dr. Barbara Phillips.

EAT RIGHT, SLEEP TIGHT (EAT WRONG, UP ALL NIGHT LONG)
So can we eat our way to better sleep? Not really, but we can eat our way to bad sleep. With
food and drink, it’s more a matter of what to avoid than what to take in. The obvious and alltoo-common obstacle to a healthy sleep diet is going between caffeine and sugar all day so we
end up tired but wired at night.
“Don’t talk to me until I’ve had my coffee” is practically our national refrain, muttered daily
by heavy-lidded men and women as they get out of bed and begin to brave the day. Caffeine—
the key ingredient in a morning cup of joe—is a stimulant that wakes us up or revives us
during the day. But a caffeine jolt late in the afternoon or in the evening can seriously disrupt
our sleep.
Most people know not to have coffee after dinner, but in fact caffeine’s power has a longer
effect on our bodies than we think. A 2013 study from Wayne State University and Henry
Ford Hospital in Detroit, Michigan, concluded that when taken even six hours before bed,
caffeine can decrease sleep by as much as one hour. “The risks of caffeine use in terms of
sleep disturbance are underestimated by both the general population and physicians,” the
researchers concluded. In other words, our caffeine cutoff time should begin well before
evening.
What about those drinks that might actually help us sleep, like the fabled glass of warm
milk? Studies have not shown a connection between drinking milk and sleep, but if drinking
warm milk before bed is a ritual that relaxes you—perhaps because of childhood associations
—then by all means, do so. And for those who are dairy-intolerant, try switching to almond or
coconut milk, or a soothing cup of chamomile tea. Anything that puts you in a calm frame of
mind can help you fall asleep (provided it does not contain sugar).
Also, milk does give us calcium, and calcium, along with magnesium and B vitamins, is
involved in sleep regulation (while calcium deficiencies are sometimes associated with sleep
problems). So although foods that contain calcium won’t put us to sleep, there are key
nutrients they include that provide the necessary building blocks for sleep. The same is true
of foods that contain magnesium (such as nuts, seeds, leafy greens, and bananas), B6 (such
as fish, beans, and poultry), and tryptophan (an amino acid found in foods like chickpeas,
seaweed, egg whites, pumpkin seeds, halibut, and most famously, turkey). Another food that
may help us sleep is cherries, which are rich in melatonin. A 2014 study from Louisiana State
University found that participants who drank a glass of tart cherry juice twice a day for two
weeks slept an average of eighty-five minutes more each night than those who drank the
placebo.

Is it true that we shouldn’t eat big meals right before bed? Yes—that bit of conventional
wisdom is true, especially if you suffer from acid reflux, which afflicts an estimated 40
percent of Americans. This can be a particular problem given our modern-day work schedule,
says Dr. Jamie Koufman, who specializes in acid reflux: “Over the past two decades, I’ve
noticed that the time of the evening meal has been trending later and later among my
patients. The after-work meal—already later because of longer work hours—is often further
delayed by activities such as shopping and exercise.” She considers eating earlier to be the
“single most important intervention” in avoiding acid reflux. She found that this lessened
symptoms of sleep apnea in many of her patients as well.
Since it can take us two or three hours to digest a meal, even those who don’t suffer from
acid reflux should pay attention to the time they eat dinner. Christopher Colwell, a professor
of psychiatry at UCLA, says that eating late or at odd times can disrupt our circadian rhythms
and therefore our sleep-wake cycle: “We have this illusion that with the flip of a switch, we
can work at any time and part of that is eating at any time. But our biological systems…work
based on having a daily rhythm.”
I know the times when I’ve turned to food to help me power through to complete a project
at night—when my body was actually craving sleep—I would often wake up feeling
dehydrated and heavy. Of course, no two people are alike, so it’s exciting to become scientists
specializing in ourselves, observing, analyzing, and experimenting with what’s best for our
own sleep.
Another thing best to avoid before bedtime is spicy foods, which can cause heartburn and
bloating. Australian researchers found that participants who ate food containing Tabasco
sauce and mustard before bed took longer to fall asleep and slept less. They also found that
the participants’ body temperatures increased after eating spicy food, another factor that
leads to poor sleep. Eating too many fatty foods can be another culprit in disrupting our sleep.
Researchers found that rats put on a high-fat diet suffered from more fragmented sleep. They
ended up sleeping more, but the extra sleep occurred mainly during the daytime. The
researchers also linked high-fat diets to excessive daytime sleepiness, something often found
in overweight and obese people.
Understanding the link between food and sleep means swallowing some (decaf, non-spicy,
low-fat) hard truths. “The number one weakness reported by my patients in over twenty years
of practice,” HuffPost wellness editor and founder of the Santa Monica Wellness Center
Patricia Fitzgerald told me, “is late night ice cream. No close seconds.” She recommends
avoiding not just ice cream but sugar in general before bedtime.
And while there may not be much scientific research on it, I can provide some anecdotal
evidence on the need to avoid the combo of salty foods and scary movies before you go to
sleep. I remember the night my daughters, then eight and six years old, sat down with a big
bag of salty popcorn and watched Ghostbusters—a comedy to adults but another thing
entirely, as I found out, to my girls. It was not a fun night; it was past midnight by the time
we finally got them to sleep. So as far as I was concerned as a parent, salty foods and scary
movies were immediately moved to the Not Before Bedtime list!

WOULD YOU LIKE TO COME UP FOR A NIGHTCAP?
The next stop on our tour of sleep-related misconceptions is the nightcap. Many people
believe that a quick drink before bed helps them get to sleep—and the ritual has been
endorsed by authorities from Winston Churchill to James Bond. What they don’t realize is
what happens in their body afterward. According to a 2015 study from the University of
Melbourne, alcohol does indeed initially act as a sedative. But later in the night, it changes
allegiances and acts as a sleep disrupter. “The take-home message here is that alcohol is not
actually a particularly good sleep aid, even though it may seem like it helps you get to sleep
quicker,” said study author Christian Nicholas. “In fact, the quality of the sleep you get is
significantly altered and disrupted.” A study from the London Sleep Centre confirmed this,
finding that “at all dosages, alcohol causes a more consolidated first half sleep and an
increase in sleep disruption in the second half of sleep.”
We all respond differently to alcohol, but for me, waking up with a dry mouth in the middle
of the night made it very clear that a nightcap too close to bedtime was just too hard for my
body to process. Again, the key is to experiment with what works for you.

NATURE’S ARSENAL: ACUPUNCTURE, HERBAL REMEDIES, AND OTHER
SLEEP AIDS
Acupuncture has a long history as a sleep aid, and now modern science confirms what
practitioners and patients have known for centuries. According to a review from Emory
University that analyzed thirty studies of insomnia treatment, 93 percent of them found that
acupuncture had positive effects on sleep. In addition, several studies have found that
auricular acupuncture (needles placed in the ear) works particularly well. Another study, this
one from Peking University, found that acupuncture was just as effective a treatment for
insomnia as medication. Digging deeper into how acupuncture reduces insomnia, researchers
from the Center for Addiction and Mental Health in Toronto found that acupuncture
increased nighttime secretion of melatonin and lowered anxiety levels.
Acupuncturist Janet Zand told me that “in Traditional Chinese Medicine we know sleep as
yin—nourishment—essential for restoration.” Overstimulation, on the other hand, which she
singles out as a driver of our sleep-deprivation crisis, “is considered excessive yang—
heat/inflammation.” In her practice, Patricia Fitzgerald has found that “a treatment plan
including acupuncture, a Chinese herbal formula, or supplements like holy basil and
magnesium, tailored for the patient’s specific sleep problems, brings dramatic results without
the side effects.” For an at-home option, she recommends acupressure—holding pressure
points on the heel, ankle, and wrist while breathing deeply to help you prepare for sleep.
One of the most popular herbs for sleep is lavender, which has been used throughout
history for healing and relaxation. The Greek physician Dioscorides wrote about lavender’s
many medicinal benefits as early as the first century. The herb was a staple of Greek and
Roman baths, and in ancient Egypt it was used frequently for incense. And again, there is
scientific evidence to support what the ancients knew. A Thai study found that smelling
lavender helps us relax by slowing down our heart rate, decreasing our blood pressure, and

lowering skin temperature. Other studies have found sleep quality improved in a room
scented with lavender or when lavender oil was sprinkled on pajamas or pillows. And in
Germany, lavender tea has been approved by their equivalent of the FDA as a treatment for
insomnia.
Those who want to explore herbal sleep aids—and especially those who want to wean
themselves off sleeping pills—have many options to consider. Valerian root, for example, is a
natural sedative whose use dates back to ancient Greece, where Hippocrates prescribed it in
the fourth century BC. In recent years, its effectiveness has been supported by research. In
addition to valerian root, Dr. Frank Lipman also recommends other nutrients that can
improve sleep, including gamma-aminobutyric acid, or GABA (a naturally occurring chemical
that dampens brain activity), and L-theanine (an amino acid found in green-tea leaves that
induces brain waves connected to relaxation).
Interior designer Michael Smith, who spends a large part of his life on planes, told me he
sprays orange essential oil on the T-shirt he sleeps in at night. He finds the scent calms his
mind and has a humidifying effect. The lesson here is that it is important to experiment. And
the mere fact that you’re taking any deliberate action to improve your sleep means that you
likely will.

RETREAT INTO YOURSELF: MINDFULNESS, MEDITATION, AND SLEEP

Sleep is the best meditation.
—THE DALAI LAMA

The most common nonmedical causes of insomnia are stress and anxiety, or a state of
hyperarousal. Here’s how those afflicted by chronic insomnia are described in a joint study by
Penn State, the University of Athens, and the Autonomous University of Madrid:
They generally tend to handle stress and conflicts through internalization of emotions, which leads to emotional arousal.
At bedtime, they are characteristically tense, anxious, ruminative about issues associated with health, work, personal
affairs, death, etc. Since the emotional arousal causes physiological arousal, they face difficulties in sleep initiation or
returning to sleep after awakenings during the night. As a result, they develop a “fear of sleeplessness,” which intensifies
their emotional arousal perpetuating their insomnia.

In other words, people who can’t sleep are stressed out, and their stress makes it harder to
sleep, which gives them another thing to be stressed out about. For those caught in this spiral
of sleeplessness and next-day grogginess—and at some point in our lives that describes most
of us—anything that can help us de-stress can help break the cycle.
As Jon Kabat-Zinn, the founder of Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction, put it, “If you are
having a lot of trouble sleeping, your body may be trying to tell you something about the way
you are conducting your life. As with all other mind-body symptoms, this message is worth
listening to.” Far too often the message is that we go through our days on autopilot, reacting

to everything that comes our way and forgetting to pause and recharge once in a while—the
cumulative stress making it harder to wind down at night.
One thing keeping us up at night is worrying about our never-completed to-do lists. We lie
in bed thinking of all that was not done today and all that needs to be done tomorrow, and it
seems impossible to shut our minds off. “I would stress three words: calm the mind,” USC
professor of gerontology Jennifer Ailshire told me. “If we can’t slow our thoughts and
disengage our minds from the daily stress and strain we experience, we have little chance of
getting restful sleep. Strategies for doing this will vary from person to person, but yoga and
meditation are good options.” So is qigong, an ancient Chinese practice of physical postures
and breathing that can help us prepare for sleep.
I have a quote by Ralph Waldo Emerson by my bed that helps me silence my mind: “Finish
every day, and be done with it….You have done what you could—some blunders and
absurdities no doubt crept in, forget them as fast as you can, tomorrow is a new day. You
shall begin it well and serenely, and with too high a spirit to be encumbered with your old
nonsense.”
One way to finish every day and be done with it is what Joey Hubbard, who directs our
Thrive workshops, calls the “mind dump.” Before bed, write down all the things you can think
of that you need to do. This can empty your mind and reassure you that you don’t need to
remember your tasks through the night—your to-do list will be waiting for you in the
morning.
When we walk through the door of our bedroom, it should be a symbolic moment that
marks leaving the day, with all of its problems and unfinished business, behind us. When we
wake up in the morning, there will be plenty of time for us to pick up our projects and deal
with our challenges, refreshed and recharged. I treat my transition to sleep as a sacrosanct
ritual. Before bed, I take a hot bath with epsom salts and a candle flickering nearby—a bath
that I prolong if I’m feeling anxious or worried about something. I don’t sleep in my workout
clothes as I used to (think of the mixed message that sends to our brains) but have pajamas,
nightdresses, even T-shirts dedicated to sleep. Sometimes I have a cup of chamomile or
lavender tea if I want something warm and comforting before going to bed. Think of each
stage as designed to help you shed more of your stubborn daytime worries.
And when I’m really having trouble sleeping, or wake up with thoughts crowding my mind,
I’ve found meditation to be a great remedy. Instead of stressing out about how I’m staying
awake and fearing I’ll be tired the next day, I prop a few extra pillows under me and reframe
what’s happening as a great opportunity to practice my meditation. If it’s in the middle of the
night, I remind myself that that’s precisely when many avid meditation practitioners, like the
Dalai Lama, wake up to get in two or three hours of meditation; this both takes the stress out
of my wakefulness and adds an extra layer of gratitude to my practice. Just by reframing it
from a problem to a blessing that allows me to go deeper without a deadline or any
distractions, I find that I both have some of my deepest meditation experiences and,
inevitably, drift off to sleep at some point.
As Marcus Aurelius wrote in Meditations, it’s a journey that’s always available to us:
“People look for retreats for themselves, in the country, by the coast, or in the hills, when it is
possible for you to retreat into yourself any time you want. There is nowhere that a person
can find a more peaceful and trouble-free retreat than in his own mind…so constantly give

yourself this retreat and renew yourself.” Since we find it harder and harder to retreat into
ourselves in the middle of our busy days, the retreat in the middle of the night—whether
through sleep or meditation—can be reframed as a precious luxury. This certainly didn’t come
easily to me. But I was able to train myself to see the time spent meditating in the middle of
the night as productive and enriching instead of lying awake in bed resenting the fact that I
was wasting time lying awake in bed.
Another practice that my older daughter, Christina, has been using, and that I’ve borrowed,
is making a gratitude list part of our bedtime routine. I find that it focuses my mind on the
blessings in my life—large and small—rather than on the running list of unresolved problems.
For all of us, every day has its blessings and its setbacks, but it’s the setbacks and stresses
that seem to take center stage in our minds once our head hits the pillow. They are the
preening, attention-seeking, spotlight-hogging divas of our bedtime hours, ignoring the stage
manager begging them to exit. And if we don’t stop them, they’ll drag the whole production
down with them. A gratitude list—whether written in a notebook, spoken aloud, or just
recited silently—is a great way to knock them down a peg, shift the spotlight, and make sure
our blessings get the closing scene of the night.
Jim Gordon, the founder of Edgewater Funds, a multibillion-dollar private equity fund, has
his own gratitude-based sleep ritual that’s better than any sleeping pill (and with none of the
destructive side effects). He told me that when he wakes up in the middle of the night and
can’t get back to sleep, he starts counting his blessings (literally) in the form of his children
and grandchildren jumping over a picket fence. When he described this to one of his
daughters, who is a psychologist, she told him it sounded like classic cognitive behavioral
therapy, but he had come to it by himself.
The science is loud and clear: meditation and sleep make splendid bedfellows. A 2009
Stanford study found that a six-week mindfulness meditation course helped people who have
trouble sleeping fall asleep twice as quickly, in fifteen instead of thirty-three minutes (in
Appendix B, you will find a list of my recommended guided meditations).
Richard Davidson, a neuroscientist at the University of Wisconsin who has worked closely
with the Dalai Lama on the connection between meditation and science, explained to me that
emotions like kindness and gratitude help us sleep because they have a calming effect on the
mind and reduce disturbing emotions. And he puts them to use in his own life. “I usually do a
short meditation before I go to sleep where I reflect on the day and express my gratitude for
the opportunities I’ve been given to help others and make a difference,” he told me. “When I
wake up, I also reflect on how I can best serve others in the various meetings and events I
have scheduled that day.” If dwelling on our problems is a hindrance to sleep, what better
way to ease our transition to sleep than reflecting on all that we are grateful for?
As Matthieu Ricard, the French Buddhist monk and molecular geneticist who’s been
deemed the happiest man in the world based on neuroscientific experiments that showed
exceptional gamma-wave levels in his brain, put it, “Those who do contemplative retreats in
hermitages are far from doing nothing, since they are constantly engaged in training their
minds, but there is no ‘noise,’ no ‘waste’ to eliminate, no stress to cure, no chaos to
reorganize. This means that there is less to repair during sleep and the sleep quality of
meditators is deeper.”
Here is how Clark Strand, a former Buddhist monk and the author of Meditation Without

Gurus, describes his experience with meditation. It’s very much the way I experience sleep
when I let go of my thoughts and my worries: “Like dropping through a hole in everything
that the world said was important….Like discovering that nothing else mattered and all I
needed was now….Temporarily removed from the game….Like floating weightless on the
Dead Sea and looking up at an empty sky.”
In 1976, on an episode of the number-one–rated TV show in America, The Mary Tyler
Moore Show, Mary’s boss, Lou Grant, afraid that Mary is becoming addicted to sleeping pills,
dumps them all down the drain. When Mary cries, “Now I’ll never get to sleep!” he leads her
to the sofa and tells her “just breathe deeply, as if you were asleep, and before you know it,
you will be asleep.” She tries it, and it works. In fact it works so well that Lou, with his arm
around her, is trapped on the sofa beside the snoring Mary, fearing that if he moves he’ll
undo all his good work. Mr. Grant knew what he was doing.
Breathing is a favorite “sleep hack” of mine. Counting out a few slow breaths is one of the
techniques I use when I’m having trouble falling asleep. One such version, the 4-7-8 method
popularized by Dr. Andrew Weil, is rooted in the ancient Indian practice of pranayama. I love
its simplicity: you inhale quietly through the nose for four counts, hold for seven counts, and
exhale with a whooshing sound through the mouth for eight counts. Weil says that with
practice and regularity it can put you to sleep in one minute—and anything that can help you
get to sleep that quickly is worth a try. Even if it doesn’t immediately put you to sleep, it can
help calm and relax you—which is both a necessary precursor to sleep and a technique you
can use to reduce stress during the day. If you tend to respond better to visual cues, you can
try what psychiatrist Brent Menninger recommends: “Visualize images that evoke serenity,
like a picture of the Mona Lisa….The half-smile relaxation response is available to you as you
breathe. Inhale as you visualize serenity. As you exhale, express a half-smile. Inhale the
serenity. Exhale with a half-smile….The half-smile starts with relaxed lips which turn slightly
upward and a loose jaw and the eyes are soft and relaxed. Then the half-smile spreads to the
whole face as your scalp and neck relax and your shoulders drop.” It’s crucial, of course, to
exercise your judgment and imitate only relaxing paintings. (And definitely avoid Edvard
Munch’s The Scream, which would not only keep you up but also wake the neighbors.)
One of the most ingenious new sleep tips I’ve discovered comes from a study by
researchers at the University of Glasgow. Participants suffering from insomnia were divided
into two groups. One was told to go about their normal routine to try to fall asleep, while the
other was instructed to deliberately try to stay awake (though without getting up and turning
on the computer or TV). The group told to stay awake, using what’s called “paradoxical
intention,” had “a significant reduction in sleep effort, and sleep performance anxiety,” the
study’s authors wrote. “Patients realize when they try to remain awake, they feel sleepier,
which is what normal sleepers do—people who sleep well don’t try to sleep,” said study
author Colin Espie. “Paradoxical Intention Therapy re-creates the blasé attitude towards sleep
that normal sleepers have in those in whom anxiety about sleep is causing insomnia.” It
reminds me of the scene in Mary Poppins when the children want to stay up and play and
Mary sings to them, “Stay awake, don’t rest your head…./ You’re not sleepy as you seem. /
Stay awake, don’t nod and dream”—promptly putting them to sleep.

MY SLEEP GOODY BAG
I’m not a sleep scientist (though I’ve certainly talked to as many of them as I could find), but
we’re all conducting our personal longitudinal study on our own sleep patterns. The trick is to
not get so caught up in the day-to-day ebb and flow of our lives that we forget to look back,
find patterns, isolate variables, make sense of our lifetime’s worth of knowledge, and then
make adjustments. So here is my personal bag of tricks. For me, changing my relationship
with sleep meant first coming to terms with the idea of shutting down the day. I had to
appreciate the concept of stillness. “When we feel like there isn’t enough time in the day for
us to get everything done, when we wish for more time,” wrote sociologist Christine Carter,
“we don’t actually need more time. We need more stillness.”
For most of my life, I’d never thought of stillness as anything but absence—the absence of
noise, the absence of other people, the absence of activity. But here is another way to
experience stillness—as a force, as something present, as something so powerful that it can
actually burn through all the worries and fears that consume us and leave behind only
essence, ease, and grace.
I discovered that when I was not wasting energy, and burning up my nighttime hours on
mind chatter, it was much easier for me to fall into a deep sleep and thus have the energy and
enthusiasm to deal with the inevitable challenges in the morning.
Stillness—our ability to pause and connect with our deeper selves—is a skill that can be
learned and cultivated. And this is all the more important when the world is coming at us at
an increasingly frantic pace. So for me, becoming comfortable with stillness—without a
constant stream of external stimulation—was a prerequisite to becoming comfortable with
sleep.
My appreciation of stillness, and the better sleep that comes with it, did not happen
overnight. Once I was clear about the overall change I wanted to make in my life, getting
there was a matter of taking small steps in the right direction, every day and every night
(okay, almost every night). And no matter how old you are or how many hundreds of nights
you’ve spent tossing and turning, it’s never too late to head in a new direction and get back to
your natural state of sleep and relaxation. Each night is a fresh chance to begin.
So I tried different meditations, breathing exercises, and visualizations, noting the results
and making adjustments. I tried to go from being an amateur, one who simply crashed every
night and hoped for the best, to being a sleep pro. According to Steven Pressfield, the author
of Turning Pro, when we turn pro, things become much simpler. “It changes what time we
get up and it changes what time we go to bed,” he writes. “It changes what we do and what we
don’t do. It changes the activities we engage in and with what attitude we engage in them. It
changes what we read and what we eat. It changes the shape of our bodies. When we were
amateurs, our life was about drama, about denial, and about distraction. Our days were
simultaneously full to the bursting point and achingly, heartbreakingly empty.”
For me, going from sleep amateur to sleep pro meant trying a lot of things and seeing what
worked. Here is a list of things I’ve tried. If any of these resonate with you, give them a try,
too, keep what works, and discard the rest. It doesn’t matter how hokey or unsophisticated a
particular technique might feel; all that matters is, did it help you get a good night’s sleep?
One image I like to use is that of a calm lake. Any thought, worry, or concern that comes up

I think of as a stone dropping into the lake. There may be a ripple or two, but quickly the lake
returns to its smoothness and calm. As more thoughts or worries or fears come up, I let them
drop like stones and let the lake return to its natural tranquillity.
Another technique that works for me is conscious breathing—using my breath to slow
myself down and relax any tense areas in my body. As our breath flows in and out, our
tensions gradually give way, as if our breath is massaging us from the inside out, releasing
the stresses of the day we’re still needlessly holding on to. As we get ready for sleep, we can
practice seeing ourselves not as a closed, contracted fist but as supple and relaxed as a
sleeping baby.
One way we can use our breath to relax and put ourselves on the path to sleep is to breathe
while focusing on love, grace, peace, or joy. Relax your eyes, relax your jaw, drop your
shoulders, and feel yourself floating on a bed of air. Imagine yourself drifting on a raft down
the Mississippi or floating on your back in a calm sea, trusting the gentle rocking of the waves
to carry you somewhere safe.
It may seem morbid to some, but one thing that never fails to work for me when worry is
keeping me from sleeping is to remember that at some point I’m going to die. I tried this for
the first time after I read the commencement speech that Steve Jobs gave at Stanford in
2005. “Almost everything—all external expectations, all pride, all fear of embarrassment or
failure—these things just fall away in the face of death, leaving only what is truly important,”
he said. “Remembering that you are going to die is the best way to avoid the trap of thinking
you have something to lose. You are already naked. There is no reason not to follow your
heart.” And there is certainly no reason not to fall peacefully asleep—if all these earthly
worries eventually “just fall away,” there’s no reason you can’t let them fall away each night.
Of course, the ideas of sleep and death have long been intertwined. We saw in the History
chapter the very American belief that we can somehow conquer sleep, and as Lewis Lapham
wrote, there is also a very American belief that we can somehow conquer death: “Military and
economic command on the world stage fostered the belief that America was therefore exempt
from the laws of nature, held harmless against the evils, death chief among them, inflicted on
the lesser peoples of the earth. The wonders of medical science raked from the ashes of the
war gave notice of the likelihood that soon, maybe next month but probably no later than
next year, death would be reclassified as a preventable disease.”
This idea of death as something deeply frightening, to be avoided at all costs, also affects
people’s ability to surrender conscious control over their lives every night and go to sleep. Ira
Glass, the host of This American Life, described this fear of sleep—formally called
hypnophobia, somniphobia, or clinophobia: “I would lie awake at night, scared to fall asleep,
because sleep seemed no different than death….You were gone, not moving, not talking, not
thinking, not aware—not aware. What could be more frightening?” As Philip Larkin wrote in
his poem “Aubade,” when he wakes up in the middle of the night all he sees is: “Unresting
death, a whole day nearer now, / Making all thought impossible but how / And where and
when I shall myself die.”
The opposite view—one I fully embrace—was summed up by Montaigne: “To practice death
is to practice freedom. A man who has learned how to die has unlearned how to be a slave.”
Being a slave to our job and our status in the world makes it much harder to put our day
behind us and surrender to sleep.

If death is too heavy a sleep aid, a much less fraught tool is to find a sleep talisman, an
object that sends a clear signal to both your body and your mind that it is time to slooooow
down. Some of these I have used, others friends have told me about: an old-fashioned music
box (a friend of mine has a miniature version she travels with; it plays “Silent Night”: “Sleep
in heavenly peace…”); a weighted eye pillow lightly scented with lavender; a special little
pillow with an image or a saying that resonates with you; a cozy robe or fluffy slippers.
Or maybe your sleep talisman is an image that brings you peace and serenity, one that you
can keep on your nightstand. It could be photos of your children, your pets, or a soothing
landscape—anything that helps you exhale the tensions and incompletions of the day. I have
two Gordon Parks photographs in my bedroom that help bring me a sense of calm. One is of a
little boy lying in the grass with his eyes closed and a june bug resting on his forehead, the
other is of a deep forest with a mother and child walking in the distance. Another photograph
in my bedroom, this one by Jeffrey Conley, is of a single figure standing in front of the
endless ocean. It helps me put the problems of the day I’m leaving behind into perspective.
Finally, I want to reemphasize the two very tangible suggestions that have had the biggest
impact on my sleep: First, banish all tech devices from your bedroom at least thirty minutes
before you turn off the lights—smartphones are like anti-sleep talismans. And second, if
you’ve been in bed struggling to sleep for twenty minutes, try switching to meditating or
reading a book (not on a tablet, which gives off blue light and also often has your emails on it,
but a physical book or an e-reader) that has nothing to do with work (a novel, a biography, a
book of poetry or spirituality).

THE BEDTIME DRESS CODE: WHAT TO WEAR, WHAT NOT TO WEAR
So what should you wear to bed? The short answer is, anything you feel comfortable and
relaxed in—except what you wear to work out. Clare Sauro, a fashion historian and the
curator of the Fox Historic Costume Collection at Drexel University in Philadelphia,
explained to me that throughout most of Western history people simply wore their daytime
undergarments to bed. But the centuries spanning the Renaissance to the Baroque period
were a turning point, as the wealthier class started to distinguish between day clothes and
sleepwear. With the advent of the Industrial Revolution, sleepwear became more affordable
as linen was superseded by cotton. And in the twentieth century, pajamas as we know them
really gained traction. Since the 1920s, as Sauro put it, “Pajamas for men have remained fairly
consistent, while those for women have followed the shifts in fashion.” It seems that women
can’t escape the pressures of fashion even when we sleep.
I have my own pajama story. In 2010, Cindi Leive, the editor-in-chief of Glamour
magazine, joined me in a New Year’s resolution to get more sleep. Cindi admitted that with
her work at the magazine, her two young children, and her TV habit, she was averaging just
more than five hours a night. We committed to getting a full night’s sleep for a month—
which for Cindi meant seven and a half hours and for me eight.
As we found out, resolving to get a good night’s sleep is easier said than done. We had to
tune out a host of temptations—from Jon Stewart to our email in-boxes. As the month wore
on, my favorite sleep aid became the yummy pink pajamas Cindi sent me as a gift. Just

putting them on made me feel ready for bed—so much more so than the cotton T-shirts I
usually wore. Something switched in my brain when I put the pajamas on; they were
unmistakably “going-to-bed clothes,” not to be confused with “going-to-the-gym clothes.”
Slipping on the pj’s was a signal to my body: time to shut down.
According to a 2012 poll, 74 percent of Americans prefer to sleep in pajamas and
nightgowns, 8 percent sleep naked, and the rest sleep in “something else” (hopefully not their
work clothes). In another poll, 57 percent of those who sleep naked said they were happy in
their relationships. There is even some science behind that finding. “When you and your
partner both sleep naked, the skin-to-skin contact will release the feel-good hormone
[oxytocin],” said Fran Walfish, a psychotherapist and the author of The Self-Aware Parent.
“Even further, you may have more sex and we all know orgasms are Mother Nature’s best
answer to insomnia…better than bottled milk and Ambien!” And with no side effects (or, in
this case, I guess falling asleep is the side effect).

10.

CATNAPS, JET LAG, AND TIME ZONES

One question I get all the time is, what do you do when, for whatever reason—a sick toddler, a
bad cold, jet lag, a project deadline, or a late night out—you just can’t get the recommended
seven to eight hours of sleep? Fortunately, there’s a great remedy to that problem: the nap.
Naps are a cheap and readily available way to enjoy what the National Sleep Foundation calls
“a pleasant luxury, a mini-vacation.”
In fact, as it turns out, naps are great for us even when we are getting good sleep at night.
According to David Randall, the author of Dreamland, even a short nap “primes our brains to
function at a higher level, letting us come up with better ideas, find solutions to puzzles more
quickly, identify patterns faster and recall information more accurately.”
While chronic poor sleep can have long-lasting effects on our health, naps can help
mitigate some of those effects, at least in the short term. According to a study by the
Sorbonne University in Paris, short naps were found to lower stress and boost the immune
system. “Our data suggests a 30-minute nap can reverse the hormonal impact of a night of
poor sleep,” said one study coauthor, Brice Faraut. “This is the first study that found napping
could restore biomarkers of neuroendocrine and immune health to normal levels.” Short of
time travel, a next-day nap may be the closest we can get to a second chance at a good night’s
sleep.
But the benefits of naps don’t stop there. In a study by Allegheny College in Pennsylvania,
participants who napped for forty-five minutes during the day were found to have lower
blood pressure after completing a stressful task than those who didn’t nap. A study from
Greece confirmed these findings: participants who took a noontime nap had a 5 percent
decrease in blood pressure, enough to make an impact in reducing heart attacks. According to
a NASA report, “Studies have demonstrated…strategic naps can be used effectively to promote
performance and alertness in operational settings.”

Let me tell you about the nap. It’s absolutely fantastic. When I was a kid, my father was
always trying to tell me how to be a man, and he said to me, I was maybe 9…“Philip,
whenever you take a nap, take your clothes off, put a blanket on you, and you’re going
to sleep better.” Well, as with everything, he was right….Then the best part of it is that
when you wake up, for the first 15 seconds, you have no idea where you are. You’re just
alive. That’s all you know. And it’s bliss, it’s absolute bliss.
—PHILIP ROTH, ON NPR’S “WEEKEND EDITION”

Naps can also help you increase your learning power. A study from Saarland University in
Germany had participants learn single words and word pairs. After that, half of the group
watched a DVD and the other half napped. Members of the group that napped retained
significantly more word pairs than their DVD-watching counterparts, resulting, as the study
put it, in “a five-fold improvement in information retrieval from memory.”
A study from Georgetown University Medical Center showed that during a nap the right
side of the brain, the side associated with creativity, was highly active, while the left stayed
mostly quiet. In fact, Yo-Yo Ma told me he always tries to take a nap before playing a concert.
“It’s one way to press the reset button, to restart the day,” he said. “I find that being in an inbetween state of consciousness and unconsciousness is best for performing, when the
pathways between the analytical self and the intuitive self are most open.”
And the benefits of napping multiply as we age. A study of older adults by researchers from
Japan found that, along with moderate exercise, a thirty-minute nap increased the quality of
nighttime sleep, and decreased daytime grogginess.
So when is the best time to nap? Experts say that the best “circadian timing” for a nap is
the early afternoon. But you don’t have to worry about nailing the timing to get the benefits,
so nap as soon as you can after you feel your energy flagging, and don’t overthink it. In the
course of our overstuffed days, there aren’t many opportunities to nap. Take them when you
can get them. In other words: Carpe dormio!
Our workdays, especially in the afternoon, have a way of taking on a survivalist tinge—how,
we ask ourselves, are we going to make it through the rest of the day, trekking with flagging
energy through enemy territory mined with meetings, emails, and expanding to-do lists? So
we squirrel away provisions—usually unhealthy ones—and, like addicts, we think about
where that next shot of caffeine or that next sugar bomb is going to come from. But there are
other options. Rather than reach for our fifth cup of coffee or third doughnut to deal with the
usual post-lunch lull, consider a twenty- or thirty-minute nap. In fact, if you’re deciding
between the two—caffeine or nap—the science is clear that, in a productivity version of rockpaper-scissors, naps trump caffeine. Sara Mednick, professor of psychology at the University
of California, Riverside, compared the relative beneficial effects on memory and problem
solving of 200 milligrams of caffeine (about what we get from a cup of coffee) to a long nap.
The two were equal on perceptual learning, but naps outscored caffeine in word recall and
motor learning (which caffeine actually impaired).
When I feel in need of a nap, I use the couch in my office—so that I don’t occupy our highly
publicized nap rooms at The Huffington Post, which are always in high demand. I used to
close the curtains of the glass wall in my office that looks out over the newsroom, but one day
it dawned on me that leaving the curtains open sends a clear message to the newsroom that
not only is there no stigma—at least at HuffPost—attached to napping, it’s also the best thing
we can do to recharge ourselves. So now the curtains stay open.
The practice of napping still suffers from our collective delusion that equates sleep with
weakness and laziness, but the performance-enhancing benefits of naps have been no secret
to many leaders throughout history. Margaret Thatcher used to tell her staff not to bother her

during her 2:30-to-3:30 p.m. nap. John F. Kennedy took a long nap after lunch, with no
interruptions or telephone calls from the staff allowed (though, given what we know now
about JFK, it’s unclear how broad his definition of “taking a nap” was). And while traveling,
Kennedy would nap on a big bed installed in Air Force One. Charlie Rose, who swears by up
to three naps a day to be at his best on the air, even napped in the car (complete with eye
mask) on his way to interview Vladimir Putin in Moscow in 2015. He called it “my Putin
prep.” Night owl Bill Clinton made up for his famous late-night gab sessions with some
restorative naps, while Winston Churchill is credited with coining the term “power nap.” Here
he is, with typical oratorical flourish, on the joys of napping: “You must sleep sometime
between lunch and dinner, and no halfway measures. Take off your clothes and get into bed.
That’s what I always do. Don’t think you will be doing less work because you sleep during the
day. That’s a foolish notion held by people who have no imaginations. You will be able to
accomplish more. You get two days in one—well, at least one and a half.”
Pope Francis isn’t just a global spiritual leader, he’s also a globe-trotting napping
ambassador. “I take off my shoes,” the pope said, “and I lie on my bed for a rest.” During his
visit to the United States in 2015, downtime was crucial to allow the seventy-eight-year-old
pontiff to keep a whirlwind schedule of speeches, meetings, Masses, and other public
appearances. As Vatican officials told HuffPost’s Jaweed Kaleem, each day intentionally
included unscheduled time so that the pope could take a midday nap—usually about forty
minutes.
And another spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, understands the power of both napping and
sleep in general. “For me, sleep is very important,” he said when I interviewed him in London
in 2012. “The other day in Delhi,” he added, “I had a new driver, and I asked him, ‘How many
hours do you sleep?’ ‘Four hours,’ he replied. ‘Four hours is not adequate,’ I told him. As for
me, I sleep—sound sleep—usually eight hours, sometimes, like last night, nine. Very sound
sleep.” Here’s hoping the driver took his enlightened passenger’s advice.

TRAVEL, TIME ZONES, AND JET LAG MINUS THE JET
Even for those who normally sleep well, nothing can disrupt sleep like travel. Our circadian
rhythms didn’t evolve with jet planes and air travel in mind, so if you’ve flown long distances,
you’ve almost certainly experienced jet lag at some point.
According to the Smithsonian’s Air & Space Magazine, the term “jet lag” was first used in
1966. “If you’re going to be a member of the Jet Set and fly off to Katmandu for coffee with
King Mahendra,” wrote the travel writer Horace Sutton, “you can count on contracting Jet
Lag, a debility not unakin to a hangover. Jet Lag derives from the simple fact that jets travel
so fast they leave your body rhythms behind.”
In other words, when we change time zones, we also change sleep zones. But it takes a
while for our body clocks to sync up with the clocks where our bodies currently are. Though
we mostly associate jet lag with being groggy, in some extreme cases I’ve experienced
something closer to a sleep-deprivation coma. And according to researchers from Rush
University Medical Center in Chicago, jet lag can lead to depression, gastrointestinal
problems, impaired judgment, and long-term problems such as cognitive impairment and

menstrual-cycle disturbances. Flight attendants, whose working lives are defined by constant
travel across time zones, even show a higher risk of cancer.

Weary with toil, I haste me to my bed,
The dear repose for limbs with travel tired;
But then begins a journey in my head,
To work my mind, when body’s work’s expir’d.
—WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, “SONNET 27”

Till Roenneberg, an expert on sleep cycles, is so convinced of their importance that he
makes sure in his own life he never needs an alarm clock in the morning. As he has shown,
jet lag goes beyond air travel, which is why he coined the term “social jet lag.” He explains, “A
biological clock is ticking in every person, producing an individual daily timing. This defines a
person’s unique ‘chronotype,’ which can vary greatly between individuals. For some people,
internal midday may coincide with external midday. Others can reach their internal midday
several hours before or after external midday. Social jet lag measures this difference between
our external social timing and that of our internal clock.”
This internal clock is located in a part of the brain that controls circadian rhythms of all
kinds throughout the body—including sleep, temperature, and the digestive system, among
others. It does this by processing light from the retina and by the expression of so-called
clock genes. A study by researchers from the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston
found a helpful tool to beat jet lag: food—or, more accurately, the absence of it. “When food is
plentiful,” they wrote, “circadian rhythms of animals are powerfully entrained by the lightdark cycle. However, if animals have access to food only during their normal sleep cycle, they
will shift most of their circadian rhythms to match the food availability.” Studying mice, they
discovered a “master clock” in a region of the brain (the dorsomedial nucleus) that can reset
the circadian rhythm when faced with a shortage of food. The thinking is that when food is
not an issue, lightness and darkness synchronize our sleep cycle. But when food is scarce,
another system kicks in to synchronize our sleep cycle with our ability to find food.
So they suggest we can adjust our eating schedules to trigger our circadian rhythms to
adapt more quickly. “A period of fasting with no food at all for about 16 hours is enough to
engage this new clock,” says the study’s senior author, Dr. Clifford Saper. For example, for a
fourteen-hour flight the researchers suggest that you stop eating two hours before flying and
continue your anti-jet-lag fast during the entire flight, aiming for a total of sixteen hours. For
those who can’t go that long without food—especially those prone to fainting—there are other
steps to take to ease the transition between time zones while still avoiding that $14.99 dry
turkey on dry rye: bring your own nourishing snacks. My own travel kit includes salt-free
almonds and walnuts, cut vegetables, and on long flights my favorite: goat cheese and honeybaked turkey in a small container with an ice pack. If you don’t have anything to eat, it is
going to be much harder to resist the airline’s offerings of salty pretzels, chips, and “freshly
baked” cookies. And of course the most important thing for me is to continue to drink a lot of

water throughout the flight. In fact, depending on the length of the flight, I buy a bottle or
two once I get through security, so I’m not dependent on the kindness of the flight
attendants.
Or, if you prefer, there’s an actual diet for jet lag called the Argonne Anti-Jet-Lag Diet,
named for the Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago, where it was formulated by the
biologist Charles Ehret. With this method, four days before your trip you alternate two cycles
of feasting and fasting, switching every two days, making sure to link up the last fasting day
with the day you travel. The diet was tested in 2002 by U.S. National Guard troops going to
and from South Korea. The anti-jet-lag group was 16.2 times less likely to experience jet lag
on their way home from South Korea than the control group was.
Dr. Charles Czeisler, former chairman of the board of the National Sleep Foundation, raises
a red flag about another common travel misstep: starting off already tired. “Most people are
usually running around a day or two before their trip,” he said, “so they tend to be preloaded
with sleep deprivation even before they set foot on the plane, which will further complicate
the condition.” And try to avoid the aptly named red-eye flights altogether. Instead, Czeisler
advises, fly in the afternoon if you’re headed west and in the morning if you’re going east.
“The airlines have finally woken up to this issue,” he says, “so there are now plenty of earlier
flights to Europe.” If you have to take a night flight, he suggests at least trying to get in a nap
the day before. “Taking a nap before you’re exhausted can actually reduce the adverse effect
of being awake at the wrong time of day. This is what we refer to as prophylactic napping.”
Not surprisingly, technologies are being created to help us beat jet lag. Researchers at the
University of Michigan are developing an app called Entrain, which uses sophisticated math
and data analysis to tell users how and when to utilize light to more quickly shift their sleep
cycle in a new location. And then there is Re-Timer, an eyeglasses-like piece of headwear that
can be used not just by travelers but also by shift workers who need to make regular
adjustments to their circadian rhythm, especially in the winter. Worn over the eyes, it
exposes the wearer to a simulation of outdoor light, which, when used in the morning, can
help reset our body clock so that we can fall asleep at the right bedtime.
Another way to try to beat jet lag is to not adjust to local time at all. “For a quick trip, it
probably does not make sense to try to adjust to the new time zone,” says Dr. Chris Winter,
medical director of Charlottesville Neurology and Sleep Medicine. “Instead, you want to try to
do things to make it feel like the trip never happened.” Depending on which way you’re going,
this just means sticking to your home time zone and staying up later or going to bed a few
hours before the locals, with corresponding wake-up times. “If you’re on vacation, you should
ask yourself this question, which many people never bother to do: Is there any reason I
should adjust to this new time zone?” asks Czeisler. “People feel compelled to change their
routine once they change their wristwatch, but it’s not always necessary—and not always a
good idea.”
My advice, based on what has worked for me through my many travels across multiple
time zones, comes down to arranging my schedule so that I have plenty of time for sleep—
even if it means building in an extra day for travel. I’ve talked to many executives who fly
around the world and go into meetings exhausted, unable to stay awake; they often end up
offending people who may have worked for weeks getting presentations ready for that
meeting.

And what about on the plane itself? Though the airlines don’t always make it easy, there
are some things you can do to at least make sleep more likely. I’m actually a little bit
obsessed—okay, totally obsessed—with trying to do everything I can to make my flights more
sleep-friendly. That’s because I travel so much, and I’ve learned over time that a little
preparation goes a long way. I have my sleeping gear permanently packed in my carry-on: an
eye mask, noise-canceling headphones, earplugs, herbal teas (including lavender and
licorice), and my favorite neck pillow. I always like to dress comfortably, even if it is a short
flight, and I wear only flat shoes when I travel. Why would women wear high heels on a
flight? I have seen more than a few sprinting in stilettos through airport terminals, a sight as
exotic as seeing an ostrich dash across the savanna.
The difficult truth of air travel is that a great deal of the experience is out of our control.
Variables from turbulence and crying babies to chatterbox seatmates and jolting
announcements can thwart even the best-laid sleep plans. As Betty Thesky, the author of
Betty in the Sky with a Suitcase, wisely warned, it helps to set the bar low. “Passengers will
often have unrealistic expectations on an all-night flight,” she says. “They think, ‘I’ll sleep on
the plane and be ready to hit the ground running’ when they land at their destination many
time zones away.” But given that you don’t know how rested you will be when you land, it’s
best to allow time for some real sleep before you schedule meetings or hit the tourist spots.

11.

SLEEP AND THE WORKPLACE

The sleep revolution is finally hitting the workplace. It’s not in full swing yet, but you can see
the evidence all around. Of course, it was also in the workplace where sleep first got knocked
off its pedestal in the Industrial Revolution. But now the business world is waking up to the
high cost of sleep deprivation on productivity, health care, and ultimately the bottom line.
We’re living in a different time from when Seinfeld’s George Costanza had to build a custom
“bed-desk” at his office to keep his napping habit a secret. Still, we often define ourselves by
our work. And so we reverse-engineer the structure of our non-work lives to conform to our
work lives. Because of that, it becomes much easier to change our sleeping habits when we
have supportive workplace policies and a business culture that embraces sleep. I expect the
nap room to soon become as universal as the conference room.
I’ll never forget one morning, before I saw the light, when, completely sleep-deprived and
exhausted, I was staggering through a day of back-to-back-to-back meetings. As I walked into
a conference room, my eye was drawn to a table running the length of the back wall. I still
remember looking at it longingly and wondering whether if I went and lay under it and fell
asleep, anyone would notice. At some point in the meeting, I hallucinated that I actually did
go over there and lie down—sort of like Schrödinger’s Sleep-Deprived Cat. Only at the end of
the meeting did I snap to and realize, with great disappointment, that I was still sitting at the
conference table.
Some version of this feeling is universal. And pressure to change is coming both from
employees, who are realizing that they are actually more productive when they don’t drag and
drug themselves through the day like workplace zombies, and from employers, who are
realizing that healthy employees make for a much healthier bottom line. This link between
work burnout and bad sleep was illustrated by a Swedish study that found “higher work
demands predicted disturbed sleep, [and] disturbed sleep predicted subsequent higher work
demands, perceived stress, less social support, and lower degree of control.”
Some of the positive changes in the business world are motivated by the increasing
competition for recruitment and retention, and some by business leaders who simply want
their companies to succeed while creating a culture that allows their employees to thrive.
Whatever the motivation, sleep makes us better at our jobs while simultaneously reminding
us that we are more than our jobs.

SLOUCHING TOWARD FLEXIBILITY
Given how much time we spend working—even when we are not physically at work—it’s no
surprise that work and sleep are so intricately connected. Anything that affects one affects the
other. Indeed, work is the number-one reason people cut back on sleep. Sleep is affected not
only by how much we work but by when we work. For each hour later that we start work, we
gain an average of twenty minutes of sleep.
The truth is, many companies have more flexibility than they realize. A 2015 study found
that simply training managers and employees to introduce more flexibility and personal
control into work schedules can increase sleep for employees. And workshops about sleep
habits and screenings for sleep disorders can lead, as Dr. Carol Ash has said, to “millions of
dollars in savings for companies.” A 2015 Stanford University study of Chinese workers found
that those who worked from home saw their productivity go up by 13 percent. The main
reason was less distraction. “Our advice,” study authors Nicholas Bloom and John Roberts
wrote in the Harvard Business Review, “is that firms—at the very least—ought to be open to
employees working from home occasionally, to allow them to focus on individual projects
and tasks.”
Working at home was once primarily associated with freelancers and small side businesses.
But more and more big companies are realizing its value. According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, more than 13 million people worked at least one day per week at home in 2010—an
increase of 45 percent since 1997. In the United Kingdom in 2014, 13.9 percent of all workers
worked from home—the highest rate for that country since such data has been collected.
For those still heading into work every day, there are many ways that the office can
influence your sleep. A 2014 study by Northwestern University and the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign found that employees whose offices had windows got forty-six minutes
more sleep every night than coworkers without access to natural light. “There is increasing
evidence that exposure to light, during the day—particularly in the morning—is beneficial to
your health via its effects on mood, alertness and metabolism,” said study author Dr. Phyllis
Zee.
At HuffPost, there was skepticism when we first installed nap rooms in New York in 2011.
HuffPosters were reluctant to be seen walking into a nap room in the middle of a bustling
newsroom in “the city that never sleeps.” But now they are perpetually full, and we’re
spreading nap rooms around the world, starting with our London office. And more and more
companies are installing nap rooms, including Ben & Jerry’s, Zappos, and Nike.
Even the tech world, which has been a nerve center for burnout and overwork, is now
changing its way. Google’s vice president of people development, Karen May, helped build the
company’s famous employee-friendly work culture. But for all the changes she had
implemented and all the scientific studies she’d read about sleep’s importance, she kept
putting sleep on the back burner in her own life. “Not getting enough sleep,” she said,
“allowed me to get more work done, say yes more often, and meant that I didn’t have to make
some of the tough choices between different, important parts of my life.” But a couple of
years ago, after she and I started talking about sleep over dinner one night, Karen realized
that it just wasn’t worth it. “When I’m tired,” she told me, “I’m grumpy, resentful, and
reactive—and that’s not how I want to live.”

And so here are some of the tips she’s developed for getting more and better sleep:
• Focus on quantity. You’ve got to get the basics first. If you’re not in bed longer, you can’t
get more sleep. For me that meant getting to bed 10 minutes earlier, then another 10,
and so on.
• Focus on quality. I found two things made a difference: paying more attention to what I
eat and drink in the afternoon and evening (no more afternoon lattes!) and doing
something other than work, like sudoku or a crossword puzzle, right before falling
asleep.
• Be accountable. It helps to have help. In my case, I had Arianna as my sleep coach. I can
picture her talking about the tough choices she’s made to get enough sleep and I’m
motivated to do the same. And on the delicious mornings when I wake up more rested
(okay, not every day) I imagine her smiling and saying, “Oh, good, darling, you’ve slept!”
• Play the long game. Change is never a straight line, and trying to get more sleep has
been no exception. Stuff comes up at work that I want to tackle. I’m with my family and
friends, and I don’t want to leave the party. Some nights I just don’t sleep well—but I
remind myself that this is a long game, and little incremental changes add up.
Brian Halligan, the CEO and founder of HubSpot, a maker of marketing and sales software,
installed a nap room at the company’s office and credits some of his best ideas to napping:
“In a given month, I do a lot of very mediocre stuff, but once in a while I come up with a
really good idea. Maybe I’ll come up with two in a month. Those two inevitably happen when
I’m either falling into a nap, or coming out of a nap, or waking up slowly on a Saturday
morning. I’m trying to engineer more of those in my life.”
It’s a philosophy shared by Ryan Holmes, the founder and CEO of Hootsuite, a leading
social-media management dashboard (which I use to schedule tweets and Facebook posts
when I’m traveling so I can stay connected back home without having to stay up late).
Holmes has also installed a nap room, with cots perfect for a midday rest, and he says he sees
progress in terms of sleep even among his fellow techies: “Many of the same tech start-ups so
notorious for workaholic culture are taking the lead in ensuring employees get adequate
shut-eye.” This is quite a departure in the tech world, where part of the mythology of start-up
narratives is about the endless sleepless nights considered a necessary part of the road-show
story.
Shampa Bagchi, the founder and CTO of two enterprise software start-ups in the Bay Area,
writes about how easy it is to sacrifice sleep unless you actively prioritize it: “Between
managing product releases, juggling multiple client projects, working with teams across two
continents and being mom to a schoolgoing girl, life gets busy. And as it always happens in
such cases, sleep takes the hit. As the businesses grew, so did my work load, and my sleep
hours kept going down. I did not complain, thinking it was necessary, even normal….It
doesn’t count as real work as long as you enjoy doing it, right? Burnout and exhaustion were
for others, for those who do not like what they do. I love my work so I cannot be exhausted,
right?”
She had read about the dangers of burnout and had watched a video interview in which I

recounted the story of my collapse from exhaustion. But she didn’t make the connection to
her own life until one night, when everything changed. “I woke up in the middle of the night
on the cold bathroom floor wondering how I got there,” she writes. “The loud noise I heard
was my head crashing on the floor and I could feel the painful bump forming. I did not know
how long I lay there unconscious and was clueless on what could have happened to me. But
later, as I lay on my bed mentally creating a checklist of all the illnesses I thought I had, that
TED Talk of Arianna suddenly popped up in my mind and in that eureka moment I realized
that I had the ‘Arianna Huffington experience.’ I visited the doctor to rule out any health
issues, but in my heart I knew that my lifestyle needed a drastic change.” Since then she’s
started getting more sleep and has come to the same realization I did: “I discovered that you
don’t have to make earth-shattering changes to see the benefits; even small steps matter a
lot.”
Alicia Hansen, an integrative nutrition health coach living in Australia, had an equally
painful wake-up call. “In March 2014,” she writes, “I woke up on the cold tiles of my kitchen
floor, alone, at midnight. An intense pain throbbed through my cheekbone and head. I could
not move, or see.” She had fainted from exhaustion and required reconstructive surgery on
her cheek and eye. “There are now metal plates holding my cheekbone and eye in place,” she
writes. “After the surgery I was bedridden for a month and couldn’t hold or hug my children. I
felt completely helpless.” So she, too, made changes in her life: “I reclaimed my rest. Eight
hours of sleep every night has become non-negotiable. It makes me more productive, less
stressed, able to maintain a healthy metabolism, healthy immune system and gives me more
energy and bounce in my step….I feel connected to myself and those around me, and for the
first time feel like I am living life on purpose.”
And casualties proliferate in the art world, too. Hans Ulrich Obrist, codirector of
exhibitions and programs at the Serpentine Galleries in London, was so fascinated by the
productivity of Honoré de Balzac, who consumed up to fifty-two cups of coffee a day, that he
tried to emulate that extreme way of living and working—until he suffered a total collapse. “I
used to consider sleep a waste of time,” he told me, “because I have this insatiable curiosity to
learn, and I always feel that I don’t have enough time to read and to know and to write. But I
no longer consider it a waste of time, because now that I sleep, I dream. I understand now
that sleep is a necessity, and it’s also a necessity to discover your internal clock and then to
make the best out of it, rather than try to go against it.”
There is hardly a day that goes by when I don’t get an email about, or read about, or meet
someone who has collapsed from exhaustion and, like me, can’t stop talking about the
transformative power of sleep. At a lunch in Los Angeles for Jennifer Aniston, her manager,
Aleen Keshishian, took me aside. “You see that mark on my nose?” she asked. “What
happened to you happened to me. I collapsed from exhaustion and found myself in a pool of
blood.” So it seems I’ve managed to become the National Collapsing and Breaking Your
Cheekbone Spokesperson—but, as the saying goes, if I can save one cheekbone…

When forced to choose, I will not trade even a night’s sleep for the chance of extra
profits.
—WARREN BUFFETT, 2008 LETTER TO SHAREHOLDERS OF BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY

Business leaders are now beginning to talk publicly about the role of sleep in making good
decisions and growing a business. Sure, there is still plenty of early-morning wakeup-time
braggadocio in the business world (“Can you meet for breakfast at 6 a.m.?” “Hey, sounds
great, although it’s kind of late for me….Tell you what, I’ll hit the gym and make a few calls to
Europe before I meet you”). But there are more and more business leaders willing to come
out about prioritizing sleep, including Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella, who said that he is at his
best after eight hours of sleep.
And the changes are happening across the workplace, from CEOs to interns. Goldman
Sachs has banned summer interns from staying overnight in the office, limiting working
hours from 7 a.m. to midnight (in the finance world, that’s progress). The bank has even
brought in sleep experts. (And yes, the experts are there to help the bankers sleep more, not
less.) There is still a long way to go, but it’s clear that even institutions notorious for sleep
deprivation are finally recognizing the need for change.
As the head of human resources at LinkedIn, Pat Wadors knows a great deal about
productivity. And for her, productivity follows directly from a good night’s sleep. “Waking up
after eight hours sets me up perfectly for the day ahead,” she wrote on HuffPost. “I can bring
my best self to the entire day.” Since she works in HR, she’s also keenly aware of how
widespread is the myth that equates sleep deprivation with work dedication. “Trust me, it’s
not a badge of honor to brag that you can get by on four hours or five each night,” she writes.
“I’ve heard that statement too many times. And when I hear that, what I’m really hearing is
it’s okay for you to harm your health and not perform your best at work or at home.”
For Wadors, as for so many of us, sleep hasn’t always been a priority, but unlike many of
us, she was very aware of the consequences: “Without a good night’s rest, I was more
emotional, less resilient, less focused, and more impatient. As a leader—that’s not a good
thing.” So a few years ago, she decided to make sleep a priority. She says she’s still figuring it
out, but it’s working: “I got my eight hours in last night and I feel great! I have energy, I
laughed more today, and I was really ‘present’ to those around me. Most importantly I
enjoyed my day. It showed in my smiles and my walk. It is a gift to both me and those around
me.”
Long before our sleep renaissance began, Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos—ahead of the curve in so
many ways—was talking about getting eight hours of sleep. “I’m more alert and I think more
clearly,” he told The Wall Street Journal. “I just feel so much better all day long if I’ve had
eight hours.” In the same article, venture capitalist Marc Andreessen talked about the lessons
he learned after his sleep-deprived days launching Netscape: “I would spend the whole day
wishing I could go home and go back to bed.” Now he knows how to get the best out of
himself: “I can get by on seven and a half without too much trouble. Seven and I start to
degrade. Six is suboptimal. Five is a big problem. Four means I’m a zombie.”
Campbell’s Soup CEO Denise Morrison is a longtime sleep advocate. “It is essential for me
to get eight hours’ sleep each night for peak performance—to restore my energy, rest my
active brain, and wake up rejuvenated,” she told me. Google Chairman Eric Schmidt gets
eight and a half hours of sleep a night. As a licensed pilot, he’s particularly aware of the
dangers of fatigue. And at the health-care company Aetna, CEO Mark Bertolini has become

famous for the well-being policies he’s instituted. So far, more than thirteen thousand
employees have participated in the programs, which include yoga, meditation, and
mindfulness training. Employees who have taken part have reduced their stress levels by 28
percent and seen their sleep quality go up by 20 percent.

TECH PROBLEMS, TECH SOLUTIONS
In the age of smartphones, working late of course doesn’t necessarily mean staying late at the
office. Now we bring our work wherever we go in our pocket or our purse. The fact that the
communication device we use for our personal lives is also a portal to our professional lives
means it’s harder than ever to stop working. Yes, you can always turn it off, but few of us do.
Fortunately, policies are being adopted that can help us out.
In Germany, in the hope of inspiring companies across the country, former labor minister
Ursula von der Leyen—now the defense minister—established a “crystal-clear” protocol for
her staff over the use of work-related phones after hours. “It’s in the interests of employers
that workers can reliably switch off from their jobs; otherwise, in the long run, they burn
out,” she said. “Technology should not be allowed to control us and dominate our lives. We
should control technology.” Following von der Leyen’s example, her successor as labor
minister, Andrea Nahles, commissioned a study to examine the consequences, from the
economic to the psychological, of work-related stress. In the meantime, Nahles has declared
her support for legislation banning employers from contacting their employees after work.
The German car maker Volkswagen took the step of turning off company email servers thirty
minutes after the workday is finished, and other German companies such as BMW and
Deutsche Telekom have similar policies.
In a deal between employers’ federations and unions, France has established rules to allow
employees in digital and consulting companies to turn off their phones after work. Ideally, all
these changes won’t have to be enforced by law but will come about as corporate cultures
continue to evolve.
This new growing global consensus around our need to take time away from our always-on
lives has some overlap with the labor-reform movements of the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Only now much of the battle isn’t just against employers but against our
own addiction to our devices and to constant connectivity.
This new labor movement for our digital times still awaits its slogan—its own version of
“Eight hours for work, eight hours for rest, eight hours for what we will.” If and when it
arrives, in all likelihood it will be tweeted, Instagrammed, and Snapchatted. “Workers of the
world, unplug! Workers of the world, recharge!”
We can all take steps in our own lives to accelerate this shift, but to really scale it requires
change at the top. Boards of directors need to acknowledge that a CEO who’s bragging about
getting only four hours of sleep a night is essentially saying that he or she is making
decisions while drunk. They need to see that that’s not something to be applauded or
rewarded. In fact, it’s a massive red flag.
When venture capitalists and angel investors hear prospective pitches, along with plans for

how viable and sustainable a business product is, they should also be aggressively vetting the
start-up team’s plans for how to keep their lives sustainable. Maybe we need a Shark Tank
for that. I’m in!

12.

FROM HOLLYWOOD AND WASHINGTON TO HOSPITALS AND
HOTELS
DISCOVERING THE POWER OF SLEEP

Yet another sign that sleep is becoming fashionable is how it’s being embraced by those who
decide what’s fashionable: the fashion industry. And it makes sense that an industry
dedicated to helping you look good would find its way to one of the most effective tools we
have to make us both feel better and look better.
For actors, models, and entertainers, taking care of themselves is part of their work
regimen. And sleep is at the heart of it. No matter how you feel about celebrities or a culture
that obsesses over their every personal and professional move, their appreciation for sleep
and its benefits is one thing their fans could emulate. Of course, their success gives them
resources that most can’t afford, but the fact remains: we can all take some steps to prioritize
sleep in our lives.
Bobbi Brown, the founder of Bobbi Brown Cosmetics, is very aware of the value of sleep.
While she wakes up early, at 6 a.m., she also goes to bed early. “Sleep and rest and happiness
and healthy living make you your prettiest,” she writes. Supermodel Karlie Kloss agrees.
“Sleep,” she says, is “the best and most generous thing you can do for yourself. Sleep is such a
big part of one’s beauty.” Asked how she maintains her health and looks, Cindy Crawford has
said, “If I look back over 25 years, for sure it starts with sleep….Sleep is when your body
restores itself.”
Christina Aguilera says that “people spend money on beauty potions, but a good night’s rest
makes all the difference,” while reality star–turned–fashion designer Lauren Conrad says
that “there’s a reason they call it ‘beauty sleep.’ Getting 7 to 9 hours of sleep a night can
actually improve your appearance.” Gwyneth Paltrow calls sleep a “major thing” in her life. “I
don’t always get it,” she says, “and when I don’t, I look like I’ve been hit by a truck.”

And if tonight my soul may find her peace
in sleep, and sink in good oblivion,
and in the morning wake like a new-opened flower
then I have been dipped again in God, and new-created.
—D. H. LAWRENCE, “SHADOWS”

“Sleep is my weapon….I try to get eight hours a night,” said Jennifer Lopez. “I think
sometimes we get caught up in what we need to do next and forget about what are the very
essential and important things in life. I treasure my time to sleep. It’s just as important as
eating or exercise.” Beyoncé’s “definition of beauty” is “having peace, happiness and
healthiness. And you can’t have any of that without sleep.” Jane Fonda credits her agedefying looks to sleep. “It’s not a secret formula,” she says. “I make sure I get eight or nine
hours’ sleep a night.”
In The Body Book, Cameron Diaz writes that her travel-heavy schedule taught her how
essential nighttime rituals are: “I don’t keep any electronics in my bedroom. I wear a sleep
mask. And I need a dark, quiet space. Because sleep is when my body powers down so that it
can restore, repair, and replenish. When I get enough sleep, my memory is sharper. I can
focus. And my body is more capable.”
In Yes Please, Amy Poehler puts it all into perspective. “Sleep can completely change your
entire outlook on life,” she writes. “One good night’s sleep can help you realize that you
shouldn’t break up with someone, or you are being too hard on your friend, or you actually
will win the race or the game or get the job. Sleep helps you win at life.”

THE POLITICS OF SLEEP: WE HOLD OUR SLEEP TO BE SELF-EVIDENT
In 1940, President Franklin D. Roosevelt did something that would be inconceivable in
today’s political climate. To think through the monumental question of whether America
should enter the war, he announced that he would be taking a ten-day vacation, sailing
around the Caribbean on a navy ship. A letter from his wife, Eleanor, read, “I think of you
sleeping and eating and I hope getting rest from the world.”
As Roosevelt’s aide Harry Hopkins later said, “I began to get the idea that he was refueling,
the way he so often does when he seems to be resting and carefree.” The result of Roosevelt’s
refueling was the $50 billion Lend-Lease program, in which the United States would lend
arms and supplies to Great Britain and be paid back after the war in kind. As Roosevelt’s
speechwriter Robert Sherwood put it, “One can only say that FDR, a creative artist in politics,
had put in his time on this cruise evolving the pattern of a masterpiece.”
In 2012, when Hillary Clinton stepped down as secretary of state—having flown more than
900,000 miles to 112 different countries and, possibly even more taxing, having sat in 1,700
meetings with world leaders—she discussed her immediate plans with The New York Times’
Gail Collins. “I just want to sleep and exercise and travel for fun,” she said. “And relax. It
sounds so ordinary, but I haven’t done it for 20 years. I would like to see whether I can get
untired.” What a great word—“untired.”
Further proof that sleep can make a difference in politics comes from another highly placed
source, her husband Bill Clinton, himself famous for running on very little sleep during his
presidency. Looking back, though, in a Daily Show appearance in 2007, he saw the power of
sleep. “I do believe sleep deprivation has a lot to do with some of the edginess of Washington
today,” he said. “You have no idea how many Republican and Democratic members of the
House and Senate are chronically sleep-deprived.”

Politics, of course, is the ultimate sleep-deprivation machine. Much of what our political
leaders face is out of their control. But that is all the more reason to optimize the factors that
are in their control. The most basic one is to improve their decision making by getting
enough sleep. Will it instantly solve the world’s problems? Of course not. But will our leaders
be better prepared to face those problems with more creativity and wisdom? Without a doubt.

PAGING DR. SANDMAN: HOW OUR HOSPITALS MAKE US SICK
Given that lack of sleep can make us sick and that not getting enough sleep when we are sick
makes it harder to get better, it’s surprising that hospitals have taken so long to come around.
Our medical system is brimming with the latest technology and the most advanced medical
equipment. But for too long, one of our most powerful healing tools has been completely
overlooked.
If you’ve ever spent a few nights in the hospital, you know how hard it is to get a good
night’s sleep in one—with the cacophony of alarms, beeps, and buzzes, complete with glaring
lights and shift changes, requiring a groggy, sleep-deprived patient to answer important
questions in the middle of the night. All this on top of the pain and discomfort caused by the
actual illness or injury that landed you in the hospital in the first place.
The World Health Organization, recognizing this as a health issue, recommends that the
average hospital room’s noise level not exceed 30 decibels. Yet studies have shown that many
if not most hospitals regularly create a din far exceeding that. In 2014, researchers from
Oxford found that the noise levels in the intensive care units surveyed went higher than 85
decibels. That’s about the noise level of a passing motorcycle or a nearby jackhammer. And
noise at that level would occur up to sixteen times per hour during the night. In a University
of Chicago study, overnight hospital noise peaked at levels equal to that of a chainsaw.
Welcome to the hospital, where we’ve created a healing environment that’s a cross between
an active construction site and a horror movie.
The consequences of this go well beyond an increase in the normal irritation and
grogginess from getting a bad night’s sleep. Poor sleep undermines recovery. A 2013 study by
researchers at Johns Hopkins University found that poor sleep can cause patients in the
intensive care unit to experience delirium. And University of Chicago researchers found that
for each hour of sleep lost due to high noise levels, patients experienced an increase in their
blood pressure of up to six points.
Thankfully, more hospitals are finding creative ways to put sleep into their top-line medical
arsenal. St. Luke’s Hospital in New York City, for example, launched a noise-reduction
program in response to low patient-satisfaction scores on sleep. A key aspect was educating
staff on how noise and disrupted sleep can lead to high stress levels, confusion, and cardiac
problems. Noise levels were checked six times a day, and sound monitors modeled after
traffic lights were installed to increase awareness of noise. Staff distributed earplugs to
patients, installed door stoppers, turned down television and telephone volumes, and
implemented “quiet times” for certain units. After the program, patient satisfaction went
from the 2nd percentile (it’s hard to get much lower) to the 95th percentile.

At Johns Hopkins Hospital, doctors and staff made a concerted effort to reduce nighttime
noise in the ICU with a checklist for staff, which included things such as dimming hallway
and room lights, more thoughtful scheduling of nighttime medical visits to the rooms, and
turning off televisions. In 2009, Stanford Hospital launched the “SHHH” system, which
stands for Silent Hospitals Help Healing, with each floor assigned a “noise champion” to
reduce noise in the area, while the “Too Loud” initiative at Newark Beth Israel Medical
Center in New Jersey offers a Noise Hotline that patients can call when noise levels are
excessive.
At the Department of Veterans Affairs in New Jersey, a partnership with Planetree—a
nonprofit dedicated to helping health-care providers deliver patient-centered care—starts
with interviewing incoming patients about their sleep habits and giving them a “sleep menu,”
which lists a selection of sleep tools (eye masks, earplugs, white-noise machines,
aromatherapy, and heated blankets) to choose from. These small, cost-effective changes can
significantly improve patient sleep and health. As Orfeu Buxton, a professor of biobehavioral
health at Penn State, put it, “Sleep is such a powerful source of resilience….We need to begin
grouping sleep with all the other things we do to make patients better.”
The improvements in the hospital system have extended to doctors themselves. In May
2015 a patient at a hospital in Mexico took a picture of a doctor sleeping at her desk during
the overnight shift and posted it on a blog. The picture went viral, and doctors around the
world jumped on the bandwagon, snapping photos of one another sleeping while at work with
the hashtag #YoTambienMeDormi (“I’ve also fallen asleep”), promoting awareness of the
profession’s challenging schedules.

AWAKE AT THE WHEEL
Given that, as we learned in the Crisis chapter, 60 percent of adults in the United States
admit to driving while drowsy, the American Academy of Sleep Medicine launched “Awake at
the Wheel,” a campaign to promote education among drivers about the importance of sleep.
And in the United Kingdom, drivers pass by signs on the highways reading “Tiredness Can
Kill, Take a Break.” Researchers at Clemson University in South Carolina are exploring using
GPS technology to detect car deviations associated with drowsy driving. And similar
technology is already making its way onto our roads. The Ford Fusion sounds an alarm if it
detects the car going out of its lane, and Mercedes’ “Attention Assist” tracks the driver’s
technique at the start of the trip and compares it to driving behavior later. If there is
substantial deviation, it will indicate that the driver needs a rest. As Dr. Nathaniel Watson,
the president of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine, said, “Drowsy driving is deadly,
but it’s also completely avoidable.”

BEYOND “DO NOT DISTURB”: HOTELS AND THE SLEEP REVOLUTION
If you really want to see what a society values, look to the marketplace. So for the clearest

evidence of the sleep revolution, there may be no better example than the intensifying
competition among hotels to see which hotel brand can deliver the best sleep experience. It
wasn’t always this way. With the rise of hotels catering to business travelers in the last
several decades, the strategic play was to try to outdo the competition with luxury amenities
—the fitness center, the business center, the Wi-Fi, the robes, the concierges. Or it was all
about fostering a booming social scene with a hopping bar and a high-end, famous-chef
restaurant.
All that’s great, but there’s a reason we measure hotel stays by the night—what most guests
actually want is a good night’s sleep. We can find a gym or a great meal someplace else; what
we can’t get outside the hotel when traveling is sleep. According to John Timmerman, the
chief scientist for customer experience and innovation at Gallup, a comfortable bed is one of
the most sought-after features in hotels at every level. “Given that almost one out of three
guests is willing to pay a premium for an enhanced bed experience,” he says, “hotel brands
should first evaluate if they are consistently delivering a comfortable bed experience before
upgrading far less critical product attributes like a new guestroom clock-radio or bathroom
amenity.”
Hotels are finally getting the message, with the industry focusing its attention on the new
holy grail: sleep. Options for sleep-obsessed travelers now go well beyond the classic request
to be on a high floor and away from the elevators.
One of the most innovative establishments on the sleep front is the Benjamin Hotel in New
York City. The Benjamin has a sleep concierge and has brought in Cornell University sleep
researcher Rebecca Robbins to give the hotel’s staff seminars on how to provide guests with
the best sleep possible. “We’re in the business of sleep,” Robbins says. And for an additional
fee, she offers personal sleep consultations.
The array of sleep-inducing amenities includes the choice of several pillows, ranging from
one that plays lullaby music and one for pregnant guests to one for the back sleeper and one
for the side sleeper; the complementary Winks’ Kidzzz Club children can join, which gives
them a pillow and a bathrobe, bedtime books, and a sleep certificate at checkout; and the
work-down call, which is my favorite feature. This is sort of the opposite of a wake-up call—
the front desk rings you to tell you that if you’re going to make your bedtime on time, you
need to start wrapping things up. And then they even offer tips for how to wind down.
After all, there are few appointments throughout the day that are as important as bedtime.
(And if the word “bedtime” sounds childish or embarrassing, feel free not to use it, but
remember, there’s nothing childish or embarrassing about being well rested.) Yet our
appointment with sleep is one we don’t seem to mind missing, day after day, night after
night. When we think of sleep as an actual appointment—a meeting of sorts, with ourselves—
we’re much more likely to grant it the time it deserves. Given that we now set alarms on our
smartphones and smartwatches for things of much less importance, the work-down call is a
great idea to adopt.

I opened the bed fastidiously, lay into the middle of it, closed it up again carefully and
let out a sigh of happiness and rest. I felt as if all my weariness and perplexities of the

day had descended on me pleasurably like a great heavy quilt which would keep me
warm and sleepy. My knees opened up like rosebuds in rich sunlight, pushing my shins
two inches further to the bottom of the bed. Every joint became loose and foolish and
devoid of true utility.
—FLANN O’BRIEN, The Third Policeman

Other hotels, including the Four Seasons, the InterContinental, and the Marriott, have
embraced sleep as well, and I’ve provided a longer list in Appendix C. Of course, we still have
a long way to go—most of the special features and offerings are available only at higher-end
hotels and spas, while the need for sleep is universal. So I look forward to the day when
features that promote a good night’s sleep for travelers at all levels are as standard as
television and air-conditioning.

13.

THE SPORTS WORLD’S ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE
ENHANCER

As the definition of fitness has expanded beyond how much you can lift, how fast you can
run, or how far you can go, the modern gym has come to be about more than just exercise.
Trainers today know that recovery is a critical element of successful training, allowing you to
come back stronger. And recovery is about more than cooling down after stepping off the
treadmill—it is, in a very big way, about sleep.
Equinox is working with researchers at UCLA to explore how sleep and fitness are
connected. “The Equinox core philosophy,” Liz Miersch, editor-in-chief of Q by Equinox, told
me, “is that training alone is not enough. The best results are driven through a combination
of proper movement, nutrition and regeneration—the key component of which is adequate
sleep.”
And when I visited SoulCycle, a fitness center famous for its intense spin classes, I was
amazed by how committed the instructors were to sleep as part of a complete healthy routine.
“The body is super busy repairing muscle and tissues and replacing dead cells while we’re
sleeping, and for athletes that time is crucial,” said instructor Kym Perfetto. “The harder I
train, the more sleep I need.” Sue Molnar, another cycling instructor, constantly talks to her
riders about the importance of quality sleep. “It is everything,” she said. “We live in New York
City. We work hard, play hard, eat and drink hard, exercise hard. We need to have the
rejuvenation of a good night’s sleep.”
Joey Gonzalez, the CEO of Barry’s Bootcamp, agrees. “Eating well and working well are
incomplete without sleeping well,” he says. And this more complete definition of fitness is
spreading quickly.

REST, RESTORATION, RESULTS
Since sleep is often bundled with practices such as meditation and mindfulness, to many
people it still has the feeling of something vaguely new-agey and “alternative.” This
perception exists despite the fact that (as with the latest findings on meditation and
mindfulness) the data behind it is being supplied by the very non-new-agey, evidence-based,
peer-reviewed world of science. Perhaps those who equate sleep with laziness or lack of
dedication can be convinced of the benefits of sleep by looking at what’s going on in a world

that is the ultimate in pragmatism, where performance and winning are everything: sports.
To professional athletes, sleep is not about spirituality, work-life balance, or even health and
well-being; it’s all about performance. It’s about what works, about using every available tool
to increase the chances of winning.
And by looking at these results, we can see exactly what works and what doesn’t. So when it
comes to new performance tools involving sleep, the sports world is like a massive lab
experiment, one with a huge and ever-expanding data set from which to draw conclusions.
Those at the leading edge of the sports world have concluded that sleep is the ultimate
performance-enhancing drug—one that comes with only positive side effects. And much of
this is, of course, about recovery. “Just as athletes need more calories than most people when
they’re in training, they need more sleep, too,” said sports medicine specialist Dr. David
Geier. “You’re pushing your body in practice, so you need more time to recover.” The power
of sleep in the animal kingdom is exemplified by the cheetah. It’s the fastest land animal on
earth—able to accelerate from zero to sixty miles per hour in just three seconds—and yet it
also spends up to eighteen hours a day sleeping.
The sports and fitness worlds were slow to recognize the benefits of sleep. For those whose
performance is all about movement, activity, and alertness, the idea that there could be an
advantage to be gained in increasing the time spent being inactive was not obvious. That’s
why, until pretty recently, sleep was considered lost time—time that couldn’t be spent
training and practicing.
For college and professional football coaches—alpha males in a macho sport—sleep
deprivation has long been a way of life. In his book, Do You Love Football?!: Winning with
Heart, Passion, and Not Much Sleep, Jon Gruden, the youngest head coach in the NFL to win
a Super Bowl at the time, attributes his achievements to sleeping only four hours per night.
He boasts that he is “actually one of the older coaches in football history” if you “factor in the
alert, non-sleep hours.” Coach George Allen of the Washington Redskins was among the first
NFL coaches to sleep night after night in his office. He put in a sixteen-hour coaching
workday and once said, “Leisure time is the five or six hours when you sleep at night.”
What these coaches didn’t realize was that they were selling themselves short: they were
most likely winning in spite of, rather than because of, not sleeping. Fortunately, more and
more coaches, athletes, and trainers today recognize that sleep is an essential part of the
winning combination. You can be as tough as nails and practice twelve hours a day, but if you
disregard sleep, you’ll dilute the effectiveness of all that practice. And what they’re finding on
the field and on the court is being backed up by what’s going on in the labs.

THE COMPETITIVE EDGE
Cheri Mah, of the Stanford Sleep Disorders Clinic and Research Laboratory, is one of the
foremost researchers exploring the connection between sports and sleep. In 2002, Mah was
leading a study about the effects of sleep on cognitive performance. Some of the participants,
who were put on a sleep schedule designed to compensate for sleep debt, also happened to be
on the Stanford swimming team. And their results went past cognitive performance. “Several

collegiate swimmers walked into the lab with wide grins,” Mah told me, “having set multiple
personal records.”
As a result, Mah’s focus began to shift. The negative consequences of sleep deprivation, she
told me, had been well researched. But she became intrigued by the opposite question
—“investigating the potential benefits of getting extra sleep, and whether improving sleep
patterns can positively impact functioning and enhance performance.”
She began running studies and found that “multiple weeks of sleep extension significantly
reduces athletes’ accumulated sleep debt and results in faster reaction time, decreased fatigue
levels as well as improved athletic performance measures.”
One of her most widely cited studies was published in 2011. Mah had eleven members of
the Stanford basketball team wear sleep sensors for two weeks. She recorded their normal
sleep patterns—they averaged just more than six and a half hours each night—along with
statistics on sprints, free throws, and three-point shots. Then, for five to seven weeks, she had
them aim for a minimum of ten hours in bed each night, spending as much of the time as
possible asleep (“sleep extension,” as it’s called). The players’ sleep average went up to eight
and a half hours, and the increases in performance were dramatic. Sprint times were .7
seconds faster, free-throw shooting went up by 9 percent, and three-point shooting increased
by 9.2 percent. That’s an amazing difference for such elite athletes—and all achieved just by
sleeping more. Ask any athletes you know if they’re interested in shaving nearly a second off
their sprint time or increasing their performance in any category by nearly 10 percent, and
you’ll have their attention. The study also had participants report their mood, which
improved significantly as well.
Mah conducted another study to test the effects of sleep extension on Stanford football
players. She found that average times for a twenty-yard shuttle sprint went from 4.71 seconds
to 4.61 seconds, and average 40-yard-dash times went from 4.99 to 4.89 seconds. The players’
level of daytime grogginess went down, and their vigor went up. “Some sports teams are
beginning to realize there are untapped benefits in improving their athletes’ sleep,” Mah told
me. “Applying findings from sleep research can provide a competitive edge.”
Chris Winter says he became interested in the topic as a way of getting ordinary people to
take sleep more seriously. “I thought if I can get a pro athlete to really value sleep, his or her
fans might do the same,” he told me. It certainly worked on the athletes. “Players learn that
the hours spent in the bedroom lay the foundation for their physical improvement and
nutritional goals,” he said.
He’s been so successful at showing the connections between performance and sleep that
he’s now a sought-after consultant for many college and professional teams. In fact, that’s
one of the reasons he doesn’t publish some of his research. “Teams view what I do as a way to
gain an advantage and do not want to give that advantage away,” he explained.

DON’T TAKE IT FROM ME: TOP ATHLETES ON WHY THEY PRIORITIZE SLEEP
One of the teams leading the way in capitalizing on that advantage is the Seattle Seahawks,
who won the Super Bowl in 2013 and came within two yards of repeating their victory in

2014. Head coach Pete Carroll is known as much for his innovation off the field as on it.
“When it comes to the precision and science of sleep for optimal performance,” Carroll told
me, “we’ve been fortunate to work with experts to help guide us on both the physical and
mental strategies to enhance our recovery process.”
Two of the experts leading his science team are Sam Ramsden, the team’s director of player
health and performance, and Michael Gervais, the director of high-performance psychology at
the DISC Sports & Spine Center. Together, they educate both players and coaches on the
importance of sleep. “Fatigue and performance are intimately linked,” they told me, “and
sleep is one of the important variables to get right to help athletes sustain high effort and
enthusiasm for the long haul.”
This isn’t news to the New England Patriots’ quarterback Tom Brady, who managed to beat
the Seahawks in the last Super Bowl—and win the MVP title. Brady goes to bed at 8:30 p.m.
and is still managing to play at the highest level even as he approaches forty. “The decisions
that I make always center around performance enhancement,” he says. “I want to be the best
I can be every day.”
The Chicago Bears are employing a similar strategy. Their sport-science coordinator,
Jennifer Gibson, teaches players how to develop good sleep habits and proper napping
techniques as a way to maximize performance, and provides them with memory-foam
mattresses during training camp. Pro Bowl guard Kyle Long has become an enthusiastic sleep
advocate. “Getting that eight, nine hours is just as important as weightlifting and studying
your playbook,” he says. “I can know all the plays like the back of my hand. I can lift all the
weights in the world. But if I get five, six hours of sleep, I’m going to have that doubt in my
head and that sluggish nature, and you can’t have that when you’re trying to block these elite
guys. I’d absolutely say sleep is a weapon.”
As former NBA All-Star Grant Hill put it, “People talk about diet and exercise,” but “sleep is
just as important.” Four-time NBA MVP LeBron James swears by twelve hours a day when
practicing. And two-time NBA MVP Steve Nash believes that “napping every game day,
whether you feel like it or not, not only has a positive effect on your performance that night
but also a cumulative effect on your body throughout the season.” Professional triathlete
Jarrod Shoemaker describes sleep as “half my training,” while Usain Bolt, the world’s fastest
man, explains, “Sleep is extremely important to me—I need to rest and recover in order for
the training I do to be absorbed by my body.” Volleyball player Kerri Walsh Jennings, a threetime Olympic gold-medal winner, admits that sleep “could be the hardest thing to accomplish
on my to-do list, but it always makes a difference.” And tennis great Roger Federer trumps
them all. “If I don’t sleep eleven to twelve hours a day, it’s not right,” he says. “If I don’t have
that amount of sleep, I hurt myself.” Before Wimbledon in 2015, he even rented two houses:
one for his family to sleep in and one for him (and his training team), so the family activities
wouldn’t wake him.
This recognition of sleep’s impact on performance is now a worldwide phenomenon. In the
United Kingdom, the Southampton soccer club has its own sleep app, which players use each
morning to log the previous night’s sleep. If a player’s sleep-quality level drops, team officials
will intervene. The Manchester City soccer club has a new £200 million training center that
includes eighty bedrooms. The team sleeps in the training center the night before home
matches—a recognition by the coaching staff that sleep isn’t just for training but an integral

part of game-day preparation.
Nick Littlehales, a sleep coach for Manchester United as well as other top soccer clubs,
rugby teams, and the UK cycling team, will often go to a venue ahead of the players to make
changes to their hotel rooms. “I have been preparing with various teams for the 2016 Rio
games,” he told me, “and a key part of that is ensuring the hotels being used in the run-up to
the games are ticking all of our recovery boxes.”
At the college level, making the sleep/performance link is even more important, since the
athletes are younger and even more likely to be in the “I’ll sleep when I’m dead” phase of life.
A 2015 Wall Street Journal headline read, “College Football Wakes Up to a New Statistic:
Sleep.” Pat Fitzgerald, the head football coach for Northwestern University, noticed in 2012
that many of his players seemed especially tired during afternoon games. It turns out the
reason was that the games occurred right when his players were used to taking afternoon
naps. So he started a policy of mandatory game-day naps. That year the team won ten games,
for only the third time in the history of Northwestern football. “At first, we didn’t really know
much about sleep and we were just curious,” then–defensive end Tyler Scott said. “But we
really embraced it, and after a while, we got really competitive about sleep efficiency. We
started checking our data every day.”
Other teams are taking note. At their 2015 training camp, University of Tennessee football
coach Butch Jones introduced his team to a new part of their practice routine—sleep trackers
and sleep coaches. The team worked with Rise Science, which helps athletes improve
performance through sleep. They paired each athlete with a sleep coach and monitored
everything—from the amount of time players sleep to how long it takes them to fall asleep to
the quality of their sleep—with the results sent directly to a smartphone app. The players also
wear orange-tinted glasses an hour before they go to bed to help eliminate the blue light from
screens that can disrupt sleep. “It was very powerful to see the cultural shift at the
University,” said cofounder Leon Sasson. “It went from who can sleep less and still do well at
practice to it being cool if you show up to practices with nine-plus hours of sleep under your
belts.”
At the University of Pittsburgh, coach Pat Narduzzi makes sure his players get enough
sleep by coming into their dorms and tucking them in at night himself! “We’ve got lights out
at 10:30 and bed check at 10:45 every night, so we’re trying to get them down early….We can’t
close their eyes at night for them, but you can see it on the field that I think our kids are
getting better rest.”

PEAK PERFORMANCE, IN EVERY TIME ZONE
The link between sleep and performance isn’t just about getting enough sleep in the days or
weeks before a game. It is also about the connection between game time and players’ body
clocks. Fans tend to think of home-field advantage as mostly about the cheering crowds and
familiar surroundings. But a bigger advantage might be that the away team’s body clocks are
often out of whack. No matter how well a team manages its sleep at home, travel can
undercut that performance advantage.

This is one of the focal points of Chris Winter’s work. The conventional thinking in sleep
medicine is that it takes about twenty-four hours to normalize your body clock for each time
zone you cross. To test that, Winter and his colleagues retroactively analyzed every Major
League Baseball game over a ten-season period (more than twenty-four thousand games),
assigning each team a measure of how jet-lagged they should be, and then used that data to
predict, as the study put it, the “magnitude and direction of circadian advantage.” In short, as
Winter told me, “Basically, we proved what hardcore gamblers have probably known for
years…travel impairs performance!”
A study from Vanderbilt University backs this up. Researchers studied thirty Major League
Baseball teams over the course of the season. From April to September, “plate discipline”—a
batter’s ability to judge which pitches are worth swinging at—declined. For the baseball
illiterate, like myself, let me offer a translation: the more tired the players were, the more
likely they were to swing at bad pitches. “This decline is tied to fatigue that develops over the
course of the season due to a combination of frequency of travel and paucity of days off,”
concluded lead author Dr. Scott Kutscher. So it’s a kind of cumulative jet lag. But as Kutscher
says, “A team that recognizes this trend and takes steps to slow or reverse it by enacting
fatigue-mitigating strategies…can gain a large competitive advantage.”
Winter has been working with the San Francisco Giants and their head athletic trainer,
Dave Groeschner, since 2009. Together, they work to adjust the team’s travel schedule to
minimize sleep disruption. Sometimes this means having the team spend another night in
the hotel after the game, instead of jetting back home right away and arriving in the early
hours of the morning. “What we’re trying to do is create a situation where their brain is being
tricked into thinking that whatever time the game is happening, it’s 4 o’clock in the
afternoon,” Winter said. “That’s when those athletes are at their best.” Peak physical
performance and the lowest risk of injury usually occur between 3 p.m. and 6 p.m., according
to Michael Smolensky, a leading chronobiologist. (By the way, that’s my favorite title among
the sleep researchers I’ve met. But there’s still some fertile ground to be plowed. How about
dozologist? Somnusist? A superhero named Siestor who puts people into REM sleep? Maybe
for an action-movie franchise?) Since Winter started consulting for the Giants, they’ve won
three World Series—2010, 2012, and 2014.
The Seattle Mariners baseball team has brought hightech solutions to the travel problem.
The team has a clear geographical disadvantage. In 2013, the Mariners flew more than 52,000
miles for their away games, while the centrally based Chicago White Sox flew less than half
that—only 23,000 miles. In 2014, the Mariners began wearing sleep-monitoring devices,
Readibands, produced by a local company called Fatigue Science. The Readibands monitor
the players’ sleep rhythms, and the data are then combined with their sports statistics, all of
which is then factored into team decisions on scheduling.
A 2015 study by researchers from the University of Birmingham in the United Kingdom
explored the connection between the natural rhythms of athletes’ body clocks, their relative
performance, and the time of day of a competition. Participants were grouped according to
their body clocks, into larks (morning people), owls (late-night people), and those in the
middle. When tested at the worst times for them (i.e., for an owl, during the morning), there
was a 26 percent decrease in performance. “If you’re an early type in a competition in the
evening,” said lead author Roland Brandstaetter, “then you’re impaired, so you could adjust

sleeping times to the competition.” Using these findings, Brandstaetter now does what he
calls “circadian coaching” for athletes.
For athletes, sleep isn’t just about performance but also about staying in the sport over the
long haul. Major League Baseball players who were fatigued were almost twice as likely to
leave the sport early than their more rested teammates. “For players who want to have long,
lucrative careers,”
Winter told me, “ignoring healthy sleep is not the way to go about it!”

LEARNING FROM THE PROS: CREATING A WINNING SLEEP ROUTINE
For elite athletes, the consequences of sleep deprivation become very obvious very quickly—
they’re literally tallied up on a scoreboard. Imagine for a moment if we all had this as an
incentive. Or, worse, if sports announcers were broadcasting play-by-play color commentary
on our every move:
“Well, Bob, Arianna is here at work, but she seems to be moving very slowly. She’s operating on only five hours of
sleep.”
“And she’s opened her first email. The workday has officially begun.”
“But look, Bob, she’s already distracted—before even reading one email she’s switched over to a funny cat video.”
“And what’s this? She’s already reaching for her second coffee.”
“Bob, it’s astonishing. It’ll be a miracle if she can get through the morning, much less the day. But let me tell you, this
crowd is ready to see what she’s got.”
“She’s flagging, Don. She’s really got to be kicking herself right now for not getting enough sleep last night.”
“Clearly, she didn’t bring her A-game, Bob. Y ou have to wonder if ownership will be looking to make a change here.”
“Unbelievable!”

Thankfully, we don’t all live in the sports-world fishbowl and can course-correct without
pundits weighing in. But athletes also face the same challenges we all face. During the 2014–
15 NBA season, Jason Smith played with the New York Knicks, having just been acquired
from the New Orleans Pelicans. He was eager to prove himself, but as the season began, his
wife, Kristy, gave birth to their first child, Ella Rose. He described their new daughter as a
blessing, but he soon found out that newborns don’t exactly respect the demands of a
grueling NBA schedule. “The first couple of weeks it was a lot of sleep deprivation, for sure,”
Smith said. He was getting five or six hours a night, often in two-hour chunks or less. At
practice the next morning, he’d stagger in, “eyes glazed, just tired as can be.”
Not surprisingly, his job performance suffered. He had shot 46.5 percent and averaged 9.7
points a game for New Orleans the previous season. But in the sleep-deprived first half of the
season with the Knicks, he shot just 42 percent and scored an average of 7 points per game
(while also playing fewer minutes). “Sleep deprivation…is one of the hardest things to go
through when you’re trying to perform at your highest level,” he said.
By mid-January, Ella Rose had mercifully begun sleeping longer at night. And as her sleep
time increased, so did her dad’s shooting average, which rose to 11 points per game, while his
assists per game jumped from 1.1 to 3.8. There are no doubt many lessons still to come from
Ella Rose, but she’s certainly taught her dad the value of sleep.

POSTING YOUR OWN BEST SLEEP STATS
The Golden State Warriors’ Andre Iguodala also makes sleep a priority. But it wasn’t always
that way. Iguodala’s old sleep routine didn’t leave much room for actual sleep: he’d stay up
late watching TV and then wake early to hit the gym. On game days he’d try to make up for it
with three- or four-hour naps, but the sleep debt could not be repaid.
The pattern went on for years until, just before he turned thirty, Iguodala told Keke Lyles,
Golden State’s director of performance, that he needed to see a sleep therapist. And so his
sleep journey began: he moved his devices out of the bedroom, set his thermostat to a cool,
sleep-friendly temperature, and started wearing a Jawbone UP to track his sleep. During the
season, he begins winding down at 11:15 p.m. He stretches, does deep breathing, reads for a
few minutes, and is asleep by midnight. And he wakes up recharged. As he put it, “Sleep good,
feel good, play good.”
When Iguodala adjusted to a consistent eight hours of sleep a night, his points per minute
went up 29 percent, his free-throw percentage increased by 8.9 percent, his three-point-shot
percentage more than doubled, his turnovers decreased 37 percent per game, and his fouls
dropped by an astounding 45 percent. He was named the 2015 Finals MVP, and he
Instagrammed a picture of himself holding the MVP award—credit where credit is due—while
sleeping!
For my Thrive e-course on Oprah.com, I invited basketball great Kobe Bryant of the Los
Angeles Lakers to be my unlikely guest teacher on sleep. “I’ve grown,” Bryant said. “I used to
get by on three or four hours a night. I have a hard time shutting off my brain. But I’ve
evolved. I’m up to six to eight hours now.” His bedtime routine these days is a hot shower,
and after that he turns the phone off. “You know the other major thing about sleep?” he says.
“It gives me more energy to spend time with my family and have fun with my kids. As I got
more rest, I could work and come home—and become the human jungle gym again.”
Sleep is clearly the next innovation frontier in sports. And that’s a good thing, because
sports exert a powerful hold on American culture. Athletes speak to something aspirational in
us. So the behaviors they exemplify—how they take care of their bodies, how they recharge,
and how they go about performing at their best—matter. If future versions of ad campaigns
telling us to “Be like Mike” were to send a message on the vital importance of getting enough
sleep, it could help teach the next generation that health and fitness are impossible without
that firm foundation. Imagine if NBA stars didn’t just have a signature pair of sneakers but a
signature pillow or alarm clock or eye mask!
Perhaps a star athlete will soon become the public face of this new revolution. Until then,
sleep is the not-so-secret all-natural recipe for those seeking a performance edge. And it
makes just as big a difference for us as for the pros.

14.

PUTTING TECHNOLOGY IN ITS PLACE (NOT ON
YOUR NIGHTSTAND)

The ubiquity of technology and its addictive nature have made it much harder for us to
disconnect and go to sleep, but the news about technology and sleep is far from all bad. As
technology has spread into nearly every corner of our lives, it’s also begun to turn inward,
expanding its reach beyond helping us connect with the world to helping us connect with
ourselves. That’s the new frontier of tech—not outward but inward.
At tech conferences throughout the world, the big chatter now is all about wearable
technology and the “Internet of Things.” The global wearables market is predicted to grow 35
percent a year between 2015 and 2019, with 148 million devices expected to be shipped in
2019. One in five Americans already owns some kind of wearable device. A big percentage of
these are fitness trackers, which have been growing in popularity by the day, especially with
the introduction of smartwatches. As technology has expanded what we can learn about our
fitness, so, too, has our notion of fitness. And for the first time, sleep is a part of that.
We’re never going to banish technology from our lives. Nor would we want to. But what we
can do is get the best out of technology—and there is now plenty of it out there that promises
to improve our sleep. The range of options is wide—from apps designed to help us sleep, to a
universe of sleep-centric hardware like noise-blocking headphones, smart earplugs and
lightbulbs that mimic the natural light of sunset and sunrise. Crowdfunding sites such as
Kickstarter and Indiegogo have been a major boon to sleep entrepreneurs, with new products
routinely shattering fund-raising goals. Meanwhile, entire industries—such as the mattress
and bedding industries—are being disrupted, with nimble start-ups hammering the old guard.
My personal sleep revolution, which started nine years ago, did not involve any sleeptracking devices, so I’m living proof you can make changes and get the sleep you need
without them. But here are some to try out. In fact, another start-up, Lumoid, can send you
five to try for a nominal fee.
Technology has given us an unprecedented ability to learn more about ourselves, and there
is a widespread hunger to track how we sleep. According to a 2015 study by Sleep Number, 43
percent of respondents said they had tracked their workouts and 41 percent had tracked their
diet. Only 16 percent had tracked their sleep, but look for that number to rise, since 58
percent wished they knew more about how to track and get better sleep.
James Proud is the founder and CEO of Hello, a data-science and engineering company
that recently rolled out a product called Sense. It’s a nonwearable sleep tracker that sits by

your bedside, promising to track not only your sleep but how light, sound, temperature, air
quality, and humidity affect the quality of your sleep. “This gives us a more complete
understanding of how to improve things,” Proud told me. The data come from a bedside orb
that monitors the room conditions, a small “sleep pill” that attaches to your pillow, and an
app for your phone. It also includes an alarm designed to gently wake you up during the
lightest phase of your sleep cycle. Another product that’s gotten a big response is Chrona,
created by Ultradia. It’s a memory-foam insert that you slip inside your pillowcase, where it
tracks your sleep based on the movements of your head and torso. Ultradia cofounder Ben
Bronsther says his goal is to build Chrona into a home polysomnography, or PSG, device,
which can act as a full-fledged home sleep lab for users, with no uncomfortable wires and no
overnight stays in a lab required.
Some of the bigger names in the electronics and wearables industry are also adding sleep to
their product lineups. The Samsung Gear S, an Android smartwatch, includes sleep tracking
in its fitness app. Jawbone’s UP3 band tracks steps, meals, heart rate, and REM sleep, light
sleep, and deep sleep. And as Jawbone’s CEO, Hosain Rahman, told me, “The app’s Smart
Coach feeds you the insights, data, and guidance you need to actually change your behavior
and get a better night’s sleep.”
Fitbit, the largest maker of fitness-tracking wristbands, measures the time you spend in
bed into three categories: asleep, restless, and awake. The device also allows you to set sleep
goals and track your sleep history, and its Charge HR band measures your resting heart rate
while you sleep. “There’s a saying,” James Park, the cofounder and CEO of Fitbit, told me,
“that you can’t improve what you can’t measure. In addition to activity, we believe that
applies to sleep, too.”
In 2014, Withings, a French maker of smart products and devices, released its Aura sleep
system. It includes an eleven-inch bedside device that monitors light, sound, and temperature
levels—and emits sound and light to help users go to sleep and wake up. The second part of
the system is a sensor pad that is placed under the mattress, which tracks heart rate,
breathing patterns, and movements. It’s all part of a shift toward incorporating technology
into our beds and bedding, so while we’re sleeping, our beds will be working.
Artificial light, a problem exacerbated by technology, is now also being mitigated by
technology. We know how light can suppress the body’s production of melatonin, which
helps regulate our circadian rhythms. But now we’re finding out just how little light it takes
to do that. According to Harvard sleep researcher Steven Lockley, a light of just 8 lux—which
is less than most ordinary room lamps and only twice that of a night-light—is enough to
affect us. And it’s not just the level but the kind of light that matters. Research has shown
that blue light—the kind we are bathing in as we look at our electronic screens and which is
also emitted by fluorescent and LED bulbs—has an especially disruptive effect on our
melatonin levels and our body’s circadian rhythm.
The ideal solution, once again, is to put our screens away. But if we don’t, there are some
technological hacks available. The software application f.lux, for example, can automatically
adjust the light composition of our devices throughout the day. “During the day, computer
screens look good—they’re designed to look like the sun,” f.lux’s cocreators, Michael and
Lorna Herf, write. “But, at 9pm, 10pm, or 3am, you probably shouldn’t be looking at the sun.”
So during the day you’ll get that sunlight-like brightness. As day turns to evening, your

screen’s light will turn warmer, with less blue light. In August 2015, f.lux introduced a new
feature, the backward alarm clock. As Michael Herf told me, “It sends a little notification
every half hour from nine hours before your wake time, just so you’re more aware of the
time.” Sort of like an electronic sleep minder, cajoling you to go to bed. Maybe next they can
add an electronic shock. Some of us (including me) sometimes need an enforcement
mechanism.
There’s also tech help on the way for parents—since, as all parents know, if the baby isn’t
sleeping, neither are you. Of course, parents have been using technology to lull babies to
sleep for decades: loud fans, washing machines, dishwashers, even hair dryers and the
nuclear option, strapping the baby into the car and going for an aimless drive. But there are
now a lot of new options, from data-tracking monitors to customizable white-noise machines.
If you want to play a guided meditation or soft music to help lull you to sleep, load them up
on an iPod (there are really inexpensive versions on the market), so you avoid the
temptations of having all your data and social media distractions at your fingertips if you
wake up in the middle of the night. And for those of you who are going to ignore my advice
(I’m a realist) and keep your smartphone by your bed—even though, remember, it’s
Kryptonite!—I’ve included a list of a few apps in Appendix B that can improve your sleep. Use
responsibly and remember that there is no magic app for cramming eight hours of sleep into
four.
Technology that can help us live healthier lives is good, but there are no shortcuts to sleep.
The best technology in the world isn’t going to help us avoid the myriad negative effects of
sleep deprivation if we don’t prioritize sleep in our lives.

MY SLEEP WISH LIST
It’s not enough to simply know that sleep has the potential to transform our lives. All that
knowledge has to be put into action. The early stages of the sleep revolution we’re in have
brought us a large array of things to help us do just that. But there’s always room for more.
So here are a few items on my wish list. Some are serious, some are whimsical, some are
personal, some involve public policy, some are utopian, and some are completely within our
reach.
The saying “I’ll sleep when I’m dead” is unceremoniously tossed into the dustbin of
history.
The day arrives when nap mats are as plentiful as the yoga mats we see poking out of
people’s bags as they go to and from work.
People are listing their healthy sleep habits as an item on their résumés and LinkedIn
pages.
A congressional sleep committee is formed to set the agenda for sleep as the publichealth issue that the CDC says it is.

Our elected leaders lead on sleep by example, starting with political candidates—at all
levels—making sleep health a part of their platform.
Political candidates begin using their opponents’ macho lack-of-sleep braggadocio in
political ads.
A public-awareness campaign for drowsy driving comparable to the one against drunk
driving is launched.
Education about the dangers of drowsy driving is added to the warnings against drunk
driving in driver’s education classes.
A test for drowsiness is developed—similar to the Breathalyzer—so that drowsy driving
can be measured and regulated.
A wearable fitness tracker comes on the market that alerts us when we’re too tired to
drive and then automatically summons an Uber for us.
Health insurers offer discounts in premiums for healthy sleep habits.
Congress passes stricter laws to better enforce regulations so that long-haul truckers can
get adequate sleep.
Sleeping pill TV commercials become a thing of the past. No more beautiful, happy
people leading perfect lives while a narrator reads a terrifying list of side effects.
Widespread school reform is enacted, moving school start times later so that children
and adolescents can get enough sleep.
A device is created that allows us to record, and play back, our dreams.
And finally, an app is launched that turns our smartphone into a dumbphone from the
time we start preparing for sleep to the time we wake up—with no power to override it!

EPILOGUE

So here we are in the early years of the twenty-first century, with ever-greater awareness
about both the crisis of sleep deprivation and the central importance of sleep in our lives. We
have more and more doctors, coaches, wellness experts, and performance gurus offering us
solutions—many of them sound and scientifically proven. We also have a growing number of
leaders in every field realizing that well-rested employees are better employees. In sports, in
schools, in medicine, and in the workplace, sleep is finally beginning to claw its way back to
the place of respect and reverence it deserves.
But if we’re going to truly restore sleep to its proper role in our lives, we have to look
beyond all the tools and techniques, the lavender pouches, the blackout shades, the space-age
mattresses, the rules about caffeine and screens. At the end of the day (literally), being able
to do something as natural as going to sleep shouldn’t require chronically medicating
ourselves or putting ourselves on a nightly war footing against all the screens, foods, and
activities that stand between us and a good night’s sleep. Rather, it starts with something as
simple as it is profound: asking ourselves what kind of life we want to lead, what we value,
what gives our lives meaning.
Of course, no two people’s answers to these questions will be exactly alike. But there is one
thing we all have in common: how easy it is to put off that conversation with ourselves by
getting caught up in our daily routines and pursuits, in accepting society’s idea of success and
chasing things we may later realize we don’t even value. When we shrink our whole reality
down to our pending projects, when our life becomes our endless to-do list, it’s difficult to
put them aside each night and let ourselves fall asleep and connect with something deeper.
In the centuries-old tradition of the Japanese tea ceremony, it was customary for samurai,
before entering the tearoom, to remove their swords and leave them outside. It was a
symbolic way of leaving the conflicts, tensions, and struggles of their daily lives outside the
sacred space. In fact, the path (or roji) that led to the tearoom, often through a garden, was
designed to begin the gradual process of leaving the outside world behind and entering a
quieter, more contemplative state.
To be able to leave the outside world behind each night when we go to sleep (our swords
these days are mostly electronic and handheld), we need to first recognize that we are more
than our struggles and more than our victories and failures. We are not defined by our jobs
and our titles, and we are vastly more than our résumés. By helping us keep the world in
perspective, sleep gives us a chance to refocus on the essence of who we are. And in that place
of connection, it is easier for the fears and concerns of the world to drop away.
For many of us, thinking this way is a big change. It certainly has been for me. After all, we

live in a world that celebrates getting things done above all else. So who are we when we are
not getting things done? If we stop emailing or texting or planning or doing, will we cease to
exist? (It’s not hard to imagine a modern-day Descartes declaring, “I tweet, therefore I am.”)
To be sure, we can strive to get more sleep without asking these existential questions. But
making the most of the third of our lives that we should be spending asleep and reaping all
the benefits sleep offers in terms of our health, our clarity of thinking, our decision making,
and our engagement in our lives requires reflecting on what matters most to us and then
reprioritizing our days—and our nights—accordingly.
I love that we’re living in a time when people seem open once again to the power of sleep
on our waking lives. We’re emerging from the Dark Ages of Sleep into a Sleep Renaissance.
This renaissance is defined by an unparalleled sense of possibility, rooted in science but also
in the knowledge that sleep is much more than just a critical building block of our daily lives
—a tool to help us be better at work, give a better presentation, come up with more ideas in a
meeting, score more goals, or put more points on the board. It will undoubtedly help us do all
these things, and if that’s your entry point to take sleep more seriously, embrace it. There’s
no wrong reason for rediscovering sleep and its benefits—it’s not like high school math,
where a teacher is going to check your work to see how you arrived at the right answer. But
getting more sleep, for whatever reasons, will also likely help us realize that there is more to
life than work and productivity. So yes, come for the job-enhancing benefits, stay for the lifeenhancing opportunities. Because sleep is the easiest daily way to shift our focus from our
worldly problems to a higher reality. It involves a sometimes meandering journey to a
destination other than a corner office or a championship trophy.
But somewhere in the narrative of our long, tumultuous relationship with sleep, we’ve lost
track of the mystery. And I speak from experience. I’m often asked a question that goes
something like this: “Arianna, it’s great that you get all this sleep now, but would you have
had the same career if you had done this earlier in your life?” And my answer isn’t just a
categorical yes—I also believe that not only would I have achieved whatever I’ve achieved, but
I would have done it with more joy, more aliveness, and less of a cost to my health and my
relationships.
Technology promises us greater control, choice, and convenience in every aspect of our
lives—how we shop, whom we date, our friendships, our heart rates, our schedules. But it
also sells us the illusion that minutely mapping out and controlling our lives, even if it were
possible, is a worthwhile goal—which it’s not. Sleep offers just the opposite. While it makes
us better at things our culture celebrates—performing and doing—it also teaches us how to
trust and let go.
As our days become more and more consumed by doing, by distractions and urgency, sleep,
waiting for us every night, offers a surrender. Perhaps that’s one reason so many of us have
such difficulty falling asleep—because we can’t lay down our swords. We’re told again and
again that we must work harder, must never let our guard down, and we must always fight
on. And so we fight sleep, too. Or we stress out about our inability to control it and summon
it whenever we want, at the snap of our fingers—the way that we believe we can everything
else in our age of On Demand (“your Uber Sleep will arrive in five minutes”).
Even as science continues to unearth the seemingly endless secrets of sleep, its mystery
defiantly remains. And what a blessing that is. For what sleep and dreams offer us is

increasingly hard to come by in our waking lives—timelessness, renewal, the opportunity to
make connections that have eluded our conscious brains, freedom from our everyday cares
and concerns.
When we reclaim sleep, we reclaim what sleep has offered us throughout human history—a
gateway to the sacred and to life’s mystery.

APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
SLEEP-QUALITY QUESTIONNAIRE
This sleep-quality questionnaire—the Sleep Condition Indicator—was developed by Colin
Espie, professor of sleep medicine at the University of Oxford and a cofounder of the sleepeducation app Sleepio. Consider it a helpful, science-backed tool to start a conversation with
yourself, your family, and your friends, and a useful reference as you take steps to renew or
sustain your relationship with sleep.
To start, circle the most accurate response for each question. At the end, add up your points
to get your sleep assessment, along with tips for improvement.
Thinking about a typical night in the last month…
1. How long does it take you to fall asleep?
0–15 min.
4 POINTS
16–30 min.
3 POINTS
31–45 min.
2 POINTS
46–60 min.
1 POINT
>60 min.
0 POINTS
2. If you then wake up one or more times during the night, how long are you
awake in total? (Add up all the time you are awake.)
0–15 min.
4 POINTS
16–30 min.
3 POINTS
31–45 min.
2 POINTS
46–60 min.
1 POINT
>60 min.
0 POINTS
3. If your final wake-up time occurs before you intend to wake up, how much
earlier is this?
I don’t wake up too early/Up to 15 min. early 4 POINTS
16–30 min. early
3 POINTS
31–45 min. early
2 POINTS

46–60 min. early
>60 min. early

1 POINT
0 POINTS

4. How many nights a week do you have a problem with your sleep?
0–1
4 POINTS
2
3 POINTS
3
2 POINTS
4
1 POINT
5–7
0 POINTS
5. How would you rate your sleep quality?
Very good
4 POINTS
Good
3 POINTS
Average
2 POINTS
Poor
1 POINT
Very poor
0 POINTS
Thinking about the past month, to what extent has poor sleep…
6. affected your mood, energy, or relationships?
Not at all
4 POINTS
A little
3 POINTS
Somewhat
2 POINTS
Much
1 POINT
Very much
0 POINTS
7. affected your concentration, productivity, or ability to stay awake?
Not at all
4 POINTS
A little
3 POINTS
Somewhat
2 POINTS
Much
1 POINT
Very much
0 POINTS
8. troubled you in general?
Not at all
4 POINTS
A little
3 POINTS
Somewhat
2 POINTS
Much
1 POINT
Very much
0 POINTS
Finally…

9. How long have you had a problem with your sleep?
I don’t have a problem/<1
4 POINTS
month
1–2 months
3 POINTS
3–6 months
2 POINTS
7–12 months
1 POINT
1 year
0 POINTS
Now add up your total score and enter it here: _________
Use the following as a guide:
0–9

Your sleep problems seem to be severe. You should definitely try to get
some help.

10–
18

You have some sleep problems. It’s important to examine your sleep
habits and see how you can make changes.

19–
27

Your sleep is in good shape, but there are still many steps you can take
to make it even better.

28–
36

Your sleep is in great shape. Keep doing what you’re doing and spread
the word!

For more information, go to the Sleepio app or www.sleepio.com.

APPENDIX B
GUIDED MEDITATIONS TO HELP YOU FALL (AND STAY) ASLEEP
To help you disengage from the stresses of the day and prepare your mind and body for sleep,
here’s a list of recommended guided meditations—as well as some soothing music and other
relaxing audio guides.
First, here’s a meditation created for The Sleep Revolution. You can also hear my sister,
Agapi Stassinopoulos, reading it online at bit.ly/meditationforsleep (she sounds exactly like
me!).
Settle into a comfortable position. Take in a deep breath and then, very gently and naturally, exhale and let go. Now
take in another breath, and this time as you exhale, breathe away the day and any worries. Gently relax your jaw and
take in another breath, this time exhaling away any concerns, upsets, and irritations. Just breathe them away.
Now relax more deeply and begin to breathe normally, observing the rising and falling of your breath. If a thought
intrudes, just come back to your breath. Don’t follow the thought, don’t get caught up in the thought. Just return to
your breathing—not forcing the breathing, just allowing it. It’s as if you are being breathed. With each breath you take,
you find yourself getting more and more relaxed, any tension dissolving away.
Be aware of the sensations in your back, your arms, your shoulders, your legs—all of them relaxing more deeply into
the surface of your bed. No matter how relaxed you think you are, there is always a deeper place of relaxation.
As you continue to let go, you will find yourself relaxing more deeply with each inhale and exhale. In this state of
relaxation, you are aware that the room you are in is filled with light. It’s as if a pure white mist pervades it. This light
surrounds you and fills you, for your highest good. Feel the protection and the warmth of this mist around you and
observe it as it changes color.
Right now you see this white mist turn to a beautiful red, which brings you balance.
Now this red gently turns to a vibrant orange that fills you with an inner strength.
Take in another deep breath as it now turns a bright yellow. Surrounded by this yellow mist, you let go, relax, and
attune to your deeper self.
The mist now turns to a soft, natural, healing green. If any part of your body or your consciousness needs healing, let
that part absorb this soft green healing color.
Y ou find yourself relaxing even more deeply, smiling a very soft smile, for you know that all is well.
The green mist now turns to blue, signaling a spiritual attunement with your deeper self, the part of you that remains
loving, peaceful, and joyful no matter what’s going on. As this blue pervades the room and your consciousness, it
strengthens the sense that all is well and everything is in its right and proper place.
Remain aware of the rising and falling of your breath as the mist gently turns to a rich purple that pervades the
room, transmuting any negative thoughts and feelings. Be willing to release any disturbances into this purple and see
them replaced by unconditional love.
Now the mist becomes a pure white light, comforting and relaxing you. Y ou breathe in and out through your heart.
Y ou breathe in love, and you breathe out love. Continue to breathe this love in and out through your heart and feel this
energy of peace and calm arc from your heart center into the center of your head. As you breathe in love and breathe
out love, another arc begins to form from your heart into your belly, below your navel.
Y our heart, your mind, and your whole body are now in harmony. All you need to do is follow the rising and falling
of your breath, in and out, silently repeating the word “love” or “peace” or “joy”—whatever word works for you.
It’s as if you’ve become a finely tuned instrument, and the sound you’re playing is one of pure harmony. As you
continue to breathe in and out of your heart, you are aware of a deep centeredness, a peace and serenity that go from
your heart into infinity.
At this point there is only love, only harmony and peace. As you follow this love, harmony, and peace in and out of
your heart, you are ready to relax into a deep, restful sleep where you regenerate and renew yourself.

Here are twelve other meditations compiled by our HuffPost senior health and science
writer, Carolyn Gregoire. To avoid the temptations of having your smartphone by your bed, I
recommend putting these meditations on an iPod. But if you’re one of those strong enough to
resist the texting and social-media temptations of your phone, there are four meditation apps

at the end of the list.

1. Body-Scan Meditation from Mindfulness:
Finding Peace in a Frantic World by Dr. Mark Williams and Dr. Danny Penmar
Allow yourself to move into a state of relaxation with a fourteen-minute body-scan
meditation recommended for sleep.
This meditation guides you to gently focus on your breathing and then to redirect your
attention from your overcrowded mind by releasing lingering tensions from the day.
Available for free download at www.franticworld.com.

2. “Tuck Me In: Relaxing Yourself to Sleep”
by Martha Ringer
Martha Ringer, a productivity consultant, created this soothing eight-minute meditation to
recapture the feeling of comfort and safety we felt as children being tucked in to bed.
Available for $0.99 on Amazon.com, Google Play, and iTunes.

3. Deep Calm by Dr. Andrew Weil and Joshua Leeds
Deep Calm features psychoacoustically rearranged relaxing classical melodies from
composers including Schubert, Chopin, and Beethoven, selected by holistic-health expert Dr.
Andrew Weil and sound researcher Joshua Leeds. A change from nature noises and
synthesizer soundscapes, it helps calm the mind and prepares the body for sleep.
Available starting at $7.99 on Amazon.com, Google Play, iTunes, and Sounds True.

4. Delta Sleep System by Dr. Jeffrey Thompson
In two tranquil thirty-minute tracks, acoustics expert and composer Jeffrey Thompson will
help prepare your mind for sleep. Sounds of wind, flowing water, and chimes are layered on
tones designed to increase delta-brain-wave activity, which is associated with deep sleep.
Available starting at $7.99 on Amazon.com, Google Play, iTunes, and Sounds True.

5. “Dying Each Day” Meditation by John-Roger
Invoking the traditional biblical idea that we are born and die each day, spiritual teacher
John-Roger’s “Dying Each Day” meditation guides you in finding stillness at the end of the
day by letting go of your attachments. As you surrender your challenges and worries, you’ll
experience an expanded sense of peace and love—and deeper sleep.
Free download available from the Movement of Spiritual Inner Awareness online store.
Go to bit.ly/dyingeachdaymeditation and use promo code 4HUFF1.

6. “Body Balance” Meditation by John-Roger
In this meditation, John-Roger guides you to release any tensions, pains, or stuck energy
from the day through an exercise in progressive relaxation. Once your body is relaxed, you’ll
imagine yourself being transformed by a healing white light, which will help you drift off to
sleep.
Free download available from the Movement of Spiritual Inner Awareness online store.
Go to bit.ly/bodybalancemeditation and use promo code 4MS1A8.

7. The Zen Effect by Rolfe Kent
This album from the composer Rolfe Kent uses soothing sounds aimed at stilling the mind in
each twenty- to thirty-minute track.
Available starting at $5.49 on Amazon.com and iTunes.

8. Majesty by Aeoliah
This series of four ten-minute meditative tracks from Aeoliah is intended to lull you into a
deep sleep with tranquil synthesizer music and choral voices.
Available starting at $3.97 on Amazon.com, Google Play, and iTunes.

9. Sleep Meditations from Headspace
The popular meditation app Headspace, created by the mindfulness teacher and former
Buddhist monk Andy Puddicombe, features a collection of thirty short meditations designed
for promoting sleep, as well as two individual ten-minute sleep meditations. Guided by
Puddicombe’s soothing voice, you’ll begin to quiet your racing thoughts, and prepare your
mind for rest.
Available for free download from the Apple App Store and Google Play; $7.99/month with
a yearly subscription.

10. iSleep Easy: Meditations for Restful Sleep
Created by the founders of the popular podcast and website Meditation Oasis, iSleep Easy
includes a collection of guided meditations, sleep playlists, and “wee hours rescue,” which
allows you to create a customized combination of voice-guided audio and relaxing
background music. You may want to start with the short but sweet “Put Away the Day”
meditation, which guides you in putting your concerns into a container, where they’ll be
waiting for you the next day!
Available for download from the Apple App Store ($4.99) and Google Play ($2.99).

11. “Fade” and “Hello” from Buddhify

Designed to “turn down the senses” so that the mind can prepare for sleep, the meditation
app Buddhify’s “Fade” meditation leads you through a process of “fading out” each of the five
senses as you fall asleep. Another meditation, “Hello,” guides you in a playful mindfulness
technique of naming and saying hello to various emotions and thought patterns that might be
keeping you awake.
Available for download from the Apple App Store ($4.99) and Google Play ($2.99).

12. 7 Days of Sleep by Calm.com
Calm.com, a website that offers short guided and nonguided meditations featuring beautiful
nature backdrops, also offers a range of sleep meditations. Its 7 Days of Sleep program
features a series of daily meditations meant to be used over the course of a week, which teach
a range of techniques for better rest. The eleven-minute meditations—including “Relax the
Body,” “Eliminate Worry,” and “Thinking like a Good Sleeper”—will help you get around the
most common roadblocks to a good night’s rest.
Available for free download from the Apple App Store and Google Play; $3.33/month with
a yearly subscription.

APPENDIX C
THE HOTEL SLEEP REVOLUTION:
Pillow Menus, Quiet Zones, and Beds You’ll Want to Take Home
“The Way Forward” highlights many of the hotels across the country and around the world
taking steps to help their guests get the best sleep possible. Here are some more hotels that
are tapping into the creativity of designers, engineers, and scientists for the purpose of
improving guests’ sleep.

CORINTHIA HOTEL LONDON (LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM)
The Corinthia Hotel London wants to make sleep the main event of your stay. If you book its
“Sumptuous Sleep Retreat,” you get the expertise of a sleep professional, a nutritionist, and a
chef in addition to blackout curtains, a choice of pillows, and white-noise machines. The
retreat also includes a 120-minute sleep ritual that includes a foot massage and hot-stone
scalp massage, specifically designed to reduce stress after a day of travel and technology
immersion. The spa also offers sleep acupuncture, sleep osteopathy, and a specialized
Ayurvedic treatment with aromatherapy oils.
www.corinthia.com/hotels/london

CROWNE PLAZA HOTELS & RESORTS
For its Crowne Plaza Hotels, the InterContinental Hotel Group has created a Sleep Advantage
program, so that guests who seek peace and quiet can be grouped together on “quiet zone”
floors. In addition to like-minded sleep-loving neighbors, the zones have reduced
housekeeping and engineering activity. Guests also receive sleep kits with lavender sprays
and, in some rooms, special headboards that are padded and curved to significantly reduce
noise.
www.crowneplaza.com

FOUR SEASONS HOTELS AND RESORTS
Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts developed its own custom heat-absorbing Simmons
mattress, with a stabilizing feature to keep you still when your partner gets up or moves
during the night. And if you love your bed, you can buy it! Four Seasons also soundproofs
each of its rooms by placing heating and cooling systems in the ceiling to reduce noise,
insulating walls and doors, and utilizing headboard-to-headboard room layouts (so TV noise
does not disturb guests in the next room). It also offers a sleep-focused turndown service in
which a staffer will dim the lights, adjust the temperature to a sleep-friendly zone, and put on
soft music. But don’t expect a chocolate on your pillow. Four Seasons has replaced the
traditional treat (because of the caffeine and sugar) with herbal tea and other sleep-friendly
amenities.
www.fourseasons.com

HILTON HOTELS AND RESORTS
Hilton’s Canopy bed is the result of a partnership with Serta, with fabric that regulates heat
flow. Given that sleeping in a cooler environment leads to better rest, the bed also
incorporates memory foam infused with Serta’s MicroSupport gel to reduce pressure and
therefore reduce heat buildup in the body overnight. And guests can purchase the bed.
www.hilton.com

MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL
In 2013, Marriott opened a 10,000-square-foot lab in Bethesda, Maryland, where the hotel
chain can try out various room and bed layouts. Guests who stay at the company’s JW
Marriott properties can select the Nightly Refresh Program. The “curated turndown service”
includes Revive Oil, an essential oil that JW Marriott provides in partnership with
Aromatherapy Associates.
www.marriott.com

MGM GRAND LAS VEGAS HOTEL & CASINO (LAS VEGAS, NEVADA)
At the MGM Grand Las Vegas Hotel & Casino, Delos, a wellness real estate company,
collaborated with the Cleveland Clinic and Dr. Deepak Chopra to pioneer Stay Well hotel
rooms, which feature air purification, vitamin C–infused showers, aromatherapy, a healthy
menu, and special lighting timed to circadian rhythms. “Light levels,” Paul Scialla, the
founder of Delos, says, “constitute one of the most powerful external cues the body uses to
align its circadian rhythms with the solar day.” So Stay Well rooms feature soft, warm white
lighting to minimize disruption to circadian rhythms, subtle red lighting at night that does
not suppress melatonin, dawn simulators to wake guests naturally, and, in the morning, an
energizing light that has the effect of sunlight.
www.mgmgrand.com

STARWOOD HOTELS & RESORTS
In 2011, Starwood, the parent company of Westin Hotels & Resorts, opened an 11,000-squarefoot lab in Stamford, Connecticut, where it has tested lighting technology that could help
guests sleep better. Its researchers are also testing how the feeling of natural surroundings
affects our sleep. This involves walls covered with patterns that mimic a leafy forest, curtains
with images of dragonfly wings, and terrariums in rooms.
Some sleep-friendly features at the Westin are already on the market, such as its Heavenly
Bed, so beloved that the hotel has sold one hundred thousand of them. The Heavenly Bed
features an all-white design, three-hundred-thread-count Egyptian cotton bedding, five
pillows, three sheets, and a custom-designed mattress.
www.starwoodhotels.com

BIG SLEEP PERKS FOR LITTLE TRAVELERS
The new sleep consciousness, of course, extends to children. At the Hilton Waikoloa Village

on the Big Island of Hawaii, there’s a special kids’ turndown service, which features books on
Hawaiian culture and flash cards with stories about the Hawaiian goddess Pele. Great Wolf
Lodge, a chain of family resorts in the United States and Canada, offers a pajama story time
in front of their fireplaces. And at the Ritz-Carlton on Amelia Island in Florida, kids can enjoy
the “Pirate Tuck In,” with costumed “pirates” bearing cookies and milk (hopefully the new
sleep consciousness has reached the pirate community, so they know to make those cookies
light on before-bedtime sugar).
www.hiltonwaikoloavillage.com
www.greatwolf.com
www.ritzcarlton.com/en/properties/ameliaisland

HOTELS THAT HELP YOU UNPLUG
With some hotels, sleep enhancement comes less from added bells and whistles and more
from what’s taken away. We’re often our own worst enemies when it’s time to shut down our
devices and turn off our connection to the world. So some hotels are doing what they can to
help.

FOUR SEASONS RESORT COSTA RICA AT PENINSULA PAPAGAYO
(PENINSULA PAPAGAYO, COSTA RICA)
This hotel offers a Disconnect to Reconnect program, in which you surrender your
smartphone for a day. For your withdrawal pains, you’ll get it back, safe and sound, in a new
case.
www.fourseasons.com/costarica

MOUNT SNOW RESORT (WEST DOVER, VERMONT)
To get parents and kids working together toward better sleep, this hotel offers a Family Camp
package where mobile devices are highly discouraged. Wi-Fi is available only in the camp’s
main lodge, and most rooms are Wi-Fi-free. Camp staff encourages families to put down their
devices and enjoy games, water sports, chef-made meals, and the great outdoors as they slow
down and connect with one another instead of with the entire world.
www.mountsnow.com

PETIT ST. VINCENT ISLAND AND RESORT (PETIT ST. VINCENT)
All accommodations at this Grenadine island resort are free of telephones, television, and WiFi. Guests use a flag system to signal for room service or any other service (including,
presumably, requests for more flags?).
www.petitstvincent.com

RIVERPLACE HOTEL (PORTLAND, OREGON)
The RiverPlace Hotel in Portland offers a service where you can check your smartphones,
tablets, and laptops in a safe and in exchange receive truffles, a private bath butler who

personally draws a bath with amenities such as bath oil and salts, and wine (which you can
use to toast being unplugged and in the moment). Sounds like a great trade!
www.riverplacehotel.com

VILLA STÉPHANIE (BADEN-BADEN, GERMANY)
Here you can choose a room that allows you to flip a switch and shut off all online
connections to the room. Maybe someday this will be standard in all hotels—and homes.
www.brenners.com/eng/villa-stephanie

And here are a few other hotels that prioritize sleep, assembled by HuffPost associate lifestyle
editor Suzy Strutner:

AKA (NEW YORK, NEW YORK)
If you find yourself in need of an extended stay in New York for business or pleasure, AKA’s
four Manhattan properties have partnered with the New York University School of Medicine
Sleep Disorders Center and the New York Sleep Institute to have experts available for inroom sleep screenings. Complimentary features of the Sleep Institute include in-room light
boxes, blackout curtains, and sleep seminars on topics such as bedtime routines and sleep
apnea.
www.stayaka.com

THE BODYHOLIDAY (CASTRIES CITY, ST. LUCIA)
At this Caribbean island getaway, a two-day Sleep Restoration Program offers a range of
massage, bodywork, aromatherapy, and nutritional counseling to send you back home with
better sleep habits.
www.thebodyholiday.com

FAIRMONT VANCOUVER AIRPORT (VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA)
Nothing quite says terrible night’s sleep like an airport hotel. But this one, within the busy
Vancouver International Airport and a two-minute walk from the baggage-claim carousels,
has soundproofed rooms with triple-paned windows. For jet-lagged travelers, there’s the
Quiet Zone, with no service interruptions or knocks on the door from 8 p.m. to 8 a.m.
www.fairmont.com/vancouver-airport-richmond

GRAND RESORT BAD RAGAZ (BAD RAGAZ, SWITZERLAND)
In Switzerland, while you’re at the Grand Resort Bad Ragaz, you can get a thorough sleep
diagnosis that includes an EEG, respiration monitoring, and blood-oxygen-level readings, all
of which its medical staff will analyze and then make recommendations for how you can
improve your sleep.
www.resortragaz.ch

THE HERMITAGE HOTEL (NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE)
The pillow menu here isn’t just an afterthought amenity, it’s a passion. If the goose-down,
buckwheat, latex-foam, and memory-foam pillows waiting in your room aren’t enough, call
for reinforcements: neck pillows, body pillows, water pillows, reading pillows, leg pillows,
diamond-filled pillows (okay, the last one is made up). And if you develop a particularly
strong pillow bond during your stay, they’re all available for purchase.
www.thehermitagehotel.com

KAMALAYA KOH SAMUI (KOH SAMUI, THAILAND)
Kamalaya’s Sleep Enhancement program is for guests who are serious about renewing their
relationship with sleep. Since that takes time, the hotel asks for a five-night minimum
commitment. Influenced by traditional Chinese medicine, the program takes you through a
range of therapies and treatments—from acupuncture, yoga, and herbal foot baths to
Ayurvedic massages—all designed to help you develop healthy sleep habits that will stay with
you long after you head home.
www.kamalaya.com

LIBRARY HOTEL COLLECTION (NEW YORK, NEW YORK; BUDAPEST,
HUNGARY; PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC)
This line of four boutique hotels in Manhattan (with additional locations in Budapest and
Prague) offers a carefully curated Escape to Serenity program, where you can request a range
of complimentary items that help you prepare for sleep, such as fleece blankets, feather-bed
mattress toppers, hypoallergenic Micro Gel fiber pillows, and headphones that emit soothing
sounds as you fall asleep.
www.libraryhotel.com

LORIEN HOTEL & SPA (ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA)
Here guests find a “dream button” on their room phone that lets them choose from the
Dream Service Menu. There are scent diffusers to relieve tension, bedtime books for a
calming lullaby read, and sleep masks to block the outside world. Choose from an extensive
list of pillows, including a magnetic pillow that reduces swelling. For little ones, the menu
also includes children’s books and special night-lights.
www.lorienhotelandspa.com

MIRAVAL RESORT & SPA (TUCSON, ARIZONA)
This property in Tucson features Definity Digital Good Night LED bulbs, which reduce bluelight exposure to better maintain your body’s natural sleep cycle. The resort consulted with a
sleep specialist to outfit rooms with the bulbs, which use the same light-filtering technology
developed for astronauts in space.
www.miravalresorts.com

PARK HYATT BEAVER CREEK RESORT AND SPA (BEAVER CREEK,

COLORADO)
Working with sleep expert Nancy Rothstein, Beaver Creek has introduced the Sound Sleep
Initiatives to improve sleep for guests and employees alike. There’s a TV channel dedicated to
sleep (with music composed by sleep expert Jeffrey Thompson), slumber kits including eye
masks and earplugs, relaxing massages, and a “sleep elixir” with chamomile and apple cider
to help guests power down.
www.beavercreek.hyatt.com

PARK HYATT TOKYO (TOKYO, JAPAN)
Here guests are invited to prepare for bed with a complimentary Good Night Sleep Stretch.
Guided by a physical trainer, the thirty-minute session uses stretching, essential oils, and
herbal tea to help guests unwind in a scenic studio forty-seven stories above the busy city.
You’ll also practice breathing exercises to loosen your muscles and prepare for rest.
www.tokyo.park.hyatt.com

SIX SENSES HOTELS RESORTS SPAS
With properties all over the world, Six Senses offers a Yogic Sleep program for guests,
focusing on yoga nidra, the sleeplike state that yogis enter during meditation. Rooms are set
to the optimal temperature for deep sleep, and “pillow mist” aromatherapy products and
relaxing music are part of the guest experience. Guests receive a sleep journal to clear the
mind, prepare for the day ahead, or log thoughts on their trip, as well as a guide filled with
sleep tips to take home.
www.sixsenses.com

SWISSÔTEL BERLIN (BERLIN, GERMANY)
Good sleep habits follow you throughout the day at Swissôtel Berlin, a luxury property on one
of the city’s most hectic streets. Book the DeepSleep Package to awaken with a “power drink”
that includes maté tea and a bright-light lamp session to energize your body for the day.
Aromatherapy, calming drinks, and specialized “sound pillows” with brain-wave-calming
beats help you wind down.
www.swissotel.com/hotels/berlin

WESTHOUSE (NEW YORK, NEW YORK)
Through a partnership with the innovative specialty sleep retailer Sleep Studio, WestHouse
lets you tailor your sleep experience with sleep masks, aromatherapy oils, and Sleep Studio’s
proprietary mattresses.
www.westhousehotelnewyork.com

APPENDIX D
GOING TO THE MATTRESSES
It’s not really a surprise that a quality mattress is a key factor in getting a good night’s sleep.
And a great deal of scientific, engineering, and design skill is being poured into the mattress
industry, which has become its own hub of sleep-related innovation.
This change reflects a larger shift, away from dealing with sleep as some sort of necessary
evil and toward savoring it and enhancing its many benefits. That extends to the experience
of buying a bed. As Michael Silverstein, a Boston Consulting Group senior partner, put it,
“The market for beds is a very large one, with a high degree of dissatisfaction.” So the wouldbe disruptors have flooded that market and injected some twenty-first-century verve into
what just a few years ago was one of the most stagnant and, yes, sleepy industries out there.
Not long ago, mattresses were advertised mostly in holiday weekend newspaper inserts you
threw out or used to clean up spills. Now they’re at the center of a start-up revolution.

CASPER
Casper offers one mattress and sells directly to consumers. It has an interesting origin story.
As CEO Philip Krim said, he met his fellow cofounders while working for different companies
at a shared workspace in New York City. “We noticed that everyone was drinking green juice
and working at standing desks to stay healthy and increase productivity, yet sleep was
something that everyone sacrificed,” he said. “Even worse: they bragged about how little they
slept.” So they saw a business opportunity. “We realized sleep is something that you should
take seriously,” he said. And Casper was born. And in 2015, Casper launched Van Winkle’s, a
news website dedicated to all things sleep.
www.casper.com

COCO-MAT
Coco-Mat was founded in Greece and now has stores in the United States, Europe, Asia, and
the Middle East. Shoppers testing the store’s handmade, all-natural mattresses get free food,
drinks, robes, and slippers, and they can “test-drive” the beds—that is, settle in for a real nap
—in Coco-Mat’s “nap chambers.” After all, as Mike Efmorfidis, Coco-Mat CEO, told me,
“When you buy a car, you take it out for a test drive. No reason a mattress should be any
different.”
www.coco-mat.com

SLEEP NUMBER
Sleep Number’s smart mattress has interior sensors to track your sleep, giving you a daily
SleepIQ score from 1 to 100 that includes how much restful time you spent in bed, along with
your average heart and breathing rates. If a partner shares your bed, you’ll get a reading of
how his or her sleep affects you and vice versa—making for some fun breakfast table
discussion, no doubt. For those who don’t want wearable sleep trackers, Sleep Number

eliminates the need by putting them into the mattress. When I met Sleep Number’s CEO,
Shelly Ibach, she greeted me not just by shaking hands but by giving me her SleepIQ score.
Sleep transparency as an intimacy-building tool!
www.sleepnumber.com

TEMPUR-PEDIC
The mattress company Tempur-Pedic has its roots in space exploration. When NASA
developed a temperature-sensitive material in the early 1970s to cushion astronauts during
liftoff, a group of Swedish scientists began to test the material for use in mattresses. Today
Tempur-Pedic has a number of innovative features for comfort, support, and keeping you
cool at night. Its famous TV commercial, with a glass of red wine set on a Tempur-Pedic
mattress and not spilling even as a woman in pajamas jumped on the bed, was a memorable
way of showing that two people could sleep on the same mattress without disturbing each
other, which, as we know, can be a significant problem with significant others.
www.tempurpedic.com

THE LATEST START-UPS
Other companies are also getting creative and making a difference—from Yogabed, an online
mattress retailer that uses luxury foam that supports the body and reduces pressure points,
to Leesa, which donates one mattress to homeless shelters for every ten sold, to Helix, which
sells custom-made mattresses based on sleep preferences and body types, to Saatva, which
got some enviable press in September 2015 when Pope Francis slept on a Saatva mattress
(queen-size, memory-foam mattress, organic cotton covers) during his visit to Philadelphia.
www.yogabed.com
www.leesa.com
www.helixsleep.com
www.saatvamattress.com

MATTRESS TECHNOLOGY
There’s also a shift toward incorporating technology into our beds and bedding. While we’re
sleeping, our beds can be working.

SLEEPSENSE
Samsung’s SleepSense, announced in September 2015, is a gadget that goes under your
mattress. It tracks your heart rate, movement, and breathing patterns and will also provide
you with customized advice from Harvard Medical School professor Dr. Christos Mantzoros.
SleepSense emails you a report of how you slept, and its “family care” option allows you to
keep tabs on how a loved one is sleeping. You can even program it to communicate with other
smart devices in your home—for instance, tell your television to turn itself off when you’ve
fallen asleep.
www.sleepsense.com

LUNA
In 2015, San Francisco–based Matteo Franceschetti set out to create a smart mattress cover.
His goal on Indiegogo was to raise $100,000; he raised nearly $1 million. Using several
layers, each with a different purpose, Luna’s Wi-Fi-enabled mattress cover promises not only
to track your sleep—by monitoring respiration and heart rate—but also to learn and adapt to
your sleep patterns and preferences. For instance, it can automatically adjust the temperature
on each half of the bed separately, adjust the temperature in the room, put on relaxing music,
and, if it makes you feel less anxious, lock your bedroom door for you. It can even start your
coffee pot in the morning so you don’t have to wait for that first cup (though if you’ve slept
well, you shouldn’t be as desperate for it). A future version will even get up and take your
kids to school (I’m kidding, but this is one full-featured mattress cover).
www.lunasleep.com

BEDDIT
Beddit, another Indiegogo success, monitors sleep, via heart rate and breathing, by using a
sensor that you put underneath the sheets. When you wake up, you find a sleep report
waiting for you. The data include noise and light levels as well as a record of your snoring.
You’ll also get suggestions for improvement.
www.beddit.com
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